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The pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) concept, developed for the analysis and 
design of large-deflection flexible members, has proved over time to be a simple, 
efficient and accurate tool for the synthesis, analysis and design of compliant 
mechanisms.  This dissertation investigates a variety of compliant mechanism analysis 
and design problems using the PRBM concept and assists in further advancement of the 
implementation of the PRBMs.  The dissertation begins with the development of a PRBM 
for a fixed-guided compliant beam with one inflection point in the deformed state.  This 
research investigation advances the concept of characteristic deflection domain to a new 
synthesis framework for the design of fully-compliant mechanisms containing fixed-
guided segments with an inflection point.  The dissertation then formalizes a new 
approach for the evaluation of mechanical advantage of compliant mechanisms.  In order 
to extend the approach towards synthesis and design of compliant mechanisms with 
higher mechanical advantage, the dissertation revisits the synthesis with compliance 
method of compliant mechanism design and provides an implementation strategy.  A new 
method to determine an appropriate PRBM is presented.  The method also allows 
determination of the expected static mode shape(s) of a given compliant mechanism 
structural configuration.  Finally, the dissertation provides experimental results to 
validate the simplicity, accuracy, efficiency and applicability of the PRBM concept 
towards the synthesis, analysis and design of compliant segments and compliant 
mechanisms.  The test setup design utilized for the experimental investigations may be 
found in the addendum to this dissertation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 COMPLIANT MECHANISMS 
Complaint mechanisms are mechanical devices that gain some or all of their 
mobility through the deflection of their flexible members, while transferring or 
transforming motion, force and/or energy [1, 2].  Figure 1.1 shows an ergonomic modular 
compliant chair designed by Mettlach et al. [3] using a partially-compliant mechanism.  
The schematic representation of the partially-compliant mechanism involved in the 
ergonomic modular compliant chair is shown in Figure 1.2.  The reclining feature 
provided by this chair is made possible due to the flexibility in the front legs. 
 
 Compliant mechanisms integrate form with function, and therefore, exhibit the 
following inherent advantages: 
1. Reduced number of parts or monolithic designs 
2. Reduced assembly time and cost 
3. Less wear, lash, shock and noise 
4. Reduced or no need for lubrication 
5. Improved mechanical precision, and reliability 
6. Improved ergonomics and manufacturability 
7. Miniaturization of components 
 
Compliant mechanisms typically involve large deflections.  The highly nonlinear 
nature of these deflections complicates the analysis and design approaches.  In addition, 













Figure 1.2. Schematic Representation of the Partially-Compliant Mechanism Synthesized 





1.2 NOMENCLATURE AND CLASSIFICATION 
Compliant mechanisms form a relatively newer area of research in mechanism 
synthesis, analysis and design.  For facilitating better understanding of the research effort 
presented in this dissertation, a brief overview of important terminologies associated with 
compliant mechanisms is provided below.  Foundational work related to the 
nomenclature and classification of compliant segments and compliant mechanisms may 
be found in Midha et al. [1, 2]. 
Link: A mechanism link is defined as the continuum connecting the mating 
surfaces of one or more joints. 
Fully-compliant mechanism: A compliant mechanism that contains no links is 
called as a fully-compliant mechanism.  In such a mechanism, all of the mobility is 
achieved through the deflection of its flexible members. 
Partially-compliant mechanism: A compliant mechanism in which some of the 
mobility is obtained through the rigid-body body joints is called a partially-compliant 
mechanism. 
Figure 1.3 shows a one-link compliant mechanism; Figure 1.4 shows a fully-
compliant mechanism, also referred to as a structurally zero-link mechanism; and Figure 
1.5 shows a partially-compliant mechanism. 
Links may be classified into two broad categories: rigid and compliant, as shown 
in Figure 1.6.  A compliant link may be composed of only one segment or a combination 
of segments, which may include rigid segments.  A compliant segment that is initially-
straight, has homogenous material properties, and has a constant in-plane and out-of-
plane thickness is called as a simple compliant segment.  All other compliant segment 
types come under the category of compound compliant segments.  Depending upon the 
material properties of the constituent segments, a compound compliant segment can be 
classified as homogenous compound compliant segment and nonhomogeneous compound 
compliant segment.  Schematic representations of the commonly used simple and 





   



















Figure 1.7. Schematic Representation of an Initially-Straight and Initially-Curved Fixed-






Figure 1.8. Schematic Representation of a Fixed-Free Compliant Segment with an 











1.3 COMPLIANT MECHANISM EXAMPLES 
Compliant mechanisms, in only the last two or three decades, have provided an 
excellent forum and fresh impetus for revitalizing the area of mechanism design with 
abundant opportunities for creativity and innovation.  In just this short a time period, 
compliant mechanisms have found their way into multiple disciplines: biotechnology, 
micro-electromechanical system (MEMS), mechanical devices, aerospace and origami 
applications, to name a few, and have been identified and acknowledged as one of the 
three “research trends that we can expect to persist into the future [4].”  Presented below 
are some examples that utilize compliant mechanisms for their functioning. 
Figure 1.10 shows a CAD rendering of Compliers
®
, a fish hook remover.  It 
constitutes of three small-length flexural pivots (SLFPs) and one rolling point of contact.  
Figure 1.11 shows an image of the Michelin Tweel™ Airless Tire [5].  It constitutes of 
fixed-guided compliant segments that allow for energy storage while providing structural 





Figure 1.10. CAD Rendering of Compliers
®












Figure 1.12 shows CAD renderings of two versions of fully-compliant crimping 
mechanisms designed by AMP, Inc.  The crimping mechanism contains two fixed-guided 
compliant segments.  One of the segments is fixed to the ground and the other to the 
slider, and guided at the rigid-coupler.  Figure 1.13 shows an image of a shoe design by 
Adidas
®
 [6].  The shoe consists of fixed-free compliant segments for energy storage.  
Figure 1.14 shows an image of the compliant module designed by researchers at Brigham 
Young University (BYU) [7].  The module is designed to be a replacement for spinal 
column discs.  Figure 1.15 shows a CAD rendering of a sense-clamp design [8].  It 
constitutes of a fully-compliant mechanism with fixed-guided segments.  Figure 1.16 
shows images of a fully-compliant gripper designed by Byers and Midha [9, 10].  It 
constitutes of two initially-curved SLFPs and one fixed-guided compliant segment to 
provide a near parallel grasping feature.  Figure 1.17 shows an image of an out-of-plane 
compliant restrainer [11], consisting of four fully compliant mechanisms, each of them 
containing two fixed-guided compliant segments. 
In addition to the examples presented here, many more intriguing and exciting 








































1.4 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The first application of compliant mechanism can be dated back to the medieval 
times, wherein the Romans utilized compliant segments for energy storage in catapults 
and crossbows.  The same property of compliant mechanisms is utilized even today, 
however, for providing comfort, e.g. the NASA mars rover wheel design [13]. 
Research in the area of compliant mechanism design that involves transfer of 
motion, force and energy storage initiated about five decades ago.  The first publication 
in the area of synthesis of flexible link mechanisms was presented by Burns and Crossley 
[14, 15].  Burns and Crossley provided a graphical technique called as kinetostatic 
synthesis for synthesis of flexible link mechanisms.  The authors considered mechanisms 
with flexible coupler attached to two fixed-pinned segments.  The approach allows 
performing dimensional synthesis for function generation with specified output torque 
values at various precision-positions.  Sevak and McLarnan [16] presented a finite 
element analysis based approach for synthesis of flexible link mechanisms for function 
generation.  The authors utilize an optimization formulation in conjunction with the finite 
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element analysis methods for the design of flexible link mechanisms.  The approach 
considers a nonlinear finite element formulation to determine the response of a candidate 
compliant mechanism solution.  The optimization routine compares the results with the 
desired response to determine the next step for synthesis.  Once the error between the 
finite element analysis results and the desired response is within an acceptable small 
value, the solution is finalized.  The optimization is performed using the variable metric 
method by Fletcher and Powell. 
Bisshopp and Drucker [17, 18] provided the first known mathematical closed-
form solution for the large-deflection cantilevered beam using elliptic integrals.  The 
complex nature of the solution approach allowed it to be applied towards model boundary 
conditions and is typically used for analysis purposes.  Shoup [19] provided closed-form 
solutions using elliptic integrals for flexible segments subjected to a variety of beam end 
load and displacement boundary conditions.  The results obtained from analysis were 
later applied towards synthesis of flexible segments and flexible mechanisms.  These 
formulations could, however, handle only a limited number and type of design 
specifications. 
After a long hiatus, Midha [20, 21] revived the interest in flexible mechanism 
design and analysis and began the process of its formalization, naming it as the field of 
compliant mechanisms [22].  Midha et al. [23, 24] and Her [25] began the initial 
investigations in the area of compliant mechanism design.  They provided a large-
deflection analysis technique called as the Chain Algorithm, and utilized it for compliant 
mechanism design and analysis.  The Chain Algorithm could successfully analyze and 
design fully-compliant mechanisms.  The newly developed shooting method decreased 
the numerical computations by about an order, when compared to the finite element 
analysis formulation.  Her and Midha [26] investigated the mobility characteristics of 
compliant mechanisms and presented a methodology to estimate the maximum possible 
degrees of freedom of a compliant mechanism.  Her and Midha [26] introduced the 
concept of compliance number and utilized it towards the qualitative assessment of the 
compliance content within a given compliant mechanism.  A systematic approach is also 
presented to perform type synthesis of compliant mechanisms. 
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Salamon and Midha [27, 28] performed introductory work towards understanding 
the mechanical advantage aspects of compliant mechanisms.  They categorized 
mechanical advantage of compliant mechanisms into three types, depending upon the 
independent variable.  The authors utilized the Chain Algorithm to derive the 
conclusions, and presented a methodology for designing compliant mechanisms with 
higher mechanical advantage.  The thesis develops many important terminologies related 
to mechanical advantage of compliant mechanisms. 
Nahvi [29] developed numerical procedures for static and dynamic analysis of 
compliant mechanisms.  Analysis and synthesis is accomplished using the Chain 
Algorithm in conjunction with the shooting method based on Newton-Raphson iteration 
scheme, to meet the specified displacement boundary conditions.  The work modifies the 
Chain Algorithm and formulates a flexibility matrix for a beam element taking into 
account the effect of shear deformation for beams with larger cross-sections.  A three-
dimensional version of the Chain Algorithm is also developed.  Nahvi [29] implemented 
the iterative-incremental finite element procedure for static and dynamic analysis of 
compliant mechanisms.  The technique is also implemented to analyze compliant 
mechanisms near its mobility limits.  Hill and Midha [30, 31] developed the graphical 
user driven interface for the Chain Algorithm and implemented it towards the analysis 
and synthesis of compliant mechanisms. 
During these early investigations, Midha and Her [32] and Midha et al. [23, 24 
and 27, 28] embarked on the preliminary discussions on the feasibility of a simple yet 
robust methodology that may use rigid-body equivalent models and discrete springs for 
compliant mechanism analysis, synthesis and design; and called it as the pseudo-rigid-
body model (PRBM) concept. 
In order to facilitate the application of the PRBM concept towards compliant 
mechanism design, Midha et al. [1, 2] presented formal nomenclature and classification 
for compliant segments and compliant mechanisms.  Later, Howell and Midha [33-36] 
and Howell et al. [37] systematically developed the PRBM concept for analysis and 
design of a fixed-free compliant segment subjected to beam end forces.  The 
methodology utilized elliptic integral results to determine the parametric values such that 
beam end point location is within a small acceptable error, of say 0.5%.  Recently, Pauly 
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and Midha [38, 39] provided improved parametric expressions for the PRBM of a fixed-
free compliant segment subjected to beam end forces.   
Howell [36, 40] advanced the approach and developed PRBMs for initially-
curved fixed-pinned segment, and initially-straight fixed-guided segment wherein the 
beam end angle in the deformed state is the same as in the undeformed state.  Mettlach 
and Midha [41, 42] presented a PRBM for a fixed-free compliant beam with multiple 
characteristic pivots, in order to increase the prediction range of the PRBM.  They 
investigated the mobility characteristics of various compliant segment types.  The 
concept of ‘domain of attraction’ and the concept of ‘characteristic deflection domain’ 
was introduced in this work.  Characteristic deflection domains for simple compliant 
segment types were derived using the available PRBM parametric equations.  The 
characteristic deflection domain for complex shaped compliant segments was determined 
using the iterative-incremental finite element analysis procedure developed by Nahvi 
[29]. 
Edwards et al. [43, 44] developed PRBM for initially-curved pinned-pinned 
compliant segments.  Saxena and Kramer [45] provided a PRBM for a fixed-free 
compliant segment subjected to beam end force and moment.  Moment loading is 
considered in the same sense as the vertical component of the force.  The PRBM 
presented consist of a slider link, as well.  Lyon [46] and Lyon et al. [47] provided PRBM 
for a fixed-guided compliant segment with one inflection point in its deformed state, 
wherein the beam end angle can take any value w.r.t. its undeformed configuration.  The 
model is valid for certain special loading conditions.  Lyon and Howell [48] provided a 
simplified PRBM for fixed-guided compliant segment with one inflection point in its 
deformed state.  The model decouples the load and deflections for a fixed-guided 
compliant segment with one inflection point.  This assumption introduces significant 
errors in the PRBM, and therefore, is recommended for visualization purposes only. 
Kimball and Tsai [49] provided PRBM for a compliant segment subjected to 
arbitrary beam end loads.  The authors develop the closed-form solution for such a 
problem type using elliptic integrals.  Elliptic integral formulations provided can be used 
to analyze compliant segments that display an inflection point in its deformed state or 
display a monotonically increasing curvature in its deformed state.  Authors identify that 
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obtaining solutions to the closed-form formulation becomes cumbersome when all three 
beam end loads are specified.  In order to assist a designer with the solution process a 
differential geometry based approach is presented to determine the best possible initial 
estimates.  Authors convert the three degrees of freedom problem into a one degree of 
freedom problem by generating relationships between associated variables.  PRBM 
parametric expressions are developed using an optimization routine. 
Mavanthoor and Midha [50, 51] investigated the stability of compliant 
mechanisms using the iterative-incremental finite element analysis developed by Nahvi 
[29].  Su [52] presented a PRBM with three characteristic pivots to predict the beam end 
point locations for a wide range of load specifications.  The properties of the PRBM are 
calculated by an optimization routine.  The PRBM predicts beam end locations fairly well 
when the loading conditions do not result in an inflection point in the beam continuum.  
The errors increase in the estimation of beam end coordinates for configurations with one 
inflection point in the deformed state.  Midha and Kuber [53, 54] provided elliptic 
integral formulations for analysis of a fixed-free compliant beam with an initially-straight 
SLFP or with an initially-curved SLFP, subjected to beam end forces.  This work 
validates the assumptions made in the PRBM analysis of such segment types.  Zhang and 
Chen [55] presented elliptic integral formulations for a cantilever beam subjected to a 
variety of boundary conditions.  The formulation can handle loadings that result in 
multiple inflection points in the beam continuum.  The formulation needs specification of 
the number of inflection points, and other specific variables to obtain a solution. 
Howell and Midha [56] and Midha et al. [57] extended the PRBM concept for the 
analysis and synthesis of compliant mechanisms and developed a systematic 
methodology called as ‘synthesis with compliance.’  The method utilizes the state of the 
art rigid-body synthesis techniques, along with energy and torque equations to generate a 
set of weakly coupled and strongly coupled equations.  Mettlach [42] applied synthesis 
with compliance towards synthesis of compliant mechanisms using Burmester Theory.  
Mettlach [42] also applied the rigid-body graphical synthesis techniques towards 
compliant mechanism design.  Murphy [58] and Murphy et al. [59, 60] applied the matrix 
element method for performing the type synthesis of compliant mechanisms.  Murphy et 
al. [61] reinvestigated the mobility of compliant mechanisms.  Authors presented an 
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equation for the evaluation of maximum possible degrees of freedom, which is a function 
of the number and type of the constituent compliant segments.  The analysis procedure, in 
conjunction with compliant element matrix, is utilized to determine compliant 
mechanism topologies that can provide requisite degrees of freedom.  Howell and Midha 
[62] investigated the type 3 mechanical advantage of a toggle mechanism, wherein the 
work piece stiffness is considered as the independent variable.  Midha et al. [63] applied 
the PRBM concept towards the evaluation of mobility limits of compliant mechanisms. 
Midha et al. [64] and Annamalai [65] provided design tables for synthesis of 
compliant mechanisms for conventional tasks of function generation, path and motion 
generation, and path generation with prescribed timing, with energy/torque values 
specified at the precision positions.  The design tables provide the type of the coupling 
between kinematic and compliance equations and the number of equations, unknowns, 
and free-choices required for a given problem specification.  Midha et al. [66] and 
Kolachalam [67] extended the synthesis with compliance method for single-strip 
mechanisms, and presented a design methodology for synthesis of single-strip compliant 
mechanisms for path and motion generation with specified energy, torque or force values 
at the precision position.  Midha et al. [68] provided some insights into the challenges 
associated with the implementation of the synthesis with compliance method. 
Su and McCarthy [69, 70] presented an approach for designing bistable compliant 
mechanisms using the polynomial homotopy technique.  The approach assumes the first 
precision position as the energy free state of the compliant mechanism.  The approach 
transforms the energy and torque equations provided by Howell and Midha [56] into 
approximate polynomials.  The polynomial equations are then solved using homotopy 
solvers to obtain all possible solutions.  Unrealistic solutions are filtered out to determine 
the set of acceptable solutions.  The transformation of energy and torque equations into 
polynomials introduce errors in the solutions, thus allowing them to be used only as 
initial estimates while solving the energy and torque equations specified by Howell and 
Midha [56].  The approach is demonstrated for a compliant mechanism having a PRBM 
of a four-bar mechanism containing two fixed-pinned compliant segments that are fixed 
at the coupler.  Tari and Su [71] modified this approach with a vectorial representation of 
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links for the design of compliant mechanisms.  This approach tends to be computationally 
intensive. 
Ananthasuresh [72] provided the foundational work towards the design of 
compliant mechanisms with structural optimization approach.  The well-established 
structural optimization routines are adapted towards the synthesis and design of 
compliant mechanisms.  The synthesis approach is divided into three steps, starting with 
topology optimization and then followed by shape and size optimization.  This work 
concentrates greatly on topology optimization and just touches upon the size 
optimization.  The structural optimization techniques that have been in use to design 
structures for minimizing weight and maximizing stiffness, or in other words limiting 
maximum deflection are utilized.  Various objective functions are generated that allow 
adapting these structural optimization techniques.  Due to the inherent limitations in these 
techniques, compliant mechanisms may be designed for only minimizing compliance 
(maximizing stiffness) and not for a fixed displacement at output port.  The method is 
built upon the small displacement Euler-Bernoulli equation.  The method utilizing an 
existing homogenization method for topology optimization.  Often the results obtained 
need further improvement, that is, designer's intuition to convert them into realistic 
solutions.  The method generates a multi-degree of freedom mechanism and therefore has 
to analyze the mechanism for every possible scenario.  Also, only fully-compliant planar 
mechanisms are considered in this work.  Based on the formulations, it is unlikely that 
partially compliant mechanisms may be possible. 
Frecker et al. [73] provided a multi-criteria optimization formulation to design 
compliant mechanisms with the homogenization method.  This formulation considers the 
ratio of the strain energy, i.e. the energy stored in the compliant mechanism while 
approaching the work piece to the energy stored while performing useful work.  One of 
the criteria in the objective function is to maximize compliance and the other is to 
maximize stiffness.  The two objectives are required during the two phases of operation.  
In the first phase, the mechanism should demonstrate maximum compliance during its 
approach towards the work piece, while in the second phase the mechanism should 
provide maximum stiffness in order to transmit forces at the output port.  Mutual strain 
energy is used in developing the objective function.  The method needs an initial design 
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and uses truss elements to generate a compliant mechanism.  Saggere and Kota [74] 
provided an approach for synthesis of compliant mechanism for compliant-segment 
motion generation.  This approach is applicable to partially-compliant mechanisms with 
flexible coupler segment that is attached to two fixed-pinned segments.  The method 
requires specifications of the initial and final shape of the coupler segment, and considers 
small deflection to facilitate the application of linearized beam theory.  It utilizes 
equilibrium equations, along with a structural optimization routine with the path vector of 
the side links as its objective function to design a partially-compliant mechanism for 
compliant-segment motion generation. 
Parkinson et al. [75] provided an optimization-based approach for designing fully-
compliant mechanisms.  This method considers a compliant mechanism as a spline with 
various control points.  The approach parameterizes the design solution obtained from the 
optimization routine, and creates a finite element model in ANSYS
®
 to analyze the 
response of a candidate compliant mechanism solution.  The response is compared to the 
desired outcome to determine the next step of the optimization process.  Rai et al. [76] 
presented a structural optimization-based approach for synthesis of fully-compliant 
mechanisms for path generation using initially-curved frame elements.  This method 
designs a compliant mechanism for tracing the path with the actuating forces serving as 
design variables. 
It is evident that the research in the area of compliant mechanism synthesis, 
analysis and design has come a long way since the initial push given by Midha [20, 21].  
It can be said that there have been three drivers for the advancements in compliant 
mechanisms: i) PRBM concept, ii) structural optimization using homogenization method, 
and iii) finite element analysis techniques.   
Experiences in the recent decades have shown that PRBMs can be potentially 
simple, efficient, and accurate tools for modeling compliant mechanisms.  The PRBM 
approach is versatile in handling problems of analysis and synthesis, with displacement 
and force boundary conditions, lending itself well to visualization of the kinematics of 
deformation of compliant segment types.  The concept of characteristic deflection domain 
graphically reveals an intrinsic limitation of compliant segments, and provides a pathway 
to feasible analysis and synthesis with clear understanding.  The other methods simply 
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lack this capability, and efforts to employ them in such contexts frequently fail to 
converge, or converge to a realistic solution, leaving the designer guessing as to the 
reasons.  The largest benefit in the use of the PRBM approach comes from considering 
compliant mechanisms as equivalent pseudo-rigid-body mechanisms with characteristic 
compliance (discrete springs), thus making available a wealth of existing rigid-body 
mechanism analysis and synthesis knowledge to the treatment of compliant mechanisms. 
 
1.5 SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 
The objective of this work is to develop synthesis and analysis techniques for 
compliant segments and compliant mechanisms.  This work strives to systematically 
develop a fundamental understanding of various aspects of compliant mechanism design.  
Focus is placed on five areas to further advance the application of the PRBM concept 
towards compliant mechanism design and analysis.  The design and analysis 
methodologies provided herein build on the rigid-body synthesis and analysis techniques 
for compliant mechanism design. 
This work provides an efficient method for the analysis of a fixed-guided 
compliant beam with one inflection point in its deformed state using the PRBM concept.  
The formulation is also implemented towards the two-position synthesis of a fixed-
guided compliant segment with an inflection point.  The formulation is then extended to 
the synthesis of fully-compliant mechanisms containing fixed-guided segments.   
To assist a designer in the specification of realistic beam end point characteristics, 
the concept of characteristic deflection domain is developed.  Characteristic deflection 
domains for various compliant segment types are presented.  Pseudo-rigid-body 
representation of the lower and upper bounding curves of the characteristic deflection 
domain is evaluated, which are helpful in analysis and synthesis of compliant 
mechanisms. 
The synthesis with compliance approach is revisited to reduce or eliminate the 
limitations associated with it.  The approach presented in this work considers the 
kinematics and compliance equations as a weakly coupled set of equations to design 
compliant mechanisms for conventional tasks, such as, function generation, path and 
motion generation, and path generation with prescribed timing with energy, torque or 
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force values specified at the precision positions.  The proposed strategy allows the 
application of the synthesis with compliance method towards a wide range of user 
specifications. 
A simple and straight-forward approach is presented to evaluate the mechanical 
advantage of a given compliant mechanism.  The formulation utilizes the PRBM 
approach to derive the mechanical advantage expression for a compliant mechanism.  
Significant factors affecting the mechanical advantage are studied.  Important inferences 
are derived from the results obtained.  The analysis procedure is coupled with the 
aforementioned improved implementation of synthesis with compliance to design 
compliant mechanisms with higher mechanical advantage. 
The PRBM concept is used in conjunction with the Grubler’s criterion and the 
principle of total minimum potential energy to determine the expected model shape of a 
given compliant mechanism.  The approach is also utilized to identify appropriate PRBM 
transformations of a compliant mechanism design. 
Finally, experimental investigations are performed to validate the PRBM concept 
for compliant mechanism design and analysis.  Tests are performed on compliant 
segments, partially-compliant mechanisms and fully-compliant mechanisms. 
 
1.6 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
The dissertation is organized in ten sections.  Section 1 provided an introduction 
to compliant mechanisms.  A brief discussion on the background, literature review, and 
scope of the investigation is also presented in section 1.  Section 2 reviews commonly 
used large-deflection analysis techniques.  The PRBM concept is introduced in section 2. 
In section 3, an efficient method for the analysis of a fixed-guided compliant 
segment with an inflection point is presented.  The method is also applied towards a two-
position synthesis of a fixed-guided compliant beam. 
In section 4, the concept of characteristic deflection domain is developed.  
Characteristic deflection domains are provided for various compliant segment types.  
Pseudo-rigid-body representation of the lower and upper boundary curves of the 
characteristic deflection domain is calculated.  The pseudo-rigid-body representation is 
utilized to determine the characteristic deflection domain for complaint mechanisms.  The 
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resulting formulation is applied towards analysis and synthesis of compliant segments 
and compliant mechanisms. 
In section 5 a new synthesis framework is presented to develop a methodology for 
synthesis of fully-compliant mechanisms with fixed-guided compliant segments. 
In section 6, a generalized approach for the design of compliant mechanisms is 
presented.  The approach provides a newer implementation strategy for the synthesis with 
compliance framework.  The approach utilizes a conventional, simple yet efficient 
optimization formulation to reduce/eliminate the limitations associated with the synthesis 
with compliance framework. 
In section 7, a simple and straight-forward approach is presented for the 
evaluation of mechanical advantage of a compliant mechanism.  The PRBM approach is 
utilized to determine the expression for the mechanical advantage of the compliant 
mechanism.  Significant factors affecting the mechanical advantage are identified and 
important inferences are made from the results obtained. 
In section 8, a new method is presented to determine the suitable PRBM for a 
given compliant mechanism.  The approach utilizes the PRBM concept in conjunction 
with the Grubler’s criterion and the principle of total minimum potential energy.  The 
approach is utilized in determining the expected mode shape of the compliant 
mechanism. 
In section 9, experimental investigations are performed to validate the PRBM 
approach for the design and analysis of compliant mechanisms. 
The summary of the dissertation, remarks on the proposed methodologies and 
future work possibilities are presented in section 10. 
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2. LARGE-DEFLECTION ANALYSIS 
The Bernoulli-Euler equation states that the bending moment at any point is 





 (1)  
 
where, M is the bending moment, E the modulus of elasticity, I the area moment 
of inertia, and 
dθ
ds






[1 + (dy dx⁄ )2]3/2
 (2)  
 
For small deflections the slope (dy dx⁄ ) is small, and therefore, the denominator 
of equation (2) can be assumed to be unity.  This assumption leads to the classical 





 (3)  
 
Advancements in material technology and the ease of availability of resilient 
materials have assisted in the explosive nature of the development of compliant 
mechanisms.  However, with the use of resilient materials compliant segments and 
compliant mechanisms often undergo large-deflections.  For the deflections involved in 
compliant mechanisms, the assumptions for small-deflection do not hold true, leading to 
errors in the calculation of beam end point locations.  The highly nonlinear nature of the 
large-deflections with compliant segments complicates the analysis and design 
approaches, limiting the use of compliant mechanisms to much simpler applications.  
This section reviews the large-deflection analysis techniques like closed-form elliptic 
integral formulation, the Chain Algorithm, and the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) 
concept for the design and analysis of compliant segments and compliant mechanisms.  
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The development of the latter has provided a much needed impetus for nurturing the 
innovation and creativity involved in compliant mechanism design. 
 
2.1 CLOSED-FORM ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL FORMULATIONS 
2.1.1 An Initially-Straight Fixed-Pinned Compliant Segment Subjected to a 
Transverse Force at the Beam End.  Bisshopp and Drucker [17] provided the closed-
form elliptic integral formulation for the large-deflection analysis of cantilevered beam 





Figure 2.1. An Initially-Straight Large-Deflection Cantilevered Beam Subjected to 




The closed-form solutions derived using elliptic integrals for such a segment type 
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F(t) and F(γ, t) are the complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of first kind, 
respectively; and E(t) and E(γ, t) are the complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of 
second kind, respectively, given by the following relations. 
 











E(γ, t) = ∫ √1 − t2sin2θ
γ
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2.1.2 An Initially-Straight Fixed-Pinned Compliant Segment Subjected to 
Beam End Transverse and Axial Forces.  Howell [35] provided the closed-form elliptic 
integral formulation for a large-deflection cantilever beam subjected to a combination of 






Figure 2.2. An Initially-Straight Large-Deflection Cantilever Beam Subjected to Beam 


























[F(t) − F(γ, t)], for θ0 < ϕ 




λ = sin(θ0) − ncos(θ0) 










2.1.3 An Initially-Curved Fixed-Pinned Compliant Segment Subjected to 
Beam End Transverse and Axial Forces.  Howell [36] provided the closed-form elliptic 
integral formulation for an initially-curved large-deflection cantilever beam subjected to a 





Figure 2.3. An Initially-Curved Large-Deflection Cantilever Beam Subjected to Beam 








For 0 < |λ| < η; ϕꞌ − acos (
−λ
η
) ≤ −θ0 < ϕ






{η[F(γ2, t) − F(γ1, t) + 2[E(γ1, t) − E(γ2, t)]]









{−nη[F(γ2, t) − F(γ1, t) + 2[E(γ1, t) − E(γ2, t)]]










[F(γ2, t) − F(γ1, t)] 
 
For λ> η > 0; ϕꞌ − π ≤ −θ0 < ϕ









[F(ψ2, r) − F(ψ1, r)] + [E(ψ1, r) − E(ψ2, r)]

































 [F(ψ2, r) − F(ψ1, r)] 
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γ1 = asin (√
η − n
η + λ
) ; γ2 = asin (√
η + sin(θ0) − ncos (θ0)
η + λ
) 
ψ1 = asin (√
η − n
2η
) ; ψ2 = asin (√











Su [52] provided relationships to determine the maximum allowable beam end 
angle w.r.t the nondimensional moment index κ, given as: 
θ0max = ϕ + acos(1 − κ) , for κ ≤ 2 




2.1.4 An Initially-Straight Fixed-Fixed Compliant Segment.  Figure 2.4 
shows an initially-straight fixed-fixed compliant segment.  The reaction loads at the beam 
end point may result in one of the two possible configurations in the deformed state of an 
initially-straight fixed-fixed segment, as shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6.  A 
deformation configuration will be a result of the type and magnitude of the reaction load 
at the beam end point.  The necessary and sufficient conditions for the occurrence of a 












Figure 2.5. An Initially-Straight Fixed-Fixed Compliant Segment with a Monotonically 






Figure 2.6 An Initially-Straight Fixed-Guided Compliant Segment with an Inflection 




Table 2.1. Necessary Condition for the Occurrence of an Inflection Point in a Fixed-
Guided Compliant Segment 
P M Point of Inflection (𝐏𝐢) 
+ + Not Possible 
+ − Possible 
− + Possible 





cos(θ0 − ϕ) − cos(θi − ϕ) + κ ≥ 0 (12)  
 





 (13)  
 
Section 8 provides a new method to estimate the deformed configuration of an 
initially-straight fixed-guided compliant segment. 
 The elliptic integral formulation for the large-deflection analysis of an initially-
curved fixed-pinned compliant segment can be applied to the large-deflection analysis of 
an initially-straight fixed-guided segment with a monotonically increasing curvature in its 








Kimball and Tsai [49] provided the closed-form elliptic integral formulation for 
the large-deflection analysis of an initially-straight fixed-guided segment with an 







{η[F(γ1, k) + F(γ2, k)] − 2η[E(γ1, k) + E(γ2, k)]
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{−nη[F(γ1, k) + F(γ2, k)] + 2nη[E(γ1, k) + E(γ2, k)]
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2.1.5 An Initially-Curved Fixed-Fixed Compliant Segment.  The closed-form 
elliptic integral formulation for an initially-straight fixed-fixed compliant segment can be 
utilized for the large-deflection analysis of an initially-curved fixed-fixed compliant 








 (17)  
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2.1.6 Fixed-Free Compliant Segment with an Initially-Straight Small-
Length Flexural Pivot (SLFP).  Midha and Kuber [53]  and Kuber [54] provided the 
closed-form elliptic integral formulation for a fixed-free compliant segment with an 









For 0 < |λ| < η; ϕꞌ − acos (
−λ
η
) ≤ −θ0 < ϕ




{η[F(γ2, t) − F(γ1, t) + 2[E(γ1, t) − E(γ2, t)]]





{−nη[F(γ2, t) − F(γ1, t) + 2[E(γ1, t) − E(γ2, t)]]











[F(γ2, t) − F(γ1, t)] 
 
For λ> η > 0; ϕꞌ − π ≤ −θ0 < ϕ
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M = FLsin(ϕ − θ0); F = ηP 
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γ1 = asin (√
η − n
η + λ
) ; γ2 = asin (√
η + sin(θ0) − ncos (θ0)
η + λ
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ψ1 = asin (√
η − n
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2.1.7 Fixed-Free Compliant Segment with an Initially-Curved Small-Length 
Flexural Pivot (SLFP).  Midha and Kuber [53]  and Kuber [54] provided the closed-
form elliptic integral formulation for a fixed-free compliant segment with an initially-





Figure 2.8 A Fixed-Free Compliant Segment with an Initially-Curved SLFP 
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For 0 < |λ| < η; ϕꞌ − acos (
−λ
η
) ≤ −θ0 < ϕ
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[F(γ2, t) − F(γ1, t)] 
For λ> η > 0; ϕꞌ − π ≤ −θ0 < ϕ







[F(ψ2, r) − F(ψ1, r)] + [E(ψ1, r) − E(ψ2, r)]
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 [F(ψ2, r) − F(ψ1, r)] 
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M = FLsin(ϕ − θ0);  F = ηP 
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2.2 CHAIN ALGORITHM 
The Chain Algorithm is a numerical technique for the large-deflection analysis of 
cantilevered compliant segments.  The Chain Algorithm can be extended for the analysis 
of compliant mechanisms wherein at least one of its constituent segments is clamped to 
the ground.  Harrison [77] utilized the Chain Algorithm to analyze non-uniform elastic 
columns.  Miller [78] and Coutler and Miller [79] utilized the Chain Algorithm to solve 
nonlinear problems.  Midha [20], Midha et al. [23], Her et al. [24], and Her [25] 
improved the Chain Algorithm for the large-deflection analysis of compliant segments. 
The Chain Algorithm discretizes a compliant beam into multiple segments, as 
shown in Figure 2.9.  Each element 𝑖 is composed of two nodes 𝑖 and 𝑖 − 1.  The large-
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deflection analysis begins from the cantilevered end of the compliant beam.  The 
algorithm utilizes small-deflection analysis to calculate the deflection of node 𝑖 of 
element 𝑖, in its isolation.  The procedure then provides a rigid-body rotation to all 
subsequent elements of the compliant beam and cantilevers it at the deflected node 𝑖.  
Typically, each element is considered inextensible, and therefore δax is assumed to be 
negligible.  Consequently, a large number of elements are required for accurate results.  
The mathematical formulation of the large-deflection analysis using the Chain Algorithm 















] cos(ψi) + [∑(fy)j
n
j=1
] sin(ψi) (26)  
(Ptr)i = − [∑(fx)j
n
j=1
] sin(ψi) + [∑(fy)j
n
j=1
] cos(ψi) (27)  







 (28)  
  
where, (Pax)i, (Ptr)i, and Mi are the internal axial, transverse, and moment loads 
at node 𝑖, respectively, and (fx)j, (fy)j
, and mj are the external applied loads at node 𝑗, 
respectively, relative to the global coordinate system O-X-Y. 
 
ψj = θi + ∆Θi−1 (29)  
  
where, ∆Θi−1is the total angular displacement of the previous element, and θi the 
orientation of the segment in its undeformed configuration. 
In order to incorporate the effects of axial stiffening, the transverse load is 
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 Total displacement of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ node is given by equations (34) thru (40), as shown 
in Figure 2.10. 
 
∆Xi = ∆Xi−1 + ∆xi
r + ∆xi
e (34)  
∆Yi = ∆Yi−1 + ∆yi
r + ∆yi
e (35)  
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r represent the change in the location of node 𝑖 due its rigid-
body rotation caused by the displacement of the 𝑖 − 1𝑡ℎ element in the global coordinate system 
O-X-Y, and ∆xi
eand ∆yi
e represent the change in the coordinate of the node 𝑖 due the 
deflection caused by the applied loading, given by:  
∆xi
r = Li(cos(ψi) − cos(θi)) (37)  
∆yi
r = Li(sin(ψi) − sin(θi)) (38)  
∆xi
e = −(δtr)i sin(ψi) + (δax)i cos(ψi) (39)  
∆yi
e = (δtr)i cos(ψi) + (δax)i sin(ψi) (40)  
  
The solution procedure utilizes the conventional matrix theory, in line with the 
finite element analysis approach.  However, the element equations developed above 
reduces the order of the final matrix to the number of unknowns, thus significantly 
reducing the matrix operations.  Therefore, the Chain Algorithm has proved to be an 
efficient approach for large-deflection analysis of compliant segments and compliant 
segments.  The shooting method proposed by Her et al. [24] allows the Chain Algorithm 
to be applied towards the large-deflection analysis of compliant segments and compliant 
mechanisms subjected to load or displacement boundary conditions, or a combination 
thereof. 
 Even though the approach is efficient and provides accurate results, recent 
experiences have demonstrated that the convergence becomes challenging with the 
increase of displacement boundary condition specifications [80].  In addition, the design 
approach requires specification of an initial configuration.  Considering these challenges, 
Midha and Her [32] embarked on preliminary discussions on the feasibility of the use of 
rigid-body equivalent models and discrete springs to simulate compliant mechanisms, 
later to be known as the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) concept.  Inspired by this 
notion, Salamon and Midha [27, 28] undertook the first studies in evaluating the 
mechanical advantage in compliant mechanisms, using the PRBM concept. 
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2.3 PSEUDO-RIGID-BODY MODEL (PRBM) CONCEPT 
The pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) concept assists in an accurate and efficient 
modeling of large-deflection compliant members.  A flexible member, compliant 
segment, is represented as an equivalent rigid-body kinematic chain.  The number of 
rigid-links required in the PRBM representation depends on the segment type and the 
applied boundary conditions.  The rigid-links in a PRBM are connected using pin joints 
called as the characteristic pivot.  The beam’s resistance to bending is simulated using a 
torsional spring, placed at the characteristic pivot.  PRBM concept allows the 
development of parametric relationships that can replace the complicated elliptic integral 
formulations, thus simplifying compliant mechanism synthesis, analysis and design.  
PRBM parameters are evaluated such that the beam end point location can be estimated 
within a small error tolerance, of say 0.5%, w.r.t. the closed-form elliptic integral 
solutions.   
Experiences in the recent decades have shown that PRBMs can be potentially 
simple, efficient, and accurate tools for modeling compliant segment types.  The largest 
benefit in the use of the PRBM approach comes from considering compliant mechanisms 
as equivalent rigid-body mechanisms with characteristic compliance (discrete springs), 
thus making available a wealth of existing rigid-body mechanism analysis and synthesis 
knowledge to the treatment of compliant mechanisms.  The PRBMs developed for 
various compliant segment types are discussed in this section. 
 
2.3.1 PRBM for an Initially-Straight Fixed-Pinned Compliant Segment. 
Figure 2.11 shows an initially-straight fixed-pinned compliant segment of length l, area 
moment of inertia I, and made from a material of modulus of elasticity E; subjected to 
beam end force F at an angle ϕ, measured from the undeformed beam orientation.   
The PRBM for this segment type was proposed by Howell and Midha [33], and 
consists of two rigid-body links with one torsional spring placed at the characteristic 
pivot, as shown in Figure 2.12.  The length of the rigid-body links is calculated using the 
characteristic radius factor γ, which is a function of load factor n.  Load factor n is the 
ratio of the axial force, denoted by nP, to the transverse force, denoted by P.  The spring 
stiffness of the torsional spring k is a function of characteristic radius factor γ and the 
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beam stiffness coefficient KΘ.  The beam end angle is represented by θ0, and pseudo-
rigid-body angle by Θ.  The beam end angle and pseudo-rigid-body angle are related with 
the parametric angle coefficient cθ.  The location of the beam end point along the 
undeformed beam orientation is defined by ‘a,’ and the location of the beam end point 
transverse to the undeformed beam orientation is defined by ‘b.’ 
Howell and Midha [33] provided the parametric expressions for the characteristic 
radius factor and parametric angle coefficient and Howell et al. [37] provided the 
parametric expressions for the beam stiffness coefficient.  Later, Pauly and Midha [38] 
provided improved expressions for these PRBM variables, which constitute the following 
















The characteristic radius factor γ is given by: 
γ = 0.855651 − 0.016438n 
for − 4 < n ≤ −1.5 
(41)  
γ = 0.852138 − 0.018615n 
for − 1.5 < n ≤ −0.5 
γ = 0.851892 − 0.020805n + 0.005867n2 − 0.000895n3 + 0.000069n4
− 0.000002n5 
for − 0.5 < n ≤ 10 
 The parametric angle coefficient cθ is given by: 
cθ = 1.238945 + 0.012035n + 0.00454n
2 
for − 4 < n ≤ −0.5 
(42)  
cθ = 1.238845 + 0.009113n − 0.001929n
2 + 0.000191n3 − 0.000007n4 





The beam stiffness coefficient KΘ is given by: 
 
KΘ = 2.66041 − 0.069005n − 0.002268n
2 
for − 4 < n ≤ −0.5 
(43)  KΘ = 2.648834 − 0.074727n + 0.026328n
2 − 0.004609n3 + 0.000390n4
− 0.000013n5 













 The beam end angle θ0 can be related to the pseudo-rigid-body angle Θ through 
the parametric angle coefficient cθ [33], such that: 
 
θ0 = cθΘ (44)  
 






  (45)  
 







  (46)  
 
where, 








2 = KΘΘ  (47)  
 
Using equations (41) through (47) the beam end point coordinates can be readily 
calculated, given as 
 
a = 𝑙 − γ𝑙[1 − cos(Θ)]  (48)  
b = γ𝑙sin(Θ) (49)  
Θ = atan 
b
a − (1 − γ)𝑙
 (50)  
 
Recently Midha et al. [81] presented a method for more accurate calculation of 
the beam stiffness coefficient KΘ.  The newer expressions, considered as functions of 
load factor n and the pseudo-rigid-body angle Θ, significantly reduce the relative error of 





(0.004233 − 0.012972n + 2.567095Θ + 0.003993n2 − 0.037173Θ2
− 0.000297n3 + 0.117997Θ3 − 0.034678nΘ + 0.003467n2Θ
− 0.009474nΘ2  





(0.000651 − 0.008244n + 2.544577Θ − 0.004764n2 + 0.071215Θ2
− 0.000104n3 + 0.079696Θ3 + 0.069274nΘ + 0.061507n2Θ
− 0.347588nΘ2  




2.3.2 PRBM for an Initially-Curved Fixed-Pinned Compliant Segment.  
Figure 2.13 shows an initially-curved fixed-pinned compliant segment of length 𝒍, 
subjected to beam end forces P and nP.  The PRBM for this segment type was proposed 
by Howell [37], and consists of two rigid-body links with one torsional spring placed at 










Figure 2.14. PRBM of an Initially-Curved Fixed-Pinned Compliant Segment 
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  (53)  
  
The initially-curved compliant beam is transformed into an initially-straight 
compliant beam using the following relations.  Such a transformation allows the 
application of the parametric expressions of an initially-straight compliant segment for 




ai − 𝑙(1 − γ)

























 (58)  
  
where, ai and bi are the initial beam end coordinates, respectively, γ the 
characteristic radius factor for the initially-straight compliant segment, and ρ𝑙 the 
equivalent length of the pseudo-rigid-body link, as shown in Figure 2.14. 
 The beam end point coordinates are calculated using the following 
equations:  
 
a = 𝑙 − γ𝑙 + ρ𝑙cos(Θ)  (59)  
b = ρ𝑙sin(Θ) (60)  
Θ = atan 
b
a − (1 − γ)𝑙
 (61)  
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2.3.3 PRBM for an Initially-Straight Fixed-Fixed Segment with a 
Monotonically Increasing Curvature.  Figure 2.15 shows an initially-straight fixed-
fixed compliant segment in its deformed and undeformed state.  The deformed state of 
the beam has a monotonically increasing curvature.   
Howell [36] showed that the PRBM for an initially-curved fixed-pinned 
compliant segment can be utilized for the large-deflection analysis of an initially-straight 
fixed-fixed compliant segment that has a monotonically increasing curvature in its 





  (62)  
 











Saxena and Kramer [45] also presented a PRBM for an initially-straight fixed-
fixed compliant segment that has a monotonically increasing curvature in its deformed 
state.  This PRBM includes a slider at the characteristic pivot that is attached to a linear 
spring. 
 
2.3.4 PRBM for an Initially-Straight Fixed-Fixed Segment with an Inflection 
Point in its Deformed State.  Figure 2.16 shows an initially-straight fixed-fixed 
compliant segment in its deformed and undeformed state.  The deformed state of the 
beam has an inflection point in its continuum, and a zero beam end angle. 
Howell [36] provided the PRBM for a fixed-guided compliant beam with one 
inflection point in its deformed state, with a constant beam end angle, i.e. θ0 = 0 deg., as 




Figure 2.16. An Initially-Straight Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with an Inflection Point 






Figure 2.17. PRBM of an Initially-Straight Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with an 




The characteristic radius factor γ and beam stiffness coefficient KΘ are evaluated 
using the expressions generated for an initially-straight fixed-pinned compliant segment.  
The spring constant of the torsional springs are given by: 
 
 k = 2γKΘ
EI
𝑙
  (63)  
 
 Figure 2.18 shows an initially-straight fixed-guided compliant beam with an 
inflection point in its deformed state, however, the beam end angle being different from 
the undeformed configuration.  A PRBM for such a compliant segment type was 






Figure 2.18. An Initially-Straight Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with an Inflection Point 





Figure 2.19. PRBM of an Initially-Straight Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with an 





This PRBM utilizes the well-known property of an inflection point to treat it as an 
instantaneous pin joint.  The fixed-guided compliant beam is treated as a pair of fixed-
pinned compliant segments, as shown in Figure 2.19.  The PRBM, however, is valid for 
loads that cause an equal restoring torque at the torsional springs.  The following set of 
equations has been proposed for the analysis of such a segment type: 
 
θE = ΘA + β − ΘB (64)  
β = CAΘA − CBΘB (65)  
FγA𝑙Acos(ψ) cos(ΘA) + FγA𝑙Asin(ψ) sin(ΘA) = kΘA (66)  










 (69)  
𝑙A + 𝑙B = 𝑙 (70)  
 
This dissertation provides a PRBM for an initially-straight fixed-guided compliant 
beam with an inflection point in its deformed state, with a non-zero beam end angle.  The 
formulation developed applies the properties of inflection and the static equilibrium 
conditions to generate the set of governing equations.  Section 3 discusses the PRBM for 
an initially-straight fixed-guided compliant beam with an inflection point. 
 
2.3.5 PRBM for an Initially-Curved Pinned-Pinned Compliant Segment. 
Figure 2.20 shows an initially-curved pinned-pinned compliant segment.  PRBM for this 
segment type was presented by Edwards et al. [44], shown in Figure 2.21. 
The PRBM considers this segment type as a pair of initially-curved fixed-pinned 















2.3.6 PRBM for a Fixed-Free Compliant Segment with an Initially-Straight 
or Initially-Curved SLFP.  Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23 show a fixed-free compliant 
segment subjected to beam end forces with an initially-straight and initially-curved SLFP, 
respectively.  PRBM for these segment types is proposed by Howell and Midha [34], and 




















The characteristic radius factor is given as 
 
γ = L +
𝑙
2
 (71)  
  
where, L is the length of the rigid-segment and l is the length of the compliant 
segment measured along the initial-curvature. 





 (72)  
  
The beam end angle and pseudo-rigid-body angle are equal for a fixed-free 
compliant segment with an initially-straight or initially-curved SLFP, that is 
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θ0 = Θ (73)  
  
The beam end point coordinates for a fixed-free beam with an initially-straight 








) cos (Θ) (74)  
b = (L +
𝑙
2
) sin(Θ) (75)  
kΘ = F (L +
𝑙
2
) sin(ϕ − Θ) (76)  
  
The beam end point coordinates for a fixed-free beam with an initially-curved 





sin (κ0) + (L +
𝑙
2




(1 − cos(κ0)) + (L +
𝑙
2
) sin(Θ) (78)  
k(Θ − Θi) = F (L +
𝑙
2
) sin(ϕ − Θ) (79)  

















(1 − cos(κ0)) + Lsin(κ0) (82)  
  





2.4 PRBM CONCEPT TOWARDS COMPLIANT MECHANISM DESIGN AND 
ANALYSIS 
The largest benefit of PRBM concept comes from its use in compliant mechanism 
design and analysis.  The PRBM concept allows the transformation of compliant 
mechanisms into equivalent rigid-body mechanisms with characteristic compliance, 
represented by discrete springs, thus making available a wealth of the existing rigid-body 
mechanism synthesis and analysis knowledge to the treatment of compliant mechanisms. 
Figure 2.25 shows a partially-compliant mechanism comprising of an initially-
straight fixed-pinned segment, initially-curved SLFP, and an initially-straight SLFP.  















Such a transformation between rigid-body mechanisms and compliant 
mechanisms allows for the design of a wide-range of compliant mechanisms, resulting 
from a rigid-body mechanism design.  Figure 2.27 shows all possible compliant 










This section presented three large-deflection analysis techniques.  The closed-
form solutions obtained using elliptic integral formulations provide accurate results.  The 
complicated nature of the equations in the closed-form solutions limit its application to 
simple boundary conditions, and typically used for analysis purposes.  The Chain 
Algorithm is a numerical technique that allows for an efficient and accurate analysis of 
compliant segments and compliant mechanisms.  Even though the method is credible, it 
suffers from its unique limitations.  The PRBM concept, in contrast, has been proved to 
be very simple and efficient method for the design and analysis of compliant segments 
and compliant mechanisms.  The approach considers compliant segments and compliant 
mechanisms as an equivalent rigid-body kinematic chain and rigid-body mechanism, 
respectively.  This dissertation applies the PRBM concept for providing synthesis, 
analysis and design methodologies for compliant segments and compliant mechanisms.  
The PRBM concept is also utilized in conjunction with the principle of minimum total 
potential energy to determine the expected mode shape of a given compliant mechanism. 
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3. PSEUDO-RIGID-BODY MODEL (PRBM) OF A FIXED-GUIDED 
COMPLIANT BEAM WITH AN INFLECTION POINT 
This section provides an efficient method of analysis for a fixed-guided compliant 
beam with an inflection point, subjected to beam end load or displacement boundary 
conditions, or a combination thereof.  To enable this, such a beam is modeled as a pair of 
well-established pseudo-rigid-body models (PRBMs) for fixed-free compliant beam 
segments.  The analysis procedure relies on the properties of inflection in developing the 
necessary set of parametric, static equilibrium and compatibility equations for solution.  
The section further discusses the multiplicity of possible solutions, including 
displacement configurations, for any two specified beam end displacement boundary 
conditions, depending on the locations and types of the effecting loads on the beam to 
meet these boundary conditions.  A unique solution may exist when a third beam end 
displacement boundary condition is specified; however, this selection is not 
unconditional.  A concept of characteristic deflection domain is proposed to assist with 
the selection of the third boundary condition to yield a realistic solution.  The analysis 
method is also used to synthesize a simple, fully-compliant mechanism utilizing the 
fixed-guided compliant segments. 
 
3.1 BACKGROUND 
This section focuses on the analysis of a fixed-guided compliant beam subjected 
to end load and/or displacement boundary conditions that give rise to an inflection point 
in the continuum of the beam, its location depending upon the displacements of the 
guided end.  If the beam end of the initially-straight fixed-guided beam does not rotate as 
it is displaced, the point of inflection is located at mid-length of the compliant beam [36].  
Initially-straight, fixed-guided beams with only one inflection point are considered in this 
work.  The fixed-guided segments have largely manifested the occurrence of a single 
inflection point.  The likelihood of multiple inflection points occurring naturally for a set 
of practical loads is very small.  Such configurations are typically associated with higher 
potential energies and therefore structural instabilities, even though they may be 
theoretically achievable [55, 82].  The methodology presented herein may be similarly 
applied by discretizing beams containing more than one inflection point. 
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Mavanthoor [50] analyzed a fixed-guided compliant beam for end load boundary 
conditions using the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) technique; however, the effort is 
limited to compressive axial loading.  The present work may be regarded as a 
generalization of this effort.  Lyon et al. [46, 47] presented a model for fixed-guided 
compliant beam with a final beam end angle different from the initial one, as in this 
section, using the principle of minimum total potential energy for its development.  They 
also presented a simplified model in which the load and beam end deflection path are 
rendered uncoupled [48].  This simplified PRBM is similar to the model developed by 
Howell [36] for a constant beam end angle.  Both models consider only a two degree-of-
freedom problem (specified beam end angle and vertical deflection) with a predefined 
load factor (n).  The assumptions therein introduce errors into the model, in the order of 
10% with load boundary conditions, and higher for displacement boundary conditions; 
they suggest, therefore, that it is more of value for design and visualization than for the 
analysis of fixed-guided compliant beams.  Kimball and Tsai [49] provided closed-form 
solutions using elliptic integral for the large-deflection analysis of initially-straight fixed-
fixed compliant segments subjected to arbitrary end loads.  The authors utilized this 
formation to generate the parametric relationships of a PRBM for a fixed-guided 
compliant beam.  Holst et al. [83] demonstrated various buckling modes for a fixed-
guided compliant beam, illustrating deflection domains with one, two and three points of 
inflection.  Mettlach and Midha [41, 42] provided an analysis technique for a fixed-free 
compliant beam with specified load and/or displacement boundary conditions for forces 
and moments causing monotonically changing deflections.  Saxena and Kramer [45] 
considered beam end forces with like moments, while Lyon et al. [46, 47] with opposing 
moments.  More recently, Kim [84] proposed a method for the analysis of statically 
balanced compliant mechanisms.  Beams with one and two points of inflection with a 
constant beam end angle are considered.  A curve decomposition method using the theory 
of elastic stability is proposed; however, only vertical deflections are considered. 
This section systematically develops a fundamental understanding of yet another 
commonly used segment/compliant mechanism type in compliant mechanisms, i.e. a 
fixed-guided compliant beam with an inflection point.  An analysis method is presented 
taking into account predefined end load and/or displacement boundary conditions.  The 
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model is successfully applied to both two degree-of-freedom (specified beam end vertical 
displacement and angle) and three degree-of-freedom (specified beam end horizontal and 
vertical displacements, and angle) analysis problems.  The analysis method is 
implemented in the two-position synthesis of a fully-compliant mechanism, symmetrical 
about two-orthogonal planes, based on a fixed-guided compliant segment. 
 
3.2 FIXED-GUIDED COMPLIANT BEAM 
A fixed-guided compliant beam with end forces and moment is shown in Figure 
3.1, where, P is the transverse force, nP the axial force, and M the moment.  In Table 2.1, 
conditions on these loads are summarized that will yield an inflection point (Pi) [50]. 
Based on the boundary conditions, the beam may realize two possible deformed 
configurations.  Figure 3.1shows one of these configurations with the beam end point 





Figure 3.1. A Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with End Forces and Opposing Moment in 
its Deformed and Undeformed State with a Positive Slope at the Beam End Point 
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Figure 3.2. A Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with End Forces and Opposing Moment in 




3.3 PRBM METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF FIXED-GUIDED COMPLIANT 
BEAM WITH ONE INFLECTION POINT 
Figure 3.3 shows a fixed-guided compliant beam in its deformed state with a 
positive beam end angle, where P, nP, and M are the transverse force, the axial force, and 
the moment, respectively; a, b, and θ0 are the beam end horizontal location, the vertical 
location and the angle, measured relative to the undeformed position of the beam end.  
According to Table 2.1, an inflection point Pi will be generated.  The inflection point is 
characterized by zero curvature and, therefore, a zero moment; this is a well-known fact 
that pervades the literature on the mechanics of beam deformation.  This then allows the 
inflection point to be modeled as an instantaneous pin joint.  Therefore, the fixed-guided 
compliant beam may be modeled as two fixed-free compliant segments, pinned at Pi.  
One of these segments is shown to be fixed at the origin O in the fixed reference frame 
O-X-Y, and the other fixed at the beam end E in the moving reference frame E-x-y, as 
shown in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5, and Figure 3.6.   
Considering the fixed-guided beam in Figure 3.4 as a pair of fixed-free segments, 
the internal forces at the inflection point will be in equilibrium, as shown in Figure 3.5, 
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where the subscripts 1 and 2 are associated with compliant segments 1 and 2, 
respectively.  The PRBMs corresponding to the two compliant segments are shown in 
Figure 3.6.  The resulting PRBM of the fixed-guided compliant beam with one inflection 





Figure 3.3. A Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with One Inflection Point in its Deformed 





Figure 3.4. A Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with One Inflection Point Considered as 
Two Compliant Segments 
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Figure 3.6. PRBM of Segment 1 and Segment 2 
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The 18 equations, Equations (83) through (104), summarized below are developed 
with the help of the free-body diagrams in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, and comprise three 
distinct sets of equations in the analysis of the fixed-guided compliant beam, subjected to 
a variety of beam end load and/or displacement boundary conditions. 
Based on the parametric expressions introduced by Pauly and Midha [38], 
Equations (83) through (94) are derived for segments 1 and 2, and are termed as 
Parametric Equations: 
 
γ1 = 0.855651 − 0.016438n1 
for − 4 < n1  ≤  −1.5 
(83)  
γ1 = 0.852138 − 0.018615n1 
for − 1.5 < n1  ≤  −0.5 






for − 0.5 < n1  ≤  10 
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γ2 = 0.855651 − 0.016438n2 
for − 4 < n2  ≤  −1.5 
(84)  
γ2 = 0.852138 − 0.018615n2 
for − 1.5 < n2  ≤  −0.5 






for − 0.5 < n2  ≤  10 
cθ1 = 1.238945 + 0.012035n1 + 0.00454n1
2 
for − 4 < n1 ≤  −0.5 
(85)  




for − 0.5 < n1 ≤  10 
(86)  
cθ2 = 1.238945 + 0.012035n2 + 0.00454n2
2 
for − 4 < n2 ≤  −0.5 
(87)  




for − 0.5 < n2 ≤  10 
(88)  
KΘ1 = 2.66041 − 0.069005n1 − 0.002268n1
2 
for − 4 < n1 ≤  −0.5 
(89)  






for − 0.5 < n1 ≤  10 
(90)  
KΘ2 = 2.66041 − 0.069005n2 − 0.002268n2
2 
for − 4 < n2 ≤  −0.5 
(91)  
















 (94)  
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Equations (95) through (99) are derived from force and moment equilibrium using 
the free-body diagrams illustrated in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, and are referred to as the 





















= 0 (96)  
nP + F(cos(ϕ2 + θ0)) = 0 (97)  
P − F(sin(ϕ2 + θ0)) = 0 (98)  




− {[Pcos(θ0) + nPsin(θ0)] [(1 − γ2)𝑙2 + γ2𝑙2cos (
θ20
cθ2
)]} = 0 
(99)  
 
Equations (100) through (104) reflect constraints of length, slope, and 
displacements, and will be referred to as the Compatibility Equations. 
 
𝑙1 + 𝑙2 = 𝑙 (100)  
θ10 = θ20 + θ0 (101)  
ϕ1 = ϕ2 + θ0 (102)  
b = γ1𝑙1 sin (
θ10
cθ1
) + γ2𝑙2sin (
θ20
cθ2
+ θ0)  + (1 − γ2)𝑙2sin (θ0) (103)  
a = (1 − γ1)𝑙1 + γ1𝑙1 cos (
θ10
cθ1
) + γ2𝑙2cos (
θ20
cθ2
+ θ0) + (1 − γ2)𝑙2cos (θ0) (104)  
 
Equations (83) through (104) summarize all the parametric, equilibrium and 
compatibility equations necessary to solve the fixed-guided compliant beam problem for 
a variety of displacement and load boundary condition types.  These 18 equations contain 
24 variables: E, I, 𝑙, γ1, γ2, n1, n2, cθ1, cθ2, KΘ1, KΘ2, ϕ1, ϕ2, F, L1, L2, θ10, θ20, P, n, M, a, b, 
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and θ0; the geometric and material properties, i.e. E, I and l, are typically 
specified, resulting in 21 variables.  In order to solve the system of 18 equations 
deterministically, three additional variables would need to be specified.  Typically, but 
not necessarily, these would be the boundary conditions. 
 
3.4 ON THE UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION FOR SPECIFIED BEAM END 
DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Infinite solutions (displacement configurations) exist for the planar, fixed-guided 
compliant beam for any two of three specified beam end displacement boundary 
conditions, depending on the locations and types of the effecting loads on the beam to 
satisfy these boundary conditions.  A unique solution for the displacement configuration 
may exist when a third beam end displacement boundary condition is specified; however, 
this selection is not necessarily unconditional. 
Two specified beam end displacement boundary conditions of, say, the vertical 
(transverse) deflection and angle may be met through various combinations of two 
effecting loads at different locations, with a direct impact on the location of the inflection 
point, as well as the horizontal (axial) displacement of the beam end.  As examples, the 
following two combination of effecting load cases are considered: i) the transverse force 
and opposing moment at the beam end, and ii) two transverse forces, one applied at the 
beam end and the other at 0.8l from the fixed end.  A combination case iii) considers the 
same two beam end displacement boundary conditions and, additionally, specifies a 
location of the inflection point, thus effectively comprising three specified displacement 
boundary conditions.  To solve this problem, three effecting loads are selected at the 
beam end, i.e. a transverse force, an axial force and a moment, to enable a unique 
solution. 
The Chain Algorithm [24], developed as a research tool for large-deflection 
beams of arbitrary geometry, calculates the effecting loads for specified boundary 
conditions, and is used satisfactorily for the combination of two loads in cases i) and ii).  
It is observed to have convergence difficulties for the combination of three loads in case 
iii), particularly when large compressive forces are experienced.  For this case, the PRBM 
method discussed herein is used to determine the solution.  A beam with the following 
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properties is chosen for the computations: The length of the fixed-guided compliant beam 
𝑙 =  20 inch; bending moment of inertia I =  1.02 x 10−5 in4; the Modulus of Elasticity 
E =  30 x 106 psi; the vertical deflection, b =  5 inch; and the beam end angle, 
θ0  = –  45 deg. 
The displacement configurations determined from all three cases are plotted in 
Figure 3.8, showing that while the two displacement boundary conditions, i.e. b =  5 in. 
and θ0 = –  45 deg., have been met in each case, they are very different.  It follows, as 
the displacement plots also show, that the location of the inflection point is different for 
each case.  In case iii), an additional (third) axial displacement boundary condition 
specification yields a unique solution; however, it is generally difficult to achieve.  This 
work considers this difficulty and proposes a method to arrive at a feasible set of axial 
(horizontal) displacement boundary conditions which would lead to a realistic solution 










Using the case i) above, Table 3.1 summarizes the results from ANSYS
®
, Chain 
Algorithm [24] and the PRBM method.  Note that loads are defined in their positive sense 
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in Figure 3.3.  In the first row of Table 3.1, for given P and M values for a fixed-guided 
beam that create an inflection point, ANSYS
® 
helps generate the beam end 
displacements.  Two of these, i.e. the vertical deflection ‘b’ and beam end angle ‘θ0,’ are 
then used as the specified boundary conditions for a fixed-guided beam, and the effecting 
loads at like locations are found using the Chain Algorithm and the PRBM method.  The 
results obtained from ANSYS
®
 and the Chain Algorithm are very similar due to the fact 
that both are finite element based approaches, and discretize the beam into 40 elements.  
On the other hand, the PRBM model gives a slightly different solution.  Because the 
PRBM parameter values are generated w.r.t. comparisons with the closed-form elliptic 
integral solutions [33], the credibility of the results obtained using this approach cannot 
be underestimated.  As mentioned earlier, infinite effecting load combinations (of load 
type and location) are possible to satisfy the given displacement boundary conditions.  A 
unique displacement configuration will only be possible if a third displacement boundary 
condition is successfully applied.  This will also be congruent with obtaining a unique 
inflection point location.  Additionally, it is also reasoned that a set of displacement(s) 
and/or load boundary condition(s) at the beam end, for a total of three, will uniquely 
define the displacement configuration of the beam and, therefore, the location of the 
inflection point. 
Theorem: i) For a planar fixed-guided beam, with two specified beam end 
displacement boundary conditions, an infinite set of displacement configurations are 
possible depending upon the type and location of the two effecting loads.  A unique 
configuration with a uniquely located inflection point is only possible, whenever a 
solution can be determined, when a third beam end displacement boundary condition is 
specified.  ii)  For a planar fixed-guided beam, a set of three beam end displacement 
and/or load boundary condition(s) will uniquely define its displacement configuration, 









Table 3.1. Impact of Method of Estimation of the Combination of Loads 
Method Input Output 
Verification with ANSYS® 
Input & Output 
ANSYS
®
 P  =  6.75 
M =  72.5 
𝑎  = 18.0163 
𝑏  = 5.2305 
θ0 =  −43.46 
 
Chain Algorithm b  =  5.2305 
θ0 = −43.46 
a =  18.0238 
P =  6.75 
M = 72.54 
P =   6.75 
M =  72.54 
a  = 18.0183 
b  = 5.2039 
θ0 = −43.62 
PRBM Method b  =  5.2305 
θ0 = −43.46 
n1 = 0 
a =  18.096 
P =  6.652 
M = 71.16 
P =   6.652 
M =  71.16 
a  = 18.0345 
b  = 5.4165 
θ0 = −41.13 
Note 1: The units are: P lb; M in-lb; b in.; a in. and θ0 deg. 




3.5 ANALYSIS OF A FIXED-GUIDED COMPLIANT BEAM WITH 
SPECIFIED BEAM END BOUNDARY CONDITIONS USING THE PRBM 
CONCEPT 
3.5.1 Specified Load Boundary Conditions.   As discussed in Section 3.4, a 
set of specified beam end load boundary conditions applied to a fixed-free compliant 
beam will result in a unique beam displacement configuration.  Much is known about 
such a system and continuum mechanics, the PRBM concept, and nonlinear finite 
element analysis offer some approaches for determining the beam configuration. 
Lyon et al. [46, 47] presented a simplified PRBM to analyze a fixed-guided 
compliant segment; however, the errors are reported to be in the order of 10% in 
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comparison to that obtained from the Chain Algorithm [24].  Mavanthoor and Midha [50, 
51] extended the PRBM concept and developed the PRBM based approach for analyzing 
a fixed-guided compliant beam with significantly lower errors, in the order of 1.4% for 
the examples presented.  Both of these works limited their efforts to compressive axial 
loads only.  This section generalizes the work to include tensile loading as well. 
Using the PRBM method, a fixed-guided compliant beam with specified load 
boundary conditions may be analyzed by solving the 18 nonlinear equations, Equations 
(83) through (104) for 18 unknowns, including the beam end characteristics a, b, and θ0. 
 
3.5.2 Specified Displacement Boundary Conditions.  The analysis of a 
compliant, large-deflection, fixed-guided beam with specified beam end displacement 
boundary conditions has traditionally been more complex and sparsely researched.  In an 
early effort, Mettlach and Midha [42] developed a PRBM based analysis approach for a 
fixed-free compliant beam for displacement boundary conditions, however, with no 
inflection point occurring.  Lyon et al. [46, 47] provided an approach for the analysis of a 
fixed-guided compliant beam with a specified end angle different from the initial value; 
however, the approach was limited to two displacement boundary conditions, with the 
reported error in the order of 15 %. 
This work develops a PRBM based method for analyzing a fixed-guided 
compliant beam for varied combinations of beam end displacement boundary conditions, 
including a beam end angle that may be different from its initial value.  This PRBM 
approach yields notably smaller errors. Each of the cases considered below is associated 
with a loading combination which helps satisfy the specified displacement boundary 
conditions. 
Case 1: A three-degree-of-freedom analysis problem, wherein two beam end 
displacements and an end angle are specified.  A fixed-guided compliant beam with three 
specified beam end displacement boundary conditions may be analyzed by solving the 
system of 18 nonlinear equations, i.e. Equations (83) through (104), for 18 unknowns that 
include the three beam end loads: the axial and transverse forces, and moment. 
Case 2: A two-degree-of-freedom analysis problem, wherein a vertical beam end 
displacement and an end angle are specified.  A fixed-guided compliant beam with two 
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specified beam end displacement boundary conditions may be analyzed for the following 
load combinations: 
Case 2a: The transverse force and moment, while specifying a zero axial force, 
i.e. n = 0.  A fixed-guided compliant beam with two specified displacement boundary 
conditions, and a specified zero axial force, may be analyzed by solving the 18 nonlinear 
equations, Equations (83) through (104), for 18 unknowns that include the two beam end 
loads: the transverse force and moment. 
Case 2b: The axial and transverse forces, and moment, while specifying a non-
zero load factor n.  A fixed-guided compliant beam with two specified displacement 
boundary conditions, and a specified non-zero load factor n, may be analyzed by solving 
the 18 nonlinear equations, Equations (83) through (104), for 18 unknowns that include 
the three beam end loads: the axial and transverse forces, and moment. 
Case 2c: The axial and transverse forces, and moment, while specifying the 
location of the inflection point (𝑙1).  Specifying the third displacement boundary 
condition by means of the location of the inflection point, i.e. the length of the compliant 
segments, provides additional flexibility to the designer in achieving the same beam end 
vertical displacement and angle with unique, varying horizontal displacements.  For 
instance, a fixed-guided compliant beam could be made to generate a straight-line motion 
with a specified stroke through controlling the end loads, while allowing the inflection 
point location to be varied. 
A fixed-guided compliant beam with two specified displacement boundary 
conditions, and a specified location of the inflection point (𝑙1), may be analyzed by 
solving the 18 nonlinear equations, Equations (83) through (104), for 18 unknowns that 
include the three beam end loads: the axial and transverse forces, and moment.  However, 
it should be noted that 𝑙1 cannot be unconditionally selected over the entire length of the 
beam.  The finite regions over which such solutions are feasible are related to the 
characteristic deflection domains [41, 42].  A numerical approach that assists in 
identifying such regions is described below. 
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3.6 CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN CONCEPT AND 
EVALUATION 
The characteristic deflection domain is defined as a region or solution space 
wherein all possible beam end locations lie.  A specific point in the deflection domain 
may be reached by the application of a set of effecting loads at the beam end.  The 
development of the concept of the characteristic deflection domain for such geometrically 
nonlinear compliant beams has been an important development, hitherto relatively 
unknown, toward a clearer understanding of this physical nature of such systems.  In 
introducing this concept, Mettlach and Midha [41, 42] made use of fixed-free compliant 
beam types for demonstration. 
The characteristic deflection domain for a fixed-guided compliant beam is 
difficult to generate.  In the work presented herein, the characteristic deflection domain of 
interest is generated numerically utilizing the location of the inflection point Pi, 𝑙1, as 
shown in Figure 3.4.  𝑙1 correlates with the horizontal location of the beam end point (the 
third displacement boundary condition) and, therefore, allows the development of the 
region comprising the beam end locations for a fixed-guided compliant beam with one 
inflection point as follows. 
Consider a fixed-guided compliant beam with a positive beam end slope in its 
deformed state, Figure 3.9, where O represents the fixed end of the beam, E the guided 
end, OPi the compliant segment 1, OP1Pi its PRBM, P1 its characteristic pivot, EPi the 
compliant segment 2, EP2Pi its PRBM, and P2 its characteristic pivot.  
A two-position (undeformed and deformed) vector-loop representation of the 
PRBM in Figure 3.9 is shown in Figure 3.10, where, Z̅j represents the j
th vector, Rj its 
magnitude, and θj its orientation (angle).  For an inflection point to exist, i) the 
orientation of vector Z̅3  should be greater than the beam end angle (Figure 3.10), and ii) 
for continuity, the resulting slopes of the compliant segments should be equal at the 
inflection point, Pi, as shown in Figure 3.4.  In the spirit of providing the designer with 
reasonable estimates for possible locations of the inflection point, average PRBM 
















The loop-closure equations corresponding to Figure 3.10 may be solved for θ3 
and R5 giving: 
 
θ3 = asin [
R6 − R2 sin(θ2) − R4sin (θ4)
R3
] (105)  




θ2 =  Θ1;   θ3 = Θ2 + θ0;   and  θ4 =  θ0 (107)  
 
Using Equations (105) through (107), a computer code may be developed to 
determine feasible values for 𝑙1 that are realistic and satisfy the abovementioned 
constraints, as outlined in the flowchart in Figure 3.11.  It should be noted that the loop 
closure representation in Figure 3.10 will be very useful in a synthesis context as well. 
The above methodology helps to develop the characteristic deflection domains, as 
outlined in the flowchart in Figure 3.12.  Some representative characteristic deflection 
domains generated are presented in Figure 3.13.  Such domains were invaluable in the 
specification of three realistic displacement boundary conditions, considered in the 






Figure 3.11. Flowchart for Estimating Feasible Values of 𝑙1 
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3.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The PRBM methodology outlined above yields results that are verified with those 
obtained from ANSYS
®
 and the elliptic integral solution method provided by Kimball 
and Tsai [49], and followed by Zhang and Chen [55].  It should be noted that both the 
latter approaches present significant challenges when specifying displacement boundary 
conditions.  Therefore, to alleviate this problem, the loads obtained from the PRBM 
method are utilized by these approaches to generate the beam end characteristics, i.e. a, b, 
and θ0, for the purpose of comparing methods.  Additionally, the elliptic integral method 
generally requires specification of precise initial estimates of beam end angle θ0 for 
convergence, rendering the approach cumbersome. 
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A fixed-guided compliant beam of length 𝑙 =  20 in.; width w =  0.5 in.; 
height h =  0.0625 in.; moment of inertia I =  1.02 x 10−5 in.4; and modulus of 
elasticity E =  30 x 106 psi is considered for the examples shown below.  A variety of 
load and displacement boundary conditions have been considered. These results are 
tabulated in Table 3.2 to Table 3.6.  The graphical beam displacement comparisons 
among the methods are shown to be indistinguishable, as exemplified in Figure 3.14.  
Note that the loads are defined in their positive sense in Figure 3.3. 
A simple computational time comparison, for Example 2 in Table 3.2, shows that 
the PRBM method programmed on Maple
®
 takes 0.09 s, only 2.5 % of the CPU time 






Table 3.2. Part (a): Analysis of a Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam with Specified Beam 





 Elliptic integral 
Ex. 1  nP =  1.5 
P = 3.5 
M =  15 
a = 12.287 
b = 14.523 
θ0 = 58.60 
a = 12.335 
b = 14.423 
θ0 = 58.24 
a = 12.336 
b = 14.422 
θ0 = 58.231 
Ex. 2  nP =  −15 
P =  10 
M =  55 
a = 18.786 
b = 6.082 
θ0 = −10.92 
a = 18.783 
b = 6.065 
θ0 = −10.39 
a = 18.787 
b = 6.053 
θ0 = −10.42 
Note 1: The units are: nP lb; P lb; M in-lb; b in.; a in. and θ0 deg. 
Note 2: The italicized values represent output data 
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 Elliptic integral 
Ex. 1  a =  7 
b =  17 
θ0 =  75 
nP =  3.311 
P = 5.403 
M = 23.58 
a = 7.335 
b = 16.85 
θ0 = 73.45 
a = 7.333 
b = 16.85 
θ0 = 73.41 
Ex. 2  a  =  16 
b = 11 
θ0 = 45 
nP = 1.559 
P = 1.248 
M = 7.128 
a = 15.81 
b = 11.172 
θ0 = 46.46 
a = 15.786 
b = 11.198 
θ0 = 46.59 
Ex. 3  a = 18.5 
b = 5 
θ0 = −45 
nP = −35.635 
P = 19.577 
M = 130.23 
a = 18.662 
b = 5.06 
θ0 = −42.70 
a = 18.705 
b = 4.953 
θ0 = −42.60 
Ex. 4  a = 18.5 
b = 5.5 
θ0 = −35 
nP = −19.235 
P = 13.524 
M = 94.683 
a = 18.578 
b = 5.532 
θ0 = −33.08 
a = 18.58 
b = 5.525 
θ0 = − 33.20 
Note 1: The units are: nP lb; P lb; M in-lb; b in.; a in. and θ0 deg. 






Table 3.4. Part (b), Case 2a: Specified Vertical Displacement, Beam End Angle, and 





 Elliptic integral 
Ex. 1  b =  12 
θ0 = 40 
n1 = 0 
nP = 0 
P = 3.897 
M = 17.052 
b = 12.002 
θ0 = 39.96 
b = 11.996 
θ0 = 39.88 
Ex. 2  b = 8 
θ0 = −25 
n1 = 0 
nP = 0 
P = 7.094 
M = 68.76 
b = 8.028 
θ0 = −24.28 
b = 8.023 
θ0 = −24.46 
Note 1: The units are: nP lb; P lb; M in-lb; b in.; a in. and θ0 deg. 




Table 3.5. Part (b), Case 2b: Specified Vertical Displacement, Beam End Angle, and 





 Elliptic integral 
Ex. 1  b = 12 
θ0 = 40 
n = 0.25 
nP = 0.803 
P = 3.212 
M = 17.565 
b = 12.075 
θ0 = 40.43 
b = 12.033 
θ0 = 40.13 
Ex. 2  b = 12 
θ0 = 40 
n = 1.25 
nP = 2.352 
P = 1.882 
M = 18.775 
b = 12.166 
θ0 = 41.00 
b = 12.178 
θ0 = 41.02 
Note 1: The units are: nP lb; P lb; M in-lb; b in.; a in. and θ0 deg. 
Note 2: The italicized values represent output data 
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Table 3.6. Part (b), Case 2c: Specified Vertical Displacement, Beam End Angle, and 





 Elliptic integral 
Ex. 1  b = 12 
θ0 = 40 
𝑙1 = 13.5 
nP = −1.972 
P = 5.565 
M = 15.905 
b = 11.998 
θ0 = 39.83 
b = 11.949 
θ0 = 39.58 
Ex. 2  b = 5 
θ0 = −30 
𝑙1 = 8.5 
nP = −1.985 
P = 5.95 
M = 60.175 
b = 5.043 
θ0 = −29.67 
b = 5.039 
θ0 = −29.81 
Ex. 3  b = 5 
θ0 = −30 
𝑙1 = 9 
nP = −11.995 
P = 5.41 
M = 74.098 
b = 5.022 
θ0 = −28.71 
b = 5.017 
θ0 = −28.71 
Note 1: The units are: nP lb; P lb; M in-lb; b in.; a in. and θ0 deg. 




As demonstrated in through Table 3.6, the PRBM method proves to be a simple 
yet efficient tool, yielding high accuracy while handling a variety of beam end boundary 
conditions.  While observing the relatively favorable comparisons of the computed 
results, due to the characteristic approximations inherent in the development of each of 
these approaches, it would be very difficult to apportion the error contribution of these 
methods.  The effectiveness of the PRBM method in generating large data sets readily 
lends itself for developing parametric relationships for the fixed-guided compliant beam 
with one point of inflection, in a vein to improve upon the existing analysis and synthesis 
methods [48, 49]. 
The PRBM approach is versatile in handling problems of analysis and synthesis, 
with displacement and force boundary conditions, lending itself well to visualization of 
the kinematics of deformation of compliant segment types.  The concept of characteristic 
deflection domain graphically reveals an intrinsic limitation of compliant systems, and 
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provides a pathway to feasible analysis and synthesis with clear understanding.  The other 
methods simply lack this capability, and efforts to employ them in such contexts 
frequently fail to converge, or converge to a realistic solution, leaving the designer 
guessing as to the reasons.  This fundamental development should be extendible to more 
complex geometries.  Although comparisons between the PRBM and other numerical 
approaches, e.g. the FEA, have not been a primary goal, several examples presented do 











3.8 SYNTHESIS USING COMPLIANT FIXED-GUIDED SEGMENTS WITH 
ONE INFLECTION POINT 
The set of 18 parametric, static equilibrium, and compatibility equations, 
equations (83) to (104), containing 24 variables, may be utilized in the two-position 
(undeformed and deformed) synthesis of compliant mechanisms containing fixed-guided 
compliant segments with one inflection point in its deformed state.  To solve the 
equations deterministically, six pragmatic ‘free choices’ will need to be specified from a 
list of seven possibilities: load and displacement boundary conditions 
(P, n, M, dX, dY, and θ0), and the material property (E).  Note that, depending on the 
synthesis need, any other set of variables may be specified as well.  Of the 18 outcomes 
from the synthesis problem, for example, two typical ones may be the undeformed length 
(l) and area moment of inertia (I) of the segments.  For convenience, equations (103) and 
(104) are restated in order that the displacement boundary conditions are readily 
specified:   
 
dY = γ1L1 sin (
θ10
cθ1
) + γ2L2sin (
θ20
cθ2
+ θ0) + (1 − γ2)L2sin (θ0) (108)  
dX = L − {(1 − γ1)L1 + γ1L1 cos (
θ10
cθ1




+ (1 − γ2)L2cos (θ0)} 
(109)  
 
where, dY and dX are the transverse and longitudinal displacements (boundary 
conditions) of the beam end point w.r.t. the undeformed beam configuration. 
Equations (108) and (109), in conjunction with equations (83) through (102), 
comprise the necessary set of equations for the synthesis of a fixed-guided compliant 
segment with one inflection point. 
 
Example: This example, Figure 3.15, is inspired by the design of a compliant 
micro-restraining mechanism by a mechanical engineering senior design project [11] 
sponsored by Sandia National Laboratories at Missouri S&T.  Due to its two-plane 
symmetry, only one of the eight segments need be synthesized, modeled as a fixed-
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guided compliant segment with one inflection point in its deformed configuration.  This 
can then be utilized to reconstruct the fully-compliant mechanism. 
Consider the following specifications: the material chosen is Delrin
®
, an acetal 
based resin, with a modulus of elasticity, E = 450,000 psi.  With choices of the actuation 
force at the handles of 4 lb and the undeformed orientation of the segments (in the first 
quadrant) of 45 deg., the following six summary specifications (6) are posed for the 
synthesis problem: 
E = 0.45 x 106 psi; P = 0.707 lb; n = −1 (tensile);  θ0 = 0 deg. ; dX
′ =
3/32 (0.09375) in. ; and dY′ = 0.086 in.   
where, dX′ and dY′ represent the horizontal and vertical displacement of the 
beam end point E in the fixed reference frame O-X’-Y’; and P, n, and θ0 represent the 
transverse load, load factor and change in the beam end angle, evaluated in the coordinate 
system O-X-Y affixed to the undeformed beam configuration, as shown in Figures 3(b), 6 
and 10(b). 
Equations (83) through (102), and (108) and (109), are then solved for the 18 
unknowns.  A subset of the synthesis outcomes lists the following important variables: 
𝑙 = 1.689 in. ; I = 4.323x 10−6 in4; and M = 0.55 in − lb (cw)  
Assuming a rectangular beam cross section of width, w = 3/16 in., the thickness 
is obtained as t = 0.065 in.  The resulting fully-compliant restraining mechanism is 
shown in Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17.  A finite element analysis validation using 
ANSYS
®
, of one-quarter mechanism substructure (one pair of fixed-guided segments) 
showed good correlations with dX’ = 0.097 in. and dY’ = 0.088 in. for specification of 
















Figure 3.17. A Computer Aided Design (CAD) Rendering of the Synthesized Fully-





An accurate and simple method of analyzing a fixed-guided compliant beam has 
been presented.  This method uses the well-known concept of the pseudo-rigid-body 
model (PRBM) to consider such a beam with more complex boundary conditions of load 
and displacement.  The simplicity coupled with the efficiency of the methods makes it a 
practical tool for future investigations.  The introduction of the concept of characteristic 
deflection domain renders the method more effective in its search for a feasible design for 
the more difficult problem types.  A more detailed investigation into the concept of 
characteristic deflection domain is performed in Section 4. 
The results obtained from the PRBM method are comparable to those from the 
finite element analysis software ANSYS®, and elliptic integral solutions.  The vector 
loop representation of the kinematics of deformation of this system is offered to i) 
visually establish the relationships of various displacement terms, and ii) assist in the 
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development of a formal synthesis methodology.  A two-position synthesis of a simple, 
fully-compliant mechanism exemplifies the analytical development of a basic fixed-
guided compliant beam.  The mechanics for multiple position synthesis quickly becomes 
formidable.  Section 5 develops a promising, efficient approach for the synthesis of fully-
compliant mechanisms contained fixed-guided compliant segment with one inflection 
point in its deformed state, including the synthesis of single-strip compliant mechanisms. 
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4. CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN OF COMPLIANT SEGMENT 
TYPES AND ITS IMPORTANCE IN COMPLIANT MECHANISM 
SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS 
Compliant mechanism design inherently requires certain specified displacement 
boundary conditions to be satisfied.  Obtaining realistic solutions for such problem types 
often becomes a challenge as the number of displacement boundary condition 
specifications increases.  Typically, related failures are attributed to the numerical nature 
of the solution process.  Little attention has been given to the fundamental understanding 
of the deformation behavior of flexible continuum with respect to its limits of mobility or 
reach.  This section strives to provide an insight into this aspect of compliant mechanism 
design.  This work systematically develops the characteristic deflection domain for a 
variety of compliant segment types.  Pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) representation of 
the lower and upper boundaries of the characteristic deflection domain is calculated.  The 
section also investigates the mobility characteristics of compliant mechanisms comprised 
of multiple segment types.  Two case studies are presented that help exemplify the use of 
the characteristic deflection domain plots.  Important insights and inferences are derived 
from the results obtained. 
 
4.1 BACKGROUND 
Specification of displacement boundary conditions is integral to compliant 
mechanism design.  As the number of displacement boundary conditions increase, 
problems and challenges are frequently experienced in obtaining realistic solutions.  
Because of their nonlinear nature, such problems are erroneously attributed to the 
numerical nature of the solution process.  Very little attention has been afforded to the 
mobility limits of the kinematics of deformation of various compliant segment types, 
subject to the specification of desired displacement boundary conditions. 
Midha and Mettlach [41, 42] conducted foundational research towards the 
understanding of the kinematics of deformation, and presented the concept of domain of 
attraction.  The authors utilized this concept to obtain initial estimates, and successfully 
implemented it in compliant mechanism design and analysis, using a numerical 
technique, i.e., the Chain Algorithm [24].  The convergence characteristics of the Chain 
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Algorithm showed significant improvements for the examples with initial estimates 
obtained using the concept of domain of attraction [42].  The results supported 
development of an understanding of the kinematics of deformation of compliant 
segments as being critical for a successful compliant mechanism design.  In the absence 
of such understanding about the compliant segment types, the designer is often left with 
the challenging task of specifying achievable displacement boundary conditions.  For 
random specifications, the process of obtaining solutions can become cumbersome. 
Midha and Mettlach [41, 42] extended their initial work on the concept of domain 
of attraction and developed the concept of characteristic deflection domain.  In this 
foundational work they utilized the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) parametric 
expressions developed by Howell and Midha [33-36] to determine the bounding curves 
for the characteristic deflection domain.  Investigations were conducted for an initially-
straight fixed-pinned segment and fixed-fixed segment.  The set of beam end loads 
considered by Midha and Mettlach [41, 42] resulted in deflected configurations with a 
monotonically increasing curvature.  Recently, Holst et al. [83] and Midha et al. [80] 
investigated the deflection domain of fixed-guided compliant segments that have one 
inflection point.  Midha et al. [80] utilized approximate PRBM parameters to develop the 
characteristic deflection domain for a specified beam end angle.  The approximate 
domain can serve as a valuable tool in the analysis and synthesis of compliant 
mechanisms with fixed-guided compliant segments. 
This section advances the concept of the characteristic deflection domain, and 
provides characteristic deflection domains for a variety of compliant segment types.  
Initially-straight and initially-curved compliant segments with constant cross-sectional 
properties along the length of the segment are considered.  The work systematically 
develops their characteristic deflection domains and calculates the pseudo-rigid-body 
representation of the lower and upper boundary of the characteristic deflection domain.  
The section further provides a methodology for generating characteristic deflection 
domains of compliant mechanisms with multiple segment types, including single-strip 
mechanisms.  Two case studies are presented to demonstrate the utility of the 
characteristic deflection domain of various segment types, and facilitate the design of 
compliant mechanisms. 
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4.2 CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN 
A characteristic deflection domain comprises a region or solution space 
containing all possible beam end locations.  The characteristic deflection domain of each 
segment type contains beam end locations for a wide range of possible beam end load 
combinations. 
Characteristic deflection domain for compliant mechanisms with multiple 
segment types is a function of the deformation behavior of its constituent segments.  
Mobility in a compliant mechanism can only be achieved if the characteristic deflection 
domains of its constituent segments overlap either in part or in their entirety.  In case they 
do not overlap, the antagonistic nature of the domains would render the compliant 
mechanism immobile.  Therefore, the understanding of the characteristic deflection 
domain is very critical in the analysis and synthesis of compliant mechanisms that 
contain a variety of segment types. 
The characteristic deflection domain concept facilitates an expedient estimation of 
the mobility characteristics of candidate compliant mechanisms.  The pseudo-rigid-body 
representation of the characteristic deflection domain further assists in the process of 
estimation of mobility characteristics.  Thus, the computationally intensive approaches, 
e.g. the finite element analysis, can be avoided initially to verify the suitability of 
candidate compliant mechanism solutions.  The concept of characteristic deflection 
domain, in conjunction with the pseudo-rigid-body model concept, also assists a designer 
in the specification of realistic/achievable displacement boundary conditions.  It provides 
a visual representation of the mobility characteristics, and guides a designer towards an 




4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN FOR 
VARIOUS COMPLIANT SEGMENT TYPES 
The characteristic deflection domains for various compliant segment types are 
developed using the well-proven closed-form elliptic integral formulations.  To develop 
the characteristic deflection domain for a fixed-guided compliant segment with one 
inflection point in its deformed state, a recently developed PRBM based method is 
utilized.  The PRBM based method offers many advantages over the elliptic integral 
formulation for a fixed-guided compliant beam with one inflection point, as elaborated in 
Section 4.6. 
A wide-range of practically possible beam end load combinations are applied to 
obtain a set of beam end point coordinates.  A computer routine is developed to 
determine the lower and upper boundary of the solution space obtained.  The routine also 
determines the characteristic radius factor to facilitate the pseudo-rigid-body 
representation of the characteristic deflection domain.  Figure 4.1 shows the flowchart for 







Figure 4.1. Procedure to Develop Characteristic Deflection Domain and its Pseudo-Rigid-
Body Representation 
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4.4 CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN FOR AN INITIALLY-
STRAIGHT FIXED-PINNED COMPLIANT SEGMENT 
Figure 4.2 shows an initially-straight fixed-pinned compliant segment of length 𝑙, 
subjected to beam end forces nP and P.  The beam end point coordinates for the 
compliant segment shown in Figure 4.2 are calculated using the closed-form elliptic 
integral formulation provided by Howell and Midha [33, 36], given in Equations (6) and 
(7). 
Using a beam of length 20 in., width 0.5 in. and thickness 0.0625 in., with 
modulus of elasticity 30 x 106psi, and varying n from -4 to 10 in a step of 0.01 and θ0 
from 1 deg. to 90 deg. in step of 0.01 deg. the set of beam end point coordinates are 
obtained, shown in Figure 4.3. 
 The bounding curves and the resulting pseudo-rigid-body representations 
are obtained using the process presented in Figure 4.1.  The calculated values for the 
characteristic radius factors are: 
 
γ𝑙 = 0.8053 (110)  
γu = 0.8829 (111)  
 
The resulting pseudo-rigid-body representation of the characteristic deflection 

















Figure 4.4. Pseudo-Rigid-Body Representation of the Characteristic Deflection Domain 




4.5 CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN FOR AN INITIALLY-
CURVED FIXED-PINNED COMPLIANT SEGMENT 
Figure 4.5 shows an initially-curved fixed-pinned compliant segment of length l, 
subjected to beam end forces nP and P.  The beam end point coordinates for this segment 
type are calculated using the closed-form elliptic integral formulation provided by 
Howell [36], given in Equations (8) and (9). 
Su [52] provided a relation for determining the maximum beam end angle w.r.t. 
the nondimensional moment index, κ, such that 
 
θ0max = ϕ + acos(1 − κ) , for κ ≤ 2 
θ0max = ∞, for κ > 2 
(112)  
 




Using a beam of length 20 in., width 0.5 in. and thickness 0.0625 in, with 
modulus of elasticity 30 x 106psi, and varying n from -4 to 10 with a step size of 0.1, θ0 
from 1 deg. to 90 deg. with a step size of 1 deg., and κ from 0.1 to 5 with a step size of 
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0.1, the set of beam end point coordinates are obtained, shown in Figure 4.6.  Su [52] 
showed that for load combinations with κ > 5 the effect of beam end force is negligible, 
leading the results towards a pure moment loading.  The characteristic deflection domain 
for pure moment loading is an arc of radius equal to the lower bound of the characteristic 
deflection domain of an initially-curved fixed-pinned compliant segment. 
The bounding curves and the resulting pseudo-rigid-body representations are 
obtained using the process presented in Figure 4.1.  The calculated values for the 
characteristic radius factors are: 
 
γ𝑙 = 0.7431 (113)  
γu = 0.8148 (114)  
 
The resulting pseudo-rigid-body representation of the characteristic deflection 















Figure 4.7. Pseudo-Rigid-Body Representation of the Characteristic Deflection Domain 
for an Initially-Curved Fixed-Pinned Compliant Segment 
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4.6 CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN FOR AN INITIALLY-
STRAIGHT FIXED-FIXED COMPLIANT SEGMENT 
Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, and Figure 4.10 shows an initially-straight fixed-fixed 
compliant segment in its three achievable deformation configurations.  Depending upon 
the applied loading, an initially-straight fixed-fixed compliant segment can take any one 
of the configurations in its deformed state.  If the transverse reaction force and moment at 
the beam end point of the fixed-guided segment are in the same sense, as shown in Figure 
4.8, the fixed-fixed compliant segment will exhibit a deformation configuration with a 
monotonically increasing curvature.  In case, the transverse force and moment are in the 
opposing sense, as shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, the fixed-fixed compliant 
segment may show an inflection point in its deformed configuration.  The necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the occurrence of inflection point in a fixed-guided compliant 





Figure 4.8. An Initially-Straight Fixed-Fixed Compliant Segment with a Monotonically 





Figure 4.9. An Initially-Straight Fixed-Fixed Compliant Segment with an Inflection Point 






Figure 4.10. An Initially-Straight Fixed-Fixed Compliant Segment with an Inflection 




Howell [36] suggested that the closed-form elliptic integral formulation provided 
for an initially-curved compliant segment also applies for the large-deflection analysis of 
an initially-straight fixed-fixed compliant segment that has a monotonically increasing 






 (115)  
 
Therefore, the characteristic deflection domain for the fixed-fixed compliant 
segment shown in Figure 4.8 can be represented by Figure 4.7. 
The closed-form elliptic integral formulation for the large-deflection analysis of 
an initially-straight fixed-guided compliant segment with an inflection point, shown in 
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, is provided by Kimball and Tsai [49], which is further 
developed for multiple inflection point situations by Zhang and Chen [55].  For ease of 
solutions, it is recommended that n, θ0, and κ are specified [55].  Although these 
specifications provide accurate solutions for positive beam end angle specifications, 
experiences have demonstrated that the results do not correlate with finite element 
analysis results for negative beam end angle specifications.  To overcome the difficulty 
with solutions, Kimball and Tsai [49] suggested an elliptic integral formulations with 
specified loads; P, nP, and M.  In order to obtain solutions with load boundary condition 
specifications, appropriate initial estimates for α and θ0 should be provided.  Kimball 
and Tsai [49] provided an algorithm that can assist with the estimation of the initial 
estimates for α and θ0. 
Recently, Midha et al. [80] provided a PRBM based method that utilizes a well-
known property of the inflection point to develop the set of algebraic equations for 
analysis of a fixed-guided segment with one inflection point.  The method provides 
accurate results and is computationally more efficient to implement compared to the 
elliptic integral formulation.  Therefore, this work develops the deflection domain for a 
fixed-guided compliant segment with one inflection point using the PRBM method 
presented by Midha et al. [80], shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Using a beam of length 20 in., width 0.5 in. and thickness 0.0625 in., with 
modulus of elasticity 30 x 106psi, and varying n from -4 to 10 with a step size of 0.1, P 
from 1 to 10 with a step size of 0.1, and κ from 0.1 to 1.8 with a step size of 0.05, the set 
of beam end point coordinates are obtained, shown in Figure 4.12.  The approach 
suggested by Su [52] is utilized to determine estimate the range of κ for a given n and θ0, 






Figure 4.12. Beam End Point Locations for a Fixed-Guided Compliant Segment with one 




Using the approach presented in Figure 4.1, the boundary curves for the 
characteristic deflection domain are generated.  The pseudo-rigid-body representation of 
the upper bound is calculated using the procedure presented in Figure 4.1.  The same, 
however, cannot be estimated for the lower bound.  Therefore, a curve-fit is performed 
using Microsoft Excel
®
, providing the following relation: 
 
â  =  0.934 −  0.0591b̂ −  1.6211b̂2 +  4.9649b̂3 −  11.366b̂4 +  13.746b̂5
− 7.0759b̂6 










Examination of the lower boundary of the characteristic deflection domain 
suggests that a piecewise pseudo-rigid-body representation may be generated.  Using a 
slightly modified procedure, various values for γ̅𝑙 are calculated, where γ̅𝑙𝑙 is the 
characteristic radius with its center at the fixed-end.  The value of γ̅𝑙 = 0.8945 can 
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estimate the lower bound within an error of 1% for normalized transverse deflection 
between 0.4 and 0.85.  The range for the other characteristic radii was observed to be 
very small.  Therefore, the value of γ̅𝑙 = 0.8945 is used for further calculations.  Figure 
4.13 provides the percentage error in predicting the lower bound using this approximate 
characteristic radius factor. 
Although the designer may use the curve fit equation for plotting the lower 
boundary, considering the convenience of the pseudo-rigid-body representation, the 
author recommends using the approximate characteristic radius factor for plotting the 
lower bound.  The lower and upper bound of the characteristic deflection with its pseudo-
rigid-body representation is shown in Figure 4.14.  The resulting characteristic radius 
factor for the lower bound and upper bound are: 
 
γ̅𝑙 = 0.8945 (117)  
γu = 0.9035 (118)  
 
Figure 4.15  shows the characteristic deflection domain plots using the 










Figure 4.14. Pseudo-Rigid-Body Representation of the Characteristic Deflection Domain 









Howell [36] showed that for an initially-curved fixed-fixed compliant segment, κ0 








 (119)  
 
Such a representation allows the use of the characteristic deflection domain for 
initially-straight fixed-fixed compliant segments to the treatment of initially-curved 
fixed-fixed compliant segments. 
 
4.6.1 Determining Bounds on Moment Load for Generating an Inflection 
Point.  A fixed-guided compliant segment subjected to a transverse force, axial force and 
opposing moment may or may not cause an inflection point in the beam continuum [47, 
49].  The presence of an inflection point is guaranteed only when the following relation is 
satisfied [52]. 
 
cos(θ0 − ϕ) − cos(θi − ϕ) + κ ≥ 0 (120)  
 
where, ϕ = atan
−1
n
 , θi the slope at the inflection point, and κ the nondimensional 






 (121)  
 
For a beam configuration with one inflection point,  
 
θi ≥ θ0 (122)  
 
Utilizing equations (120) and (122), Su [52] presented a numerical technique to 
determine the minimum load ratio required to introduce an inflection point in the 
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deflected state of the fixed-guided compliant beam.  The resulting equations for 
calculating κmin are given by equations (123) and (124). 
 
κmin = cos(θi − ϕ) − cos(θ0 − ϕ) (123)  
θi = θ0 + δθ0 (124)  
 
In addition, excessive moment loads may results in a beam configuration with no 
inflection point.  The beam will have a monotonically increasing curvature in the 
direction of the internal moment.  For a wide range of practically applicable forces, Su 
[52] determined the following relation for the upper bound of the nondimensional load 
ratio.  
 
κ > 2 (125)  
 
Using, the above presented equations a computer routine is generated that can 
determine the minimum and maximum nondimensional load ratio for a given load factor 
n, where −4 ≤ n ≤ 10.  The computer routine is designed to calculate the κ values that 
can result in a beam end angle between −60 deg. and 60 deg., with the beam end in the 
deflected state located in the first quadrant.  For the case with positive beam end angle, 
κmin is calculated using δθ0 = 5 deg. and κmax is calculated using θi = 85 deg.  For the 
case with negative beam end angle, κmin is calculated using θi = 5 deg. and κmax is 









Figure 4.17 thru Figure 4.22 show the variation of κmin and κmax for various load 
factor values.  From these plots, this section generates the dataset for the following range 
of load ratio. 
 















Figure 4.19. Variation of κmin for load factor from n = 6 to n = 10 
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Figure 4.21. Variation of κmax for load factor from n = 1 to n = 5 
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4.7 CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN FOR FIXED-FREE 
COMPLIANT SEGMENTS SUBJECTED TO BEAM END FORCES WITH 
INITIALLY-STRAIGHT AND INITIALLY-CURVED SMALL-LENGTH 
FLEXURAL PIVOT 
Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 show a compliant segment of length 𝑙 + L, with an 
initially-straight and initially-curved small-length flexural pivot of length 𝑙, respectively.  
Midha and Kuber [53, 54] provided a closed-form elliptic integral formulation for such 
segment types.  The authors demonstrate that the characteristic domain for such segment 
types is an arc.  The radius of the arc is defined by the characteristic radius factor, given 
by: 
 
γ𝑙 = γu =
𝑙
2
+ L (127)  
 















4.8 CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN FOR COMPLIANT 
MECHANISMS CONTAINING A COMBINATION OF COMPLIANT 
SEGMENT TYPES 
Characteristic deflection domains developed for various compliant segment types 
can be readily utilized to generate the characteristic deflection domain for compliant 
mechanisms containing a combination of segment types.  The pseudo-rigid-body 
representation of the lower and upper bound of the characteristic deflection domain 
allows for a quick analysis of the mobility characteristics of a compliant mechanism 
containing multiple segment types.  Figure 4.25 shows a compliant mechanism with one 

















The deflection domain of the coupler point P can be estimated using the PRBM 
concept, in conjunction with the limit position synthesis provided by Midha et al. [63].  
The PRBM properties are determined using the characteristic radius factor γ𝑙 and γu to 
calculate the characteristic deflection domain for the coupler point.  State-of-the-art rigid-
body analysis techniques can be applied to the PRBM to obtain the characteristic 
deflection domain.  Considering the length of compliant segment as 2 in., length of 
coupler link as 1.5 in., length of right side link as 2 in., extension on the coupler link of 
0.5 in., initial angle of compliant segment and right side link as 90 deg., and the initial 
angle of coupler link as 0 deg., the deflection domain of the coupler point is obtained, 






Figure 4.27. Characteristic Deflection Domain for the Coupler Point of the Partially-




Figure 4.28 shows a compliant segment with non-uniform cross-section 
properties.  Midha et al. [66] and Kolachalam [67] showed that compliant segments with 
non-uniform cross-section properties can be represented as a single-strip compliant 
mechanism.  Such a representation allows for the application of rigid-body analysis and 
synthesis techniques to compound-compliant segments.  Applying the same procedure as 
the stated above, the characteristic deflection domain of the beam end point for this 
segment is obtained.  Considering the following for the compound compliant 
segment: 𝑙1 = 5 in. ; L1 = 3.5 in. ;  𝑙2 = 0.25 in. ; and L2 = 2.5 in., the beam end point 
locations are obtained, shown plotted in Figure 4.29.  Note that SLFP shown in Figure 
4.28 will be subjected to a lesser moment, as compared to the fixed-guided compliant 
segment.  Therefore, the angular rotation of the rigid-segment of length L2 connected to 
the SLFP will be less than the angular rotation of the rigid-segment of length L1 
connected to the fixed-guided segment. 
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Figure 4.29. Characteristic Deflection Domain for the Beam End Point for the 
Compound-Compliant Segment shown in Figure 4.28 
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4.9 IMPORTANCE OF CHARACTERISTIC DEFLECTION DOMAIN ON 
COMPLIANT MECHANISM ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS 
The importance and the utility of the concept of characteristic deflection domain 
are demonstrated using two case studies.  The first case study demonstrates that care 
should be exercised when analyzing compliant mechanisms. The second case study 
demonstrates that the type and properties of the constituent compliant segments affect the 
characteristic deflection domain of the compliant mechanisms, and therefore, its mobility 
characteristics. 
 
Case Study 1: Figure 4.30 shows a fixed-guided compliant segment.  Let us 
consider that the deformed configuration of the segment will contain one inflection point.  
The resulting characteristic deflection domain for such a configuration is shown plotted 
in Figure 4.30.  Figure 4.31 shows a partially-compliant mechanism containing the 
segment shown in Figure 4.30 as one of its constituent segment.  The characteristic 
deflection domain for the coupler point of the compliant mechanism shown in Figure 
4.31 is estimated by the procedure presented in Section 4.8.  The two compliant segments 
considered as 4 in. long, oriented at 90 deg. in its initial position, and connected with a 
2.25 in. coupler segment.  The coupler point P is located 0.75 in. from the top of the 






Figure 4.30. An Initially-Straight Fixed-Guided Compliant Segment with its 











Figure 4.31 demonstrates that addition of different compliant segment types 
significantly affects the characteristic deflection domain of the coupler point located.  
Because of the combination of the different segment types, the knowledge of 
characteristic deflection domain of each segment type cannot be directly applied towards 
the analysis of compliant mechanisms.  Greater care should be taken during the analysis 
of compliant segments and compliant mechanisms for specifications involving 
displacement boundary conditions. 
 
Case Study 2: Figure 17 shows compliant mechanisms of the Type B presented in 
Figure 2.27.  The deflection domain of the coupler point, calculated using the procedure 
presented in Section 4.8, is shown plotted in Figure 4.32.  The fixed-fixed compliant 
segment is 4 in. long and initially-straight, and initially-curved SLFP is 0.25 in. long.  
The compliant segments are joined by two rigid-segments.  The segment connecting the 
fixed-fixed compliant segment and the initially-curved SLFP is 2.5 in. long, and the 
segment connecting two SLFPs is 2.25 in. long.  The coupler point is placed 1 in. from 
the top of the coupler segment, which is 0.25 in. thick on the left side and 0.3 in. on the 
right side.  The initial orientation of the fixed-fixed segment shown in Figure 4.32 (a) is 
90 deg., whereas the orientation in Figure 4.32 (b) is 100 deg. 
The characteristic deflection domain plots for the coupler point, shown in Figure 
4.33, demonstrate that the type and properties of compliant segments, e.g. orientation, 
affect the characteristic deflection domain of the resulting compliant mechanism.  Thus, 
greater care should be taken by the designer during the synthesis of candidate compliant 
mechanisms.  Specification of random free-choices may lead to solutions with limited 
mobility characteristics.  Such mechanism solutions may demonstrate sensitivity towards 










Figure 4.32. Fully-Compliant Mechanisms of Type B with Different Initial Orientation of 











The concept of characteristic deflection domain provides valuable insights 
towards the better understanding of the mobility limits of the kinematics of deformation 
for various compliant segment types.  The pseudo-rigid-body representation of the lower 
and upper bound of the characteristic deflection domain assists the designer in, both, 
analysis and synthesis of compliant segments and compliant mechanisms.  The 
applications of this concept in multiple segment scenarios are multifold, and include the 
following: 
The concept of characteristic deflection domain allows a designer to visualize and 
understand the mobility characteristics of a candidate compliant mechanism.  The 
pseudo-rigid-body representation of the deflection domain allows for the application of 
the state-of-the-art rigid-body mechanism analysis techniques for understanding the 
nature and capabilities of candidate compliant mechanisms.  Computationally intensive 
methods can be avoided initially to select candidate solutions.  These methods can be 
efficiently utilized later to optimize the selected compliant mechanisms. 
The design process may be accelerated because the designer can now better 
visualize the effect of free-choices and modify these appropriately.  The effect of design 
variables can now be readily studied, enhancing the learning and insights to enable future 
design efforts expediently.  Robustness of compliant mechanism solutions, e.g. sensitivity 
to the applied loadings, may be readily investigated.  Such a study will help understand 




The characteristic deflection domains for a variety of compliant segment types 
have been presented in this section.  Closed-form elliptic integral solutions are utilized to 
develop the characteristic deflection domain for fixed-pinned and fixed-free compliant 
segments.  A recently developed PRBM based method is utilized to develop the 
characteristic deflection domain for a fixed-guided beam with one inflection point. 
Pseudo-rigid-body representations of the lower and upper boundary curves of the 
characteristic deflection domain are obtained.  The concept of characteristic deflection 
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domain is extended to multi-segment compliant mechanisms.  Two case studies are 
presented that demonstrate that the number, type, and properties of compliant segments 
comprising the compliant mechanism significantly affect its mobility characteristics. 
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5. A METHODOLOGY FOR SYNTHESIS OF FULLY-COMPLIANT 
MECHANISMS WITH FIXED-GUIDED BEAMS WITH AN INFLECTION 
POINT USING THE PRBM CONCEPT 
This section provides a methodology for the synthesis of fully-compliant 
mechanisms that contain fixed-guided segments with an inflection point in the deformed 
state.  The synthesis methodology utilizes the vector loop representation of the pseudo-
rigid-body model of the fixed-guided compliant beam, provided in section 3, to develop 
the necessary scalar equations.  In addition to these, the synthesis framework contains 
equations to satisfy the length and slope compatibility conditions.  The framework 
utilizes the pseudo-rigid-body model for a fixed-guided compliant beam with one 
inflection point, provided in section 3, to identify the free-choices, their selection criteria 
and associated constraints.  The methodology is proposed for conventional tasks, such as, 
path generation and motion generation with energy storage characteristics or effecting 
loads specified at the precision positions.  Design tables are developed to provide number 
of equations, number of unknowns, free-choices required and applicable constraints on 
free-choices.  Considering that a fixed-guided compliant beam is a compliant mechanism 
in itself, in addition to being a fundamental building block for compliant mechanisms, the 
approach is built on one fixed-guided compliant segment.  Consequently, the synthesis 
framework is not only applicable to a single-strip compliant mechanism, but also, 




Howell and Midha [56] utilized the PRBMs of individual segment types as the 
building blocks and proposed a methodology for synthesis and analysis of compliant 
mechanisms, called as synthesis with compliance.  The approach utilizes the state-of-the-
art rigid-body synthesis techniques in conjunction with the energy and torque/force 
equations for compliant mechanism design.  Midha et al. [64] later developed detailed 
design tables using synthesis with compliance for the design of compliant mechanisms 
towards conventional tasks, such as, function generation, path and motion generation, and 
path generation with prescribed timing with energy or torque/force values specified at the 
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precision positions.  The approach considers average PRBM parameter values to 
transform a pseudo-rigid-body mechanism in a compliant mechanism.  While the 
methodology has been proven to be versatile and does provide good results for a wide 
range of user specifications, the use of average PRBM parameter values leads to errors in 
the response of the compliant mechanism.  The errors are significant in compliant 
mechanisms containing fixed-guided segments that have an inflection point in the 
deformed state [85].  The driving factor for the errors being the use of the PRBM that was 
developed by Howell [36] for a compliant parallel mechanism.  In order to reduce this 
error, researchers have attempted to develop better PRBMs for a fixed-guided compliant 
beam.  Some of the notable works are discussed below.  This section utilizes one such 
recently developed efficient PRBM, proposed in section 3, to develop a new synthesis 
framework for the design of compliant mechanisms with fixed-guided segment(s) that 
exhibit an inflection point in the deformed state. 
As stated before, researchers have been attempting to develop efficient and 
simpler PRBMs for the analysis and synthesis of fixed-guided segments with an 
inflection point.  Lyon et al. [47] presented a PRBM for modeling a fixed-guided 
compliant beam with one inflection point.  The PRBM was applicable to situations 
wherein the beam end angle value is different from its initial configuration.  The model 
utilizes the principle of minimum total potential energy to develop the necessary set of 
equations for the analysis of this segment type.  The PRBM can analyze the fixed-guided 
segment for two specified load or displacement boundary conditions.  The model 
provides good results for a few cases, however, because of its unique schematic it could 
not be extended towards the synthesis of compliant mechanisms with fixed-guided 
segments [48].  Kimball and Tsai [49] provided a PRBM for the analysis of fixed-guided 
segments subjected to arbitrary end loads.  The PRBM developed can be applied towards 
a configuration with a monotonically increasing curvature and a configuration with one 
inflection point in the deformed state.  The schematic of the PRBM is similar to the one 
proposed by Howell [36], however, the parametric expressions result in an average error 
of 10.7% for the prediction of the beam end point displacements.  Lyon and Howell [48] 
investigated the feasibility of the use of parametric expressions of the fixed-pinned 
segment towards the synthesis and analysis of fixed-guided segments with an inflection 
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point.  This PRBM is also schematically similar to Howell [36].  The simplified model is 
expected to uncouple the load and deflection for a fixed-guided segment with an 
inflection point.  The model, however, leads to large errors.  The maximum error in the 
prediction of the beam end deflection is 10% and the maximum error in the prediction of 
beam end forces is 15%, when compared to the results obtained from the Chain 
Algorithm [24].  Su [52] provided a PRBM with three characteristic pivots, containing 
torsional springs at each characteristic pivot for analysis of a compliant segment 
subjected to arbitrary beam end loads.  The PRBM can analyze fixed-pinned segments, 
fixed-guided segments with monotonically increasing curvature, and fixed-guided 
compliant segments with one inflection point in its deformed state.  The PRBM 
parameter values are optimized such that a single set of values can be used for all of these 
beam types.  The model performs well for predicting beam end point deflections with a 
fixed-pinned segment and a fixed-guided segment with monotonically increasing 
curvature.  The model, however, results in errors while predicting the beam end point 
deflections for a fixed-guided segment with an inflection point, with an error of 3% for a 
positive slope at the beam end, and an error of 12% for a negative slope at the beam end, 
compared with the results obtained from the closed-form solutions.  Awatar et al. [86] 
provided an analytical formulation for a fixed-guided compliant segment.  The 
expressions presented are valid for small-displacements with the transverse deflections 
being an order of magnitude less than the compliant segment.  The analytical formulation 
predicts the beam end point displacements within an error of 5% and the beam end forces 
with an error of 10% with the results obtained from the finite element analysis.  The 
authors develop similar analytical formulations for a variety of compliant parallel 
modules. 
Section 3 of this dissertation provided an efficient PRBM for the analysis of a 
fixed-guided compliant beam with one inflection point in its deformed state.  The method 
utilizes the well-known property of inflection points to develop the set of governing 
equations for analysis and synthesis of a fixed-guided segment with an inflection point.  
The formulation requires solution of 18 nonlinear equations simultaneously, and 
therefore, is only feasible for a two-position synthesis and analysis task.  This section 
simplifies the PRBM formulation presented in section 3 to provide a new synthesis 
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framework.  The synthesis framework is built on one fixed-guided compliant segment, 
which allows it to be applicable to not only a single-strip compliant mechanism, but also, 
towards the design of compliant mechanisms containing multiple fixed-guided compliant 
segments.  Design tables are provided for path generation synthesis, with energy storage 
characteristics or effecting loads specified at the precision positions.  The applicability 
and effectiveness of the proposed framework is demonstrated with the help of three 
examples. 
 
5.2 PRBM OF A FIXED-GUIDED COMPLIANT BEAM WITH ONE 
INFLECTION POINT IN ITS DEFORMED STATE 
Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show a fixed-guided compliant beam in its 
three possible configurations.  A fixed-guided compliant beam will exhibit a deformed 
state with a monotonically increasing curvature when the reaction moment at the beam 
end point and the transverse force are in the same sense, as shown in Figure 5.1.  When 
the reaction moment and transverse force are in the opposing sense, a fixed-guided 
compliant beam may show an inflection point in its deformed state, as shown in Figure 
5.2 and Figure 5.3.  If the magnitude of the moment load is such that equation (128) is 
satisfied, then the fixed-guided compliant beam will show an inflection point [49]. 
 
cos(θ0 − ϕ) − cos(θi − ϕ) + κ ≥ 0 (128)  
 
where, ϕ = atan (
−1
n
), θi the slope at the inflection point, and κ the 





 (129)  
 
For a configuration with one inflection point, 
 
θi > θ0 (130)  
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The implementation of equations (128) through (130) is straight-forward for 
analysis of an individual segment, as shown by Su [52].  The same becomes cumbersome 
for a compliant mechanism containing multiple segment types.  Section 8 of this 
dissertation provides [82] an approach that allows identifying the occurrence of inflection 
point(s) in a given compliant mechanism using the principle of minimum total potential 
energy in conjunction with the degrees of freedom analysis and the PRBM concept.  The 
approach evaluates the expected deformed state qualitatively without any rigorous 
mathematical analysis. 
Figure 5.4 shows the PRBM provided in section 3 for a fixed-guided compliant 
beam with one inflection point in its deformed state.  The PRBM contains three revolute 
joints.  Two of these function as characteristic pivots and the third functions as an 
instantaneous revolute joint that is located at the inflection point Pi.  It is well-known that 
an inflection point is characterized by zero curvature.  Application of Euler-Bernoulli 
beam equation therefore suggests no internal moment at Pi.  Section 3 utilized this 
property and modeled a fixed-guided compliant beam with one inflection point as a pair 
of fixed-pinned compliant segments, pinned at the inflection point Pi, and derived the 
following 18 equations for the analysis and synthesis of a fixed-guided compliant beam 
with one inflection point.  The governing equations, equations (131) through (152), 
constitute of parametric equations, static equilibrium equations, and compatibility 







Figure 5.1 A Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam in its Undeformed and Deformed State with 





Figure 5.2 A Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam in its Undeformed and Deformed State with 





Figure 5.3 A Fixed-Guided Compliant Beam in its Undeformed and Deformed State with 














γ1 = 0.855651 − 0.016438n1 
for − 4 < n1  ≤  −1.5 
(131)  
γ1 = 0.852138 − 0.018615n1 
for − 1.5 < n1  ≤  −0.5 






for − 0.5 < n1  ≤  10 
γ2 = 0.855651 − 0.016438n2 
for − 4 < n2  ≤  −1.5 
(132)  
γ2 = 0.852138 − 0.018615n2 
for − 1.5 < n2  ≤  −0.5 






for − 0.5 < n2  ≤  10 
cθ1 = 1.238945 + 0.012035n1 + 0.00454n1
2 
for − 4 < n1 ≤  −0.5 
(133)  




for − 0.5 < n1 ≤  10 
(134)  
cθ2 = 1.238945 + 0.012035n2 + 0.00454n2
2 
for − 4 < n2 ≤  −0.5 
(135)  




for − 0.5 < n2 ≤  10 
(136)  
KΘ1 = 2.66041 − 0.069005n1 − 0.002268n1
2 
for − 4 < n1 ≤  −0.5 
(137)  






for − 0.5 < n1 ≤  10 
(138)  
KΘ2 = 2.66041 − 0.069005n2 − 0.002268n2
2 
for − 4 < n2 ≤  −0.5 
(139)  
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 (142)  
 




















= 0 (144)  
nP + F(cos(ϕ2 + θ0)) = 0 (145)  
P − F(sin(ϕ2 + θ0)) = 0 (146)  




− {[Pcos(θ0) + nPsin(θ0)] [(1 − γ2)𝑙2 + γ2𝑙2cos (
θ20
cθ2




𝑙1 + 𝑙2 = 𝑙 (148)  
θ10 = θ20 + θ0 (149)  
ϕ1 = ϕ2 + θ0 (150)  
b = γ1𝑙1 sin (
θ10
cθ1
) + γ2𝑙2sin (
θ20
cθ2
+ θ0)  + (1 − γ2)𝑙2sin (θ0) (151)  
a = (1 − γ1)𝑙1 + γ1𝑙1 cos (
θ10
cθ1
) + γ2𝑙2cos (
θ20
cθ2





The above set of equations is comprised of 24 variables, six of these variables 
must be specified to solve for the remaining unknowns deterministically.  Depending 
upon the specification of variables, the above set of equations can be used for two-
position synthesis and analysis of a fixed-guided compliant beam with one inflection 
point.  For a three-position synthesis the number of nonlinear equations required are 36.  
Solution of this set of equations typically becomes cumbersome, and therefore, the 
formulation could not be extended towards multi-position synthesis of a fixed-guided 
compliant segment with an inflection point [85]. 
In order to avoid the large number of equations, this section utilizes the vector 
loop representation of the PRBM, shown in Figure 5.5, to develop a new synthesis 
framework.  The synthesis framework utilizes the governing equations to derive the 





Figure 5.5 A Vector Loop Representation of the PRBM for a Fixed-Guided Compliant 
Beam with one Inflection Point 
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5.3 A FRAMEWORK FOR SYNTHESIS OF FIXED-GUIDED COMPLIANT 
BEAMS WITH AN INFLECTION POINT 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 shows two fully-compliant mechanisms containing 
fixed-guided segments, in its 1st and jth precision position.  The vector loop 
representation of the PRBM of the fixed-guided compliant segment, shown in Figure 5.5, 
can be readily applied towards the synthesis of fully-compliant mechanisms, as shown in 





Figure 5.6 A Single-Strip Mechanism Containing a Fixed-Guided Compliant Segment 






Figure 5.7 A Fully-Compliant Mechanism of Type A Containing a Fixed-Guided 





Figure 5.8 A Vectorial Representation of the Left Half of the Fully-Compliant 
Mechanism shown in Figure 5.7 
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Figure 5.9 A Vector Loop Closure for the Synthesis of Fixed-Guided Compliant 




From Figure 5.9, we can write the vector loop as: 
 
O → E → P1 → Pj → Ej → P2j → Pij → P1j → O (153)  
 
Using Figure 5.9, the vector loop can be written as: 
 
Z̅6 + Z̅5 + δ̅j − Z̅5j − Z̅4j − Z̅3j − Z̅2j − Z̅1j = 0 (154)  
 















From geometry we have, 
 
Θ6 = Θ1 (156)  








R3j (159)  
 










eiγj + eiΘ3j] + R5e
iΘ5[eiγj − 1]
− R6e
iΘ1 = δ̅j 
(160)  
 
Using equation (160) we can develop two scalar equations for synthesis of fixed-









cos(Θ1 + γj) + cos(Θ3j + γj)]









sin (Θ1 + γj) + sin (Θ3j + γj)]
+ R5[sin (Θ5 + γj ) − sin (Θ5) ] − R6sin (Θ1) = Im(δ̅j) 
(162)  
 
In addition to the scalar equations the following length and slope compatibility 







= R6 (163)  
Θ2jcθ1j = (Θ3j − γj)cθ2j + γj (164)  
 
Equations (161) through (164) comprise the set of equations required for the 
synthesis of a fixed-guided compliant segment with an inflection point.  The PRBM 
parameter values can be readily calculated using equations (131) through (140) by 
specifying the load factor n as one of the free-choices, in conjunction with equations 
(142) and (150).  Further details about the free-choice selection considerations are 
provided in the next section. 
 
For synthesis of fixed-guided segments with energy specifications, the following 
















] (165)  
 
For synthesis of fixed-guided segments with specification of effecting loads at the 









2 sin(ϕ2j − Θ3j + γj) = KΘ2j (Θ3j − γj) (167)  
Mj = FjR3j {sin(ϕ2j − Θ3j + γj) +
1 − γ2j
γ2j
sin(ϕ2j)} (168)  
 
In order to apply these loads at a point on the rigid-coupler the following 
equations can be used. 
 
Pj = Fj sin(ϕ2j + γj) (169)  
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nPj = −Fj cos(ϕ2j + γj) (170)  
Fx = −nPj cos(Θ1) − Pj sin(Θ1) (171)  
Fy = −nPjsin (Θ1)+Pj sin(Θ1) (172)  
M = Mj − Fx[d2 sin(Θ5) + d1 cos(Θ5)] + Fy[d2 sin(Θ5) − d1 cos(Θ5)] (173)  
 
5.4 DESIGN TABLES AND GOVERNING FREE-CHOICE SELECTION 
CONSIDERATIONS 
Equations (161) through (168) can be utilized to synthesize a fully-compliant 
mechanism with a fixed-guided compliant segment for conventional tasks, such as, path 
generation and motion generation along with specified energy or load values at the 
precision positions. 
Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 provide a summary of the equations required 
for path generation synthesis problem specifications.  Note that the tables are provided 
for the configuration shown in Figure 5.9.  A compliant mechanism with multiple fixed-
guided segments can be synthesized with the same set of equations, through the 
specification of a unique set of free-choices for each of the constituent segments. 
It may be noted that the column listing the number of free-choices contain some 
numbers in the square brackets.  The numbers in square brackets refer to the actual free-
choice specifications.  A majority of free-choices include the PRBM parameter values, 
each of these being function of the load factor.  Specification of the load factor (n1), in 
conjunction with equations (142) and (150), automatically specifies the remaining PRBM 
parameter values, using equations (131) through (142).  Therefore, it is recommended to 
specify the load factors  (n1j) as free-choices. 
Additionally, section 3 identified that for occurrence of an inflection point the 
angle of vector Z̅3 should be greater than the beam end angle, resulting in the following 
constraint equation for the specification of free-choices. 
 












Number of Unknowns Number 
of Free-
Choices 
2 4 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5, 
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 (13) 
9 [6] 
3 8 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5,  
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23,  
γ3, cθ13, cθ23 (22)  
14 [8] 
4 12 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5,  
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23,  
γ3, cθ13, cθ23 , R24, Θ24, γ14, R34, Θ34, γ24,  
γ4, cθ14 , cθ24 (31) 
19 [10] 
5 16 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5,  
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23,  
γ3, cθ13 , cθ23 , R24, Θ24, γ14, R34, Θ34, γ24,  
γ4, cθ14 , cθ24 , R25, Θ25, γ15, R35, Θ35, γ25,  




Table 5.2 Design Table for Path Generation Synthesis of a Compliant Mechanism with 







Number of Unknowns Number 
of Free-
Choices 
2 5 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5, 
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , E, KΘ12 , KΘ22 , I (17) 
12 [7] 
3 10 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5,  
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23, 
γ3, cθ13 , cθ23 , E, KΘ12 , KΘ22 , I, KΘ13 , KΘ23 
(28) 
18 [8] 
4 15 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5,  
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23, 
γ3, cθ13 , cθ23 , R24, Θ24, γ14, R34, Θ34, γ24,  
γ4, cθ14 , cθ24 , E, KΘ12 , KΘ22 , I, KΘ13 , KΘ23 ,  
KΘ14 , KΘ24 (39) 
24 [9] 
5 20 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5,  
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23,  
γ3, cθ13 , cθ23 , R24, Θ24, γ14, R34, Θ34, γ24, 
γ4, cθ14 , cθ24 , R25, Θ25, γ15, R35, Θ35, γ25, 
γ5, cθ15 , cθ25 , E, KΘ12 , KΘ22 , I, KΘ13 , KΘ23 ,  




Table 5.3 Design Table for Path Generation Synthesis of a Compliant Mechanism with 






Number of Unknowns Number 
of Free-
Choices 
2 6 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5, 
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , E, KΘ12 , KΘ22 , I, ϕ12, ϕ22 
(19) 
13 [6] 
3 12 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5, 
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23,  
γ3, cθ13 , cθ23 , E, KΘ12 , KΘ22 , I, KΘ13 , KΘ23 ,  
ϕ12, ϕ22, ϕ13, ϕ23 (32) 
20 [6] 
4 18 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5,  
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23,  
γ3, cθ13 , cθ23 , R24, Θ24, γ14, R34, Θ34, γ24,  
γ4, cθ14 , cθ24 , E, KΘ12 , KΘ22 , I, KΘ13 , KΘ23 ,  
KΘ14 , KΘ24 , ϕ12, ϕ22, ϕ13, ϕ23, ϕ14, ϕ24 
(45) 
27 [6] 
5 24 R22, Θ22, Θ1, γ12, R32, Θ32, γ22, γ2, R5, Θ5,  
R6, cθ12 , cθ22 , R23, Θ23, γ13, R33, Θ33, γ23,  
γ3, cθ13 , cθ23 , R24, Θ24, γ14, R34, Θ34, γ24,  
γ4, cθ14 , cθ24 , R25, Θ25, γ15, R35, Θ35, γ25,  
γ5, cθ15 , cθ25 , E, KΘ12 , KΘ22 , I, KΘ13 , KΘ23 ,  
KΘ14 , KΘ24 , KΘ15 , KΘ25 , ϕ12, ϕ22, ϕ13, ϕ23, 









The applicability and effectiveness of the proposed synthesis framework is 
demonstrated using three examples.  The solutions obtained using the synthesis approach 
are verified using the results obtained from closed-form elliptic integral solutions [49] 




Example 1: A single-strip compliant mechanism is to be designed for three 
precision positon path generation with effecting force specified at the precision positions: 
δ̅2 = −1 − 0.75i; F2 = 5 lb. ;  δ̅3 = −3 − 1.75i; and F3 = 10 lb. 
Using Table 5.3, we have 12 equations with 32 unknowns.  20 of these unknowns 
should be specified as free-choices in order to obtain a deterministic solution.  However, 
because of the parametric relationships, only 6 of these 20 unknowns need to be 
specified.  All other unknowns can be calculated using equations (131) through (142).  
The free-choices are specified to be: γ2 = −10 deg. ;  γ3 = −17 deg. ;  Θ1 =
90 deg. ; n12 = 1; n13 = 1; and E = 450,000 psi.  A subset of the solutions obtained 
from the synthesis framework include the following: 
R6 = 12.895 in. ; R5 = 3.763 in. ;  Θ5 = 15.192 deg. ;  and I = 6.735x10
−5in4 
 
Considering a rectangular cross-section of width 1.5 inch, the thickness of the 
fixed-guided segment is 0.175 inch.  Using equations (168) through (173) and d1 =
1 in. and d2 = R5/2, the effecting forces are: 
 
for position 2: 
Fx = −3.536 lb. ; Fy = −3.536 lb. ; M = 27.844 in. −lb. 
 
for position 3: 
Fx = −7.071 lb. ; Fy = −7.071 lb. ; M = 58.678 in. −lb. 
 
The synthesized single-strip mechanism is shown in Figure 5.10.  The location of the 
coupler point is compared using ANSYS
®
 and closed-form elliptic integral solutions 
[49], shown in  
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Table 5.4.  In order to perform the verification using closed-form elliptic integral 
method, the effecting loads are applied at the beam end point, calculated using equations 










Table 5.4 Coupler point location comparisons for specified loads at the beam end point 
Coupler Point PRBM ANSYS
®
 Elliptic Integral 
Solution 
X (in.) Y (in.) X (in.) Y (in.) X (in.) Y (in.) 
𝐏𝟏 0 0 0 0 0 0 
𝐏𝟐 -1 -0.75 -0.972 -0.812 -1.298 -0.762 





Example 2: A fully-compliant mechanism of Type A is to be synthesized for four 
precision position motion generation: 
δ̅2 = −3 − 0.75i; γ2 = 10 deg. ;  δ̅3 = −3.5 − 1i; γ3 = 12.5 deg. ; 
δ̅4 = −4.5 − 1.75i; γ3 = 20 deg.  
For synthesis of this problem specification, we can use Table 5.1 with coupler 
rotations as designs specification, giving 12 equations with 28 unknowns.  16 of these 
unknowns should be specified as free-choices in order to obtain a deterministic solution.  
However, because of the parametric relationships, only 7 of these 16 unknowns need to 
be specified.  All other unknowns can be calculated using equations (131) through (142).  
The free-choices are specified to be: Θ1 = 90 deg. ; R22 = 1.5; Θ33 = 29 deg. ;  Θ34 =
40 deg. ;  n12 = −1; n13 = −1; and n14 = −1.  A subset of the solutions obtained from 
the synthesis framework include the following: 
R6 = 7.47 in. ; R5 = 0.974 in. ;  and Θ5 = 133.082 deg. ; 
 
Using the same set of equations, the other fixed-guided segment is synthesized.  
The free-choices specifications include: Θ1 = 90 deg. ; R22 = 5; Θ33 = 22.5 deg. ; 
Θ34 = 30 deg. ; n12 = −1; n13 = −1; and n14 = −1.  A subset of the solutions 
obtained from the synthesis framework include the following: 
R6 = 8.33 in. ; R5 = 4.894 in. ;  and Θ5 = 127.742 deg. ; 
The synthesized mechanism is shown in Figure 5.11.  The location of the coupler 
point is compared with ANSYS
®
, shown in Table 5.5.  The verifications are performed 










Table 5.5 Coupler point location comparisons for Example 2 
Coupler Point PRBM ANSYS
®
 
X (in.) Y (in.) γ (deg.) X (in.) Y (in.) γ (deg.) 
𝐏𝟏 0 0 0 0 0 0 
𝐏𝟐 -3 -0.75 10 -3 -0.778 10 
𝐏𝟑 -3.5 -1 12.5 -3.5 -1.05 12.5 




Example 3: A fully-compliant mechanism of Type A is to be synthesized for three 
precision position motion generation with energy specified at the precision positions. 
δ̅2 = −1.5 − 0.5i; γ2 = −10 deg. ;  δ̅3 = −2 − 1i; γ3 = −20 deg. ; 
U2 = 20 in. −lb. ;  and U3 = 40 in. −lb. 
For synthesis of this problem specification, we can use Table 5.2 with coupler 
rotations as designs specification, giving 10 equations with 26 unknowns.  16 of these 
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unknowns should be specified as free-choices in order to obtain a deterministic solution.  
However, because of the parametric relationships, only 6 of these 16 unknowns need to 
be specified.  All other unknowns can be calculated using equations (131) through (142).  
The free-choices are specified to be: Θ1 = 85 deg. ; Θ32 = 16 deg. ;  Θ33 = 18 deg. ; 
n12 = 1;  and n13 = 1.  A subset of the solutions obtained from the synthesis 
framework, with a specified energy of half of the total energy storage, include the 
following: 
R6 = 7.414 in. ; R5 = 2.175 in. ;  and Θ5 = 16.893 deg. ; 
Using the same set of equations, the other fixed-guided segment is synthesized.  
The free-choices specifications include: Θ1 = 110 deg. ; Θ32 = 20 deg. ;  Θ33 =
35 deg. ; n12 = 1; and n13 = 1 .  A subset of the solutions obtained from the synthesis 
framework include the following: 
R6 = 5.918 in. ; R5 = 2.521 in. ;  and Θ5 = 178.463 deg. ; 
The synthesized mechanism is shown in Figure 5.12.  The location of the coupler 
point is compared with ANSYS
®
, shown in Table 5.6.  The verifications are performed 
by specifying the transverse deflection and rotation of the rigid-coupler.  The strain 
energy stored in the compliant mechanism is also computed using ANSYS
®
. The values 
of 13.255 in.-lb. and 34.283 in.-lb. are obtained when the compliant mechanism is at 





Figure 5.12 CAD Model of the Fully-Compliant Mechanism Synthesized in Example 3 
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Table 5.6 Coupler Point Location Comparisons for Example 3 
Coupler Point PRBM ANSYS
®
 
X (in.) Y (in.) γ (deg.) X (in.) Y (in.) γ (deg.) 
𝐏𝟏 0 0 0 0 0 0 
𝐏𝟐 -1.5 -0.5 -10 -1.5 -0.496 -10 





This section provided a new synthesis framework for the design of compliant 
mechanisms containing fixed-guided segments with an inflection point with 
energy/effecting loads specified at precision positions.  The synthesis framework builds 
on the vector loop representation presented in section 3.  The vector loop closure 
representation allows to reduce the number of equations from 18 to 4, required for a two-
position synthesis of a fixed-guided compliant segment.  The section provided design 
tables and guidelines for specification of free-choices for the synthesis of fixed-guided 
compliant segments with an inflection point for path and motion generation with 
energy/loads specified at the precision positions.  The examples considered demonstrate 
the applicability of the synthesis approach, and the closed-form elliptic integral and finite 
element analysis results verify its effectiveness. 
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6. A GENERALIZED APPROACH FOR DESIGN OF COMPLIANT 
MECHANISMS USING THE PSEUDO-RIGID-BODY MODEL (PRBM) 
CONCEPT 
This section provides a generalized approach for the design of compliant 
mechanisms.  The approach utilizes the implicit uncoupling between the kinematic and 
energy/torque equations that is enabled by the pseudo-rigid-body model concept for 
designing a variety of compliant mechanism types for a wide-range of user specifications.  
Pseudo-rigid-body four-bar mechanisms, with one to four torsional springs located at the 
revolute joints, are considered to demonstrate the design methodology.  Mechanisms are 
designed for conventional tasks, such as function, path and motion generation, and path 
generation with prescribed timing, with energy/torque specified at the precision-
positions.  State-of-the-art rigid-body synthesis techniques are applied to the pseudo-
rigid-body model to satisfy the kinematic requirements.  Energy/torque equations are then 
used to account for the necessary compliance, according to the user specifications.  The 
approach utilizes a conventional, simple yet efficient optimization formulation to solve 
energy/torque equations that allows a designer to i) achieve realistic solutions, ii) specify 
appropriate energy/torque values, and iii) reduce the sensitivities associated with the 
‘synthesis with compliance’ approach.  A variety of examples are presented to 
demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of the approach.  All of the examples are 





A compliant mechanism gains some or all of its mobility from the deflection of its 
flexible members [1].  Because of its inherent advantages, e.g. reduced part count, cost, 
weight, wear, no lash or need for lubrication, and increased precision, ease of 
manufacturing and assembly, etc. compliant mechanism synthesis and design has 
continued to be an exciting area of research.  Burns and Crossley [14, 15] performed 
early investigations towards the synthesis of flexible link mechanisms.  They presented a 
graphical technique, known as kinetostatic synthesis, for the design of compliant 
mechanisms containing a flexible coupler segment and fixed-pinned side links.  Midha et 
al. [23], Her et al. [24], and Sevak and McLarnan [16] developed numerical techniques, 
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such as the Chain Algorithm and finite element analysis, for analyzing and designing 
compliant mechanisms; however, these fell short of developing any insights into such 
systems.   
Considering the challenges involved in these approaches, Midha and Her [32] 
embarked on preliminary discussions on the feasibility of a simple yet robust 
methodology, which would use equivalent rigid-body models with discrete springs at the 
revolute joints for compliant segment analysis, synthesis and design, now known as the 
pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) concept.  Howell and Midha [33-36] and Howell et al. 
[37] successfully developed PRBMs for a variety of compliant segment types.  Howell 
and Midha [33-37], Mettlach and Midha [42], Midha et al. [57], Midha et al. [64] and 
Annamalai and Midha [65], successfully extended the PRBM concept toward the design 
of fully-compliant and partially-compliant mechanisms that have a PRBM of a four-bar 
mechanism and developed a systematic design methodology referred to as synthesis with 
compliance.  The method utilizes state-of-the-art rigid-body synthesis techniques, along 
with the energy/torque equations to generate a set of weakly and strongly-coupled 
equations.  Even though the method is effective in its current form, it suffers from several 
limitations [68]. 
A number of researchers have recently presented methods that can overcome 
some of the limitations associated with the synthesis with compliance method.  Su and 
McCarthy [69, 70] presented an approach for designing bi-stable compliant mechanisms 
using the polynomial homotopy technique.  This approach transforms the energy/torque 
equations into approximate polynomial expressions that are solved using the homotopy 
solvers.  The errors introduced as a result of the transformation render the solutions 
usable as initial estimates only.  These estimates are then provided while solving the 
actual energy/torque equations.  The approach is demonstrated for a partially-compliant 
mechanism with one fixed-fixed coupler segment and two fixed-pinned side links.  Tari 
and Su [71] further modified this approach with a vectorial representation of links for the 
design of compliant mechanisms.  This approach tends to be computationally intensive. 
Ananthasuresh [72] implemented a structural optimization technique known as 
the homogenization method to design fully-compliant mechanisms.  This approach 
formulates an optimization problem for a compliant mechanism design to minimize 
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weight, volume, error in deflection, and induced stress while maximizing compliance, 
energy storage, and so forth.  Frecker et al. [73] provided a multi-criteria optimization 
formulation to design compliant mechanisms with the homogenization method.  This 
formulation considered the ratio of strain energies, i.e. energy stored in the compliant 
mechanism while approaching the work piece to the energy stored while performing 
useful work.  Saggere and Kota [74] provided an approach for synthesizing compliant 
mechanisms for compliant-segment motion generation.  This approach is applicable to 
partially-compliant mechanisms with a flexible coupler segment that is attached to two 
fixed-pinned side links.  The method requires specifications for both the initial and the 
final shape of the coupler, and considers small deflections only to facilitate the 
application of linearized beam theory.  It utilizes equilibrium equations, along with a 
structural optimization routine, with the path vector of side links as the objective function 
to design a mechanism for compliant-segment motion generation.   
Parkinson et al. [75] provided an optimization-based approach for designing fully-
compliant mechanisms.  This method considers a compliant mechanism to be a spline 
with various control points, parameterizes the design solution obtained from the 
optimization routine and creates a finite element model in ANSYS
®
 to analyze the 
response of a candidate compliant mechanism.  The response is compared to the desired 
outcome to determine the next step of optimization.  Rai et al. [76] presented a structural 
optimization based approach for the synthesis of fully-compliant mechanisms for path 
generation using initially-curved frame elements.  Their method designs a compliant 
mechanism for tracing the path, with the actuating forces serving as design variables. 
Despite all the development to date, synthesis and design of compliant 
mechanisms remains a challenge.  Most of these approaches were developed for a 
specific type of mechanism.  In contrast, the synthesis with compliance approach is much 
more prolific in encapsulating a wide range of compliant mechanism design problems.  
Unfortunately, it also suffers from unique limitations that can be primarily attributed to 
the coupling of kinematic and energy/torque equations.  This work attempts to overcome 
these limitations and provides a generalized approach to designing compliant 
mechanisms.  The method utilizes an implicit uncoupling between the kinematic and 
compliance equations facilitated by the PRBM concept.  This approach offers an 
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unconditional, significant improvement in the implementation of the synthesis with 
compliance framework. 
 
6.2 IMPLICIT UNCOUPLING BETWEEN KINEMATICS AND COMPLIANCE 
AVAILABLE IN THE PRBM CONCEPT 
The PRBM representation of a compliant mechanism facilitates in determining its 
mobility and energy storage or force/torque-deflection characteristics, henceforth referred 
to as kinematics and compliance, respectively.  Synthesis with compliance provides a 
methodology for compliant mechanism design by considering these two properties as 
either weakly-coupled or strongly-coupled.  To determine the nature of coupling Howell 
and Midha [56] proposed the following governing expression: 
 
2m ≥ n (175)  
 
where, m represents the number of springs, and n represents the number of 
energy/torque equations.  If the above expression holds true, then the system can be 
considered as weakly-coupled.   If it does not, the system is strongly-coupled.  In case the 
kinematics and compliance equations are strongly-coupled, these have to be solved 
together.  Experiences have shown that obtaining solutions for a strongly-coupled set of 
equations is cumbersome [68]. 
A closer examination of the synthesis with compliance framework presented by 
Howell and Midha [56] suggests that the coupling between the kinematics and 
compliance equations may also depend upon the problem specification, and its associated 
free-choices.  In order to understand this, the kinematics and compliance equations are 
represented in terms of its constituent PRBM variables, shown in equation (176) and 
(177). 
 
Kinematics = f(γ𝑙, Θ, Θi, κi) (176)  
Compliance = f(k, Θ, Θi) (177)  
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where, γ𝑙 is the length of the pseudo-rigid-body link, Θi the undeformed 
orientation, κi the initial curvature, k the spring constant of the torsional spring, and Θ the 
angular deflection of the pseudo-rigid-body link.  For a given rotation Θ, the kinematics 
and compliance of a compliant mechanism may be readily estimated if the pseudo-rigid-
body link lengths, initial orientations and spring constants are known or specified. 
Equations (176) and (177) show that if Θ and Θi are treated as problem 
specifications or free-choices then the kinematics and compliance equations can be 
treated as weakly-coupled set of equations, allowing the kinematics and compliance to be 
evaluated separately.  Mathematically, such a consideration will provide a solution from a 
set of all possible solutions.   
This section utilizes this implicit uncoupling property of the PRBM concept to 
design compliant mechanisms for a wide range of user specifications. 
 
6.3 GENERALIZED APPROACH FOR COMPLIANT MECHANISM DESIGN 
The generalized design process would begin with the synthesis of a rigid-body 
mechanism for specified tasks, such as, function, path and motion generation, and path 
generation with prescribed timing.  Once the rigid-body synthesis is successfully 
achieved, the designer must determine the number and type of compliant segments that 
are needed to create the PRBM of the desired compliant mechanism.  These segments 
(torsional springs) can be designed either for specified energy and/or specified 
force/torque. 
Considering the nonlinear nature of energy and torque equations, a conventional 
optimization formulation is presented that will assist the designer in achieving realistic 
solutions for spring constants.  The steps used for this generalized design approach are 
outlined below.  The entire design process is presented in a flowchart in Figure 6.1. 
 
Step 1: Synthesize a rigid-body mechanism for specified tasks.  These tasks may 
include function, path and motion generation, and path generation with prescribed timing. 
Step 2: (Optional) Determine the energy-free configuration of the mechanism. 
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Step 3: Convert the rigid-body mechanism into the PRBM of a compliant 
mechanism by adding torsional springs at the revolute joints.  Ensure that the degrees of 
freedom of the resulting compliant mechanism is at least zero. 
Step 4: Create an optimization formulation of energy and/or force/torque 
equations. 
Step 5: Provide necessary bounds to the design variables and input necessary 
constraints (optional).  Solve the optimization problem for unknown torsional spring 
constant(s). 
Step 6: Determine the type of compliant segment, e.g. fixed-free, small-length 
flexural pivot, etc. to be used. 
Step 7: Determine the properties of compliant segment(s).  Here, the material 
property (modulus of elasticity E) can be selected to determine the geometric property 




Figure 6.1 The Generalized Approach for Compliant Mechanism Design  
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6.3.1 Salient Features of the Generalized Synthesis Approach.  The 
treatment of kinematics and energy/torque equations as a weakly-coupled set of equations 
facilitates in the development of a newer implementation scheme, within the framework 
of synthesis with compliance.  The advantages of implementing these implicit properties 
of the PRBM are multifold. 
The proposed generalized synthesis approach allows a straight-forward 
application of rigid-body synthesis techniques to design compliant mechanisms for either 
specified energy or specified force/torque.  The approach utilizes the flexibility provided 
by the PRBM concept, and allows a PRBM to be transformed into multiple compliant 
mechanisms with same mobility, however, with unique energy storage and force/torque 
deflection characteristics.  The optimization formulation utilized in the approach permits 
the application of a conventional optimization routine to obtain realistic solutions for 
spring constants.  The application of an optimization routine may guide a designer toward 
meeting the energy/torque specifications.   
The generalized synthesis approach permits the design of both partially-complaint 
and fully-compliant mechanisms using the same rigid-body mechanism design.  Various 
synthesis cases that could not be solved by synthesis with compliance [87] may be readily 
solved.  The approach can also be utilized to derive relationships between spring 
constants.  Such an effort will provide the underlying relationships between the spring 
constants and readily allow generating a variety of energy or force/torque-deflection 
curves.  The approach also facilitates in the design of functionally-similar and 
structurally-dissimilar compliant mechanisms. 
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6.4 REVIEW OF RIGID-BODY SYNTHESIS FOR FUNCTION, PATH AND 
MOTION GENERATION, AND PATH GENERATION WITH 
PRESCRIBED TIMING 
Here a brief review of a rigid-body synthesis technique is presented, which may 
be used for function, path and motion generation, and path generation with prescribed 
timing.  The dyadic approach reviewed here is for illustrative purposes only, and the user 
should not be limited towards it. 
A vector schematic of a planar linkage, that is, using the complex number 
technique is proved to be the simplest, yet the most versatile method for synthesis of 
rigid-body mechanisms [88].  Most of the planar linkages may be thought of as a 
combination of vector pairs known as dyads [88].  In function generation, the vector loop 




iϕj) + Z̅3(1 − e
iγj) + Z̅4(e
iψj − 1) = 0 (178)  
 





Figure 6.2 Vector schematic of a four-bar function generation mechanism in both its 1st 
and jth position 
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For path generation, motion generation (rigid-body guidance), and path 
generation with prescribed timing, loops Z̅2 − Z̅5 − δ̅j − Z̅5j − Z̅2j and  Z̅4 − Z̅6 − δ̅j −
Z̅4j − Z̅6j that are shown in Figure 6.3 formed by dyads  Z̅2 − Z̅5 and  Z̅4 − Z̅6, 
respectively, produce the following equations: 
 
Z̅2(e
iϕj − 1) + Z̅5(e
iγj − 1) = δ̅j (179)  
Z̅4(e
iψj − 1) + Z̅6(e
iγj − 1) = δ̅j (180)  
 
where, j is the precision-position. 
 
Equations (178) through (180) can be expanded for each precision-position to 
synthesize a rigid-body equivalent mechanism for function, path and motion generation, 





Figure 6.3 Vector schematic of four-bar mechanism showing vector dyads in both its 1st 
and jth position 
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6.5 OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION TO SOLVE ENERGY/TORQUE 
EQUATIONS 
Energy Equations:  Energy stored in a complaint mechanism during its structural 
deformation, in the precision-position, is estimated by the potential energy stored in the 





∑ ki(βij − βi0)
2m
i=1 ; for 1 ≤ m ≤ 4 (181)  
 
Torque Equations:  The torque required to move a compliant mechanism through 
the precision-point is estimated by the restoring torque in the torsional springs of the 
PRBM [36, 42]. 
 




i=1 ; for 1 ≤ m ≤ 4 (182)  
 
where, m is the number of torsional springs in the PRBM, k the spring constant, 
βij the  j
th angular position of the ith torsional spring, βi0 the angular position of the  
spring in undeflected position, and S the input variable for the mechanism.  If Θ2 is the 






= h3j − 1; 
dβ3j
dΘ2






R2sin (Θ4j − Θ2j)
R3sin (Θ3j − Θ4j)
; and h4j =
R2sin (Θ3j − Θ2j)
R4sin (Θ3j − Θ4j)
 
The angle βij is related to the pseudo-rigid-body mechanism angles Θ as follows 
[56]: 
 
β1j = Θ2j 
β2j = 180 − (Θ2j − Θ3j) 
β3j = Θ4j − Θ3j 
β4j = Θ4j 
(183)  
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where, Θnj represents the angle of the n
th link at the jth position measured 
counter-clockwise from the right horizontal. 
 
Research has shown that solving both the energy and torque equations can be a 
challenging task [70].  Because the equations are nonlinear in nature, the solutions are 
dependent on the quality of the initial estimates.  At some instances, very minor changes 
in the initial estimates have produced significantly different outcomes.  These 
sensitivities prevent the designer from determining what is at fault: the initial estimates or 
the energy/torque specifications [68]. 
 
Realistic solutions can be difficult to obtain while solving nonlinear equations.  
Typically, accurate initial approximations are required to ensure convergence.  As an 
alternative, an optimization technique has been proposed in the literature that helps a user 
the same way the Bisection method helps for a single equation, i.e. convergence is 
usually achieved even for poor initial approximation [89].  Considering the following 
mathematical equivalence, conventional optimization techniques may be readily 
implemented to solve the energy and torque equations: 
 
If we consider a linear set of nonlinear equations,  
f1(x1, x2, … , xn) = 0;  
f2(x1, x2, … , xn) = 0;  
… ;  
fn(x1, x2, … , xn) = 0;  
then a solution 𝐱 = (x1, x2, … , xn) exists precisely when the function 
 
q(x1, x2, … , xn) = ∑[fi(x1, x2, … , xn)
n
i=1
] 2 (184)  
 
has a minimal value of zero [89]. 
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Using equation (184), the following optimization problem may be constructed to 








subject to   
gi(x1, x2, … , xn)  ≤ 0; i = 1,2, … , ni  
hj(x1, x2, … , xn)  ≤ 0; j = 1,2, … , ne  
xk
𝑙 ≤ xk ≤ xk
u, k = 1,2, … , n 
(185)  
 
where  x = (x1, x2, … , xn) is the vector of design variables that may include 
spring constants of torsional springs, F the design objective function that needs to be 
minimized,  fj(x1, x2, … , xn)  the energy/torque expression for  the j
th precision-position,  
gi(x1, x2, … , xn) the inequality constraint  function, hj(x1, x2, … , xn)  the equality 
constraint function, ni the number of inequality constraint functions,  ne the number of 
equality constraint functions,  np the number of precision positions (where a non-zero 
energy/torque is specified), n the number of design variables, xk
𝑙  the lower bound, and xk
u 
the upper bound. 
This simple, yet efficient, optimization formulation not only helps in achieving 
realistic solutions with minimal effort but also guides a designer in specifying appropriate 
energies/torques at the precision positions.  The designer may also choose to add 
constraints, e.g., the equality of spring constants, reliability based design constraints, 
limit stresses, and so forth. 
 
6.6 SPECIFYING APPROPRIATE ENERGY/TORQUE AT PRECISION 
POSITIONS 
Specifying appropriate energy/torque for a mechanism at various precision 
positions may be cumbersome.  For simplicity, a heuristic judgment may be made 
between the energy/torque specifications and the rotation of the pseudo-rigid-body links 
of the compliant mechanism, to ensure the specifications are appropriate.  On various 
occasions, however, a designer may still need assistance with providing appropriate 
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specifications.  The above presented optimization formulation guides the designer with 
this. 
The function value at the end of the optimization process is an excellent indicator 
of the energy or force/torque specifications.  If the function value is not close to zero, 
then at first some iteration must be conducted by changing the initial estimates 
drastically.  This will ensure a search for the global minimum.  If the function value at 
these various starting positions is still not close to zero, then an unrealistic problem 
definition may exist.  In this instance, the following steps should be utilized to better 
understand the change in direction: 
1. Determine whether or not the energy/torque at various positions is in 
agreement with the rotation of the pseudo-rigid-body links. 
 
2. If the result from Step 1 is deemed satisfactory, then the user should either 
increase or decrease the energy/torque specifications. 
 
3. Examine the function value at the end of Step 2.  If the function value is 
approaching zero, then continue in the same direction until the desired 
function value is achieved.  In case the function value is diverging further, 
change the direction and repeat Step 3. 
 
The above process is illustrated in examples presented in the following section. 
 
6.7 EXAMPLES 
The applicability of the generalized design methodology is presented with the 
help of the following examples, which encapsulate a wide-range of user specifications.  
Finite element verifications presented verify the effectiveness of the method. 
 
Example 1: A fully-compliant mechanism is to be designed for three-precision-
position motion generation synthesis, with torque specified at these precision positions: 
δ2̅̅ ̅ = −1.5 − 0.5i; δ3̅̅ ̅ = −3.5 + 1.5i; γ2 = −10
o;  γ3 = −15
o; 
T1 = 8.75 in. −lb. ; T2 = 30 in. −lb. ;  and T3 = 42.75 in. −lb. 
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Following the generalized design procedure, we synthesize a rigid-body 
mechanism for three-precision-position motion generation.  Expanding equation (179) 
and (180) gives eight equations with 18 variables.  Six of these are specified, thus giving 
a system of eight equations with 12 unknowns.  In order to obtain a solution four free-
choices are made: Θ21 = 80
o;  Θ41 = 100
o; R4 = 10 and R2 = 6.  The rigid-body 
mechanism is: 
 
Z̅1 = 5.063 − 1.855i; Z̅2 = 1.042 + 5.909i 
Z̅3 = 2.284 + 2.084i; Z̅4 = −1.736 + 9.848i 
Z̅5 = 2.906 + 2.206i; Z̅6 = 0.621 + 0.122i 
ϕ3 = 39.232





The problem definition suggests that the energy-free state of the mechanism is not 
at the first-precision-position.  Using equation (179) and (180), and considering Θ20 =
75o, the following configuration is obtained: 
 
Θ30 = 46.745
o;  Θ40 = 97.995
o 
 
Considering a fully-compliant mechanism with four SLFPs and using equation 
(185), a constrained optimization formulation is generated.  The spring constants are 
obtained for specified torque values, subject to the following dimensional and stress 
constraints: 
 
t1 = t2;  σinduced ≤  σyield 
  
The optimization formulation is generated using equation (182) and (186) to 



















𝑙1 = 𝑙2 = 0.05L2, 







The fully-compliant mechanism is constructed using unreinforced Nylon 46, with 
a flexural modulus of elasticity of 131 ksi and flexural strength of 15 ksi.  Using equation 
(182) and (186), and considering a rectangular cross-section, the thicknesses are 
calculated to be: 
 
t1 = 0.032802 in. ;  t2 = 0.032802 in. 
t3 = 0.11643 in. ;  t4 = 0.10855 in. 
 
The lengths of the SLFPs and rigid-segments are: 𝑙1 = 𝑙2 = 0.2857 in. ;  L2 =
5.7143 in. ;  𝑙3 = 𝑙4 = 0.4762 in. ; and L4 = 9.5234in.  The resulting fully-compliant 










The synthesis results obtained using the generalized approach are compared with 
the finite element software ANSYS
®
.  The coupler curve obtained using the PRBM and 
the precision-position locations obtained from PRBM and ANSYS
®
 are shown plotted in 
Figure 6.5.  The input torque-deflection characteristic obtained using the PRBM is shown 
plotted in Figure 6.6.  Input torques required to reach various precision-positions are 
summarized in Table 6.1.  The maximum stress in the mechanism is experienced at P3, 
calculated using ANSYS
®










Table 6.1 Input Torque Required to Reach Precision-Positions of Example 1 
Precision Position Input Torque (𝐓𝟐), in.-lb. 
PRBM ANSYS
® 
𝐏𝟏 8.75 8.75 
𝐏𝟐 30 29.5 











Example 2: It is desired to design a partially-compliant mechanism for three-
precision-position function generation that shows bi-stable behavior, with energy 
specified at these precision-positions:  
ψj = g(ϕj) = 2ϕj − 20 deg. ;  ϕ2 = 20 deg. , ϕ3 = 40 deg. ; 
U1 = 0, U2 = 15 in. −lb. and U3 = 5 in. −lb. 
 
Following the generalized design procedure, we synthesize a rigid-body 
mechanism for function generation.  Expanding equation (178) gives four equations with 
12 variables.  Four of these are specified, thus giving a system of four equations with 
eight unknowns.  In order to obtain a solution four free-choices are made; Θ21 =
130o;  Θ31 = 200
o; R4 = 7 and γ2 = 10
o.  The rigid-body mechanism is: 
 
Z̅1 = −4.504 − 2.1i; Z̅2 = −2.094 + 2.496i 
Z̅3 = −9.305 − 3.387i; Z̅4 = −6.895 + 1.209i 
γ3 = 34.212
o;   
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The problem definition suggests that the mechanism is in its energy-free state at 
this position.  Let us design a partially-compliant mechanism that has a PRBM with one 
torsional spring.  Using equation (185) an unconstrained optimization formulation is 
generated giving the following spring constants for the energy values of  
U2 = 14.925 in. −lb. and U3 = 5 in. −lb. 
 
k2 = 979.9148 in. −lb. rad 
 
The torsional spring designed above may be translated to either a SLFP or a fixed-
pinned segment.  Let us consider a compliant mechanism with a fixed-pinned segment.  






γ𝑙n = Rn 
(187)  
 
Considering rectangular cross-section of width w = 0.5 in., the thickness is 
t2 = 0.44409 in. The resulting compliant mechanism is shown in Figure 6.7.  The strain 
energy stored in the flexible members of the compliant mechanism is obtained from the 
PRBM and is compared with the results obtained from ANSYS
®
.  The energy storage 
characteristic of the compliant mechanism designed is shown in Figure 6.8.  The strain 
energy obtained from both PRBM and ANSYS
®











Figure 6.8 Energy Storage Characteristics of the Mechanism Designed in Example 2 
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Example 3: It is desired to design a compliant mechanism with fully-compliant 
segments for three-precision-position path generation with prescribed timing, with energy 
specified at these precision-positions: 
δ2̅̅ ̅ = −3 + 0.5i; δ3̅̅ ̅ = −5 + 0.25i; ϕ2 = 20
o;  ϕ3 = 35
o;  
U1 = 0, U2 = 15 in. −lb. and U3 = 45 in. −lb. 
 
Following the generalized design procedure, we synthesize a rigid-body 
mechanism for three-precision-position path generation with prescribed timing.  
Expanding equations (179) and (180) gives eight equations with 18 variables.  Six of 
these are specified, thus giving a system of eight equations with 12 unknowns.  In order 
to obtain a solution four free-choices are made; Θ21 = 85
o;  Θ41 = 65
o; R2 =
5.5 and R4 = 7.  The rigid-body mechanism is: 
 
Z̅1 = 2.876 + 3.02i; Z̅2 = 0.479 + 5.479i 
Z̅3 = 5.355 + 3.885i; Z̅4 = 2.958 + 6.344i 
Z̅5 = 4.652 + 6.422i; Z̅6 = −0.703 + 2.537i 
γ2 = 9.286
o;  γ3 = 14.613
o 
ψ2 = 22.064
o;  ψ3 = 36.74
o 
 
The problem definition suggests that the mechanism is in its energy-free state at 
this position.  Considering a fully-compliant mechanism, that is, using a PRBM that 
contains four torsional springs placed at the revolute joints.  Let k1 = k2 and k3 = k4.  
Using equation (185) a constrained optimization formulation is generated giving the 
following spring constants for the energy values of U2 = 15 in. −lb. and U3 =
45 in. −lb. 
 
k1 = 91.3141 in. −lb./rad;  k2 = 91.3141 in. −lb./rad 
k3 = 79.1763 in. −lb./rad;  k4 = 79.1763 in. −lb./rad 
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The torsional springs designed above may be translated to either four SLFPs or 
two fixed-guided segments.  Let us consider a compliant mechanism with two fixed-





,  and 
γ𝑙n = Rn 
(188)  
 
Using equation (188), γ = 0.851, KΘ = 2.68 and E = 450 ksi, we have 
 
𝑙2 = 6.458 in. ; I2 = 2.87 x 10
−4 in4 
𝑙4 = 8.219 in. ; I4 = 3.168 x 10
−4 in4 
 
Considering rectangular cross-section of width w = 0.5 in., the thicknesses are 
t2 = 0.19028 in. and t4 = 0.19663 in. The resulting compliant mechanism is shown in 
Figure 6.9.  Figure 6.10 shows the coupler curve obtained with the PRBM.  The 
precision-position locations obtained from PRBM and ANSYS
®
 are shown plotted in 
Figure 6.10.  The strain energy stored in the mechanism at precision-position is 









Table 6.2 Strain Energy Stored in the Compliant Mechanism at Various Precision-
Positions 
Precision Position Strain energy stored (𝐔) (in.-lb.) 
PRBM ANSYS
® 
𝐏𝟏 0 0 
𝐏𝟐 15 13.677 












A generalized approach for the design of compliant mechanisms has been 
presented in this section.  The design methodology utilizes an implicit uncoupling of 
kinematic and compliance equations, which is intrinsic to the PRBM concept, and solves 
a large variety of problem types using a weakly-coupled set of equations.   Examples 
covering a wide range of user specifications are presented that demonstrate the 
applicability of the approach, while the finite element analysis comparisons validate its 
effectiveness.  The method is effective for both partially- and fully-compliant mechanism 
designs.  The simple and efficient optimization formulation presented not only allows for 




7. MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE OF A COMPLIANT MECHANISM AND THE 
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS AFFECTING IT, USING THE PSEUDO-RIGID-
BODY MODEL APPROACH 
Although work related to mechanical advantage of compliant mechanisms has 
been presented almost two decades ago, unlike many rigid-body mechanism systems, this 
performance measure has seldom been used.  In great part, the reasons are attributed to, 
one, the relatively recent development of and lack of familiarity with this technology and, 
two, the complexity of the understanding and evaluation of mechanical advantage of 
compliant systems.  In an effort to simplify the evaluation, this section uses the pseudo-
rigid-body model (PRBM) of a compliant mechanism, along with traditional notions of 
power conservation and angular velocity ratios using instant centers.  As a first step, the 
inherent compliance in the mechanism is neglected in determining its mechanical 
advantage, followed by considerations to optimize its structural configuration for 
enhancing its mechanical advantage.  The PRBM methodology, which offers us a way to 
estimate the characteristic compliance of the mechanism, now enables its inclusion in 
determining the mechanical advantage of the compliant mechanism.  Two significant 
factors affecting it are i) the structural configuration of the PRBM, and ii) the energy 
stored in compliant elements of the mechanism.  Several case studies are considered, 
which suggest that while minimizing the later relative to that of an optimized structural 
configuration may improve the mechanical advantage of a compliant mechanism, its 
effect on the mechanical advantage of the compliant mechanism cannot be neglected. 
 
7.1 BACKGROUND 
Compliant mechanisms are mechanical devices that gain some or all of its motion 
through the deflection of its flexible members, to transfer force, motion, and energy [1].  
Because of the inherent advantages associated with compliant mechanisms, e.g. reduced 
part count, no lash or need for lubrication, increased precision, built-in compliance, ease 
of manufacturing and assembly, etc., compliant mechanisms have found their place in a 
wide range of applications including hand tools, automotive components, and micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS).  While the rigid-body mechanisms are typically 
designed for providing force amplification between the output and input ports, the 
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mechanical advantage, compliant mechanism design has been focused towards 
transferring motion and/or energy storage characteristics.  Even though work related to 
mechanical advantage of compliant mechanisms has been presented almost two decades 
ago [27, 28], unlike many rigid-body mechanism systems, this performance measure is 
seldom used.  The recent development of the technology, and the complexities involved 
in the understanding and evaluation of mechanical advantage can be identified as the 
reasons for the lack of utilization of this performance measure.  In an effort to simplify 
the evaluation of mechanical advantage, this section utilizes the well-proven compliant 
mechanism modeling technique called as the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) concept, 
along with the traditional notions of power conservation and angular velocity ratios using 
instant centers. 
Research efforts involving the mechanical advantage aspects of compliant 
mechanisms have been rather limited.  In great part, the reasons are attributed to the 
complexity of the mechanical advantage analysis of compliant mechanisms, when 
compared to rigid-body mechanisms.  Salamon and Midha [27, 28] performed initial 
investigations towards the understanding of mechanical advantage aspect in compliant 
mechanisms.  Salamon and Midha [27, 28] presented a detailed investigation of this 
measure of performance.  Mechanical advantage of a compliant mechanism was 
classified in three categories, associated with the dependent variable, say, location of 
work piece, input force, and stiffness of work piece.  Salamon and Midha [27, 28] 
utilized the Chain Algorithm [23, 24] to perform their investigations, and identified the 
governing relations.  Salamon and Midha [27, 28] also envisioned the use of rigid-body 
equivalent models and presented an expression for mechanical advantage of compliant 
mechanism using the relationship between strain energy and external work, the work-
energy principle for elastic members; however, did not implement it in their 
investigations.  Other works related to mechanical advantage analysis rely on the 
Newtonian mechanics and finite element methods.  Howell [36] utilized the principle of 
virtual-work in conjunction with the PRBM concept and provided a systematic approach 
for deriving the expressions for mechanical advantage of compliant mechanisms.  The 
method required only the forces and moments at the points of interest, avoiding carryover 
of the intermediate variables that are required in the free-body diagram (FBD) approach.  
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Although, the virtual-work approach is efficient, when compared to the FBD approach, a 
new expression needs to be derived when the location, quantity and type of input/output 
ports are changed.  In addition, the approach does not guide the designer in the synthesis 
and design of compliant mechanisms with higher mechanical advantage.  Alternatively, 
Wang [90], Parkinson et al. [91], and Hetrick [92] provided formulations for design of 
compliant mechanisms for a specified mechanical advantage.  These formulations are 
typically utilized in an optimization routine as objective functions or constraint functions.  
As an intermediate step finite element methods are utilized to analyze the candidate 
mechanisms mechanical advantage. 
This section provides a stepwise approach for the evaluation of mechanical 
advantage of compliant mechanisms.  The formulation presented by Salamon and Midha 
[27, 28] is utilized in conjunction with the PRBM concept.  Pseudo-rigid-body four-bar 
mechanisms with one to four torsional springs located at the revolute joints, to represent 
mechanism compliance, are considered to demonstrate the approach.  The approach not 
only simplifies the evaluation of mechanical advantage, but also allows an understanding 
of the contribution of the constituent elements of the compliant mechanism, that is the 
structural configuration and the compliance.  An understanding of the latter facilitates in 
the development of a methodology for the design of compliant mechanisms with higher 
mechanical advantage. 
 
7.2 MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE OF COMPLIANT MECHANISMS 
The mechanical advantage (MA) of a mechanism is defined as the instantaneous 





 (189)  
 
where, F denotes force and the subscript o and i refer to the output and input, 
respectively.  When the magnitudes of these forces are available, MA can be readily 
evaluated.  However; this is usually not the case.  Typically, the displacement or velocity 
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response of a mechanism is readily available, and therefore, is usually used to evaluate 
the mechanical advantage. 
  
In rigid-body mechanisms, if all the links are assumed to be rigid, and friction and 
inertia forces are ignored, then MA can be evaluated by considering the conservation of 
power between input and output ports, such that 
 
Pi = Po 
Tiωi = Toωo 












where, P denotes power, T denotes torque, ω denotes angular velocity, d denotes 
the location of input and output forces w.r.t. the instant centers, and subscripts o and i 
refer to the output and input ports, respectively.  Equation (190) represents the 
mechanical advantage of a single-input port and single-output port rigid-body 
mechanism.  The angular velocity ratio contained in equation (190) can be evaluated 
using instant centers. 
  
Mechanical advantage of a compliant mechanism; however, cannot be evaluated 
by a direct implementation of equation (190).  Compliant mechanisms transfer motion 
and force by the deformation of its flexible members, consequently storing strain energy 
between the input and output ports.  Salamon and Midha [27, 28], therefore, suggest that 
a single-input and single-output port compliant mechanism should be considered as a 
single-input port and multiple-output port mechanism.  One of the output ports is the 
actual physical output port and the others are internal ports that perform work by 
elastically deforming the mechanism members. 
  
Midha et al. [93] provided a formulation for the evaluation of mechanical 
advantage of single-input port and multiple-output port mechanisms.  The effort, 
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however, only considered the case wherein the forces at the output ports are functionally 
related and functionally unrelated to each other.  In compliant mechanisms, the output 
port forces and related to both the input ports force and location of work piece.  In order 
to capture this relationship; Salamon and Midha [27, 28] utilized the work-energy 
principle, given by equation (191), and derived the expression for evaluation of 
mechanical advantage of compliant mechanisms, equation (192). 
 
δU = δW (191)  
 
where, δU represents the change in the internal energy, and δW the change in the 
work done on the system. 
 
MA = MAR (1 −
Fc
Fi
) (192)  
 
where, MAR is the mechanical advantage of the rigid-body mechanism, Fc the 
compliant component of the input force called as the compliance force, and Fi the input 
force. 
  
This section provides an approach to apply equation (192) using the pseudo-rigid-
body model concept, and develops a methodology for evaluation of mechanical 
advantage of compliant mechanisms. 
 
7.3 EXPRESSIONS FOR COMPLIANCE TORQUE AND COMPLIANCE 
FORCE 
The compliance force and compliance torque can be readily determined using the 
principle of virtual work [36].  Equations (193) through (198) comprise a comprehensive 
set of expressions of compliance torque and compliance force for the PRBMs shown in 
Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. 
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For pseudo-rigid-body mechanism shown in Figure 7.1 the compliance torque 
expressions are given by equations (193) through (195), with input at the left side link, 
coupler link, and right side link, respectively. 
 
 





Tc = k1(Θ2j − Θ20) + k2[(Θ3j − Θ30) − (Θ2j − Θ20)](h3j − 1)
+ k3[(Θ4j − Θ40) − (Θ3j − Θ30)](h4j − h3j)









Tc = k1(Θ2j − Θ20)h2j + k2[(Θ3j − Θ30) − (Θ2j − Θ20)](1 − h2j)










Tc = k1(Θ2j − Θ20)h2j + k2[(Θ3j − Θ30) − (Θ2j − Θ20)](h3j − 1)
+ k3[(Θ4j − Θ40) − (Θ3j − Θ30)](h4j − h3j)










Equations (196) through (198) provide the expressions for compliance torque and 
compliance force for the pseudo-rigid-body mechanism shown in Figure 7.2, with the 





Figure 7.2 PRBM of a Pseudo-Rigid-Body Compliant Slider Mechanism 
 
Tc = k1(Θ2j − Θ20) + k2[(Θ3j − Θ30) − (Θ2j − Θ20)](g3j − 1)
+ k3(Θ3j − Θ30)g3j







Tc = k1(Θ2j − Θ20)g2j + k2[(Θ3j − Θ30) − (Θ2j − Θ20)](1 − g2j)
+ k3(Θ3j − Θ30)






Fc = k1(Θ2j − Θ20)g2j + k2[(Θ3j − Θ30) − (Θ2j − Θ20)](g3j − g2j)










7.4 MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE EVALUATION OF COMPLIANT 
MECHANISMS USING THE PRBM CONCEPT 
Mechanical advantage evaluation of a compliant mechanism using the PRBM 
concept is a two-stage process.  First, the rigid-body mechanical advantage is evaluated 
by neglecting compliance in the PRBM and considering the notion of power conservation 
and angular velocity ratio using instant centers.  Later, the effect of compliance is 
superimposed to evaluate mechanical advantage of the compliant mechanism.  The 
approach helps in not only simplifying the mechanical advantage evaluation, but also is 
physically intuitive in nature.  The latter hitherto lacking with the state-of-the-art.  The 
formulation allows for a controlled study of the critical elements of a compliant 
mechanism: i) structural configuration and ii) energy storage or torque/force deflection 
characteristics, called as compliance.  Steps of this process of evaluation are shown 
below: 
Step 1: Construct a PRBM of the compliant mechanism. 
Step 2: Neglect the compliance in the PRBM and derive the expression for rigid-
body mechanical advantage.  Consider the notion of power conservation, between input 
and output ports, and angular velocity ratio using instant centers. 
Step 3: For the PRBM constructed in Step 1 determine the equation for 
compliance torque/force using equations (193) through (198). 
Step 4: Calculate the mechanical advantage of rigid-body mechanism and the 
compliance torque at various locations of input and output ports, using the expressions 
derived in Step 2 and Step 3. 
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Step 5: Use equation (192) in conjunction with the results obtained in Step 4 to 
evaluate the mechanical advantage of a compliant mechanism. 
This stepwise process of evaluation of mechanical advantage can be used to 
evaluate all three types of mechanical advantage of a compliant mechanism. 
 
7.5 EXAMPLES 
Initially, two examples are presented that illustrate the application of the process 
of evaluation of mechanical advantage.  The results are compared with the mechanical 
advantage obtained using FBD approach, and the finite element analysis software 
ANSYS
®
.  Following these initial examples, three mechanical devices are analyzed for 
their mechanical advantage performance.  
Example 1: Evaluate the mechanical advantage of the partially-compliant slider 




Figure 7.3 PRBM of a Partially-Compliant Slider Mechanism 
 
Figure 7.4 A Vector Schematic of the Mechanism Shown in Figure 7.3, in both its 
1stand jth Precision Position 
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The mechanism is designed for two-precision position path generation with 
prescribed timing, with input torque specified at the precision positions.  Input torque is 
applied on link 2.  The design specifications are: 
Θ1 = 0 deg. ; offset = 0 in. ;  δ2 = 1.5 + 0i; ϕ2 = −30 deg. 
T1 = 0; T2 = 12.75 in. −lb. ; and Tδ=0.9+0i = 6.5 in. −lb. 
Using the design approach presented in section 6 with two small-length flexural 
pivots, and considering R2 = 2.5 in. and Θ31 = 320 deg. as free-choices, we have: 
Z̅11 = 3.779 + 0i Z̅2 = 1.1083 + 2.2409i 
Z̅3 = 2.6704 − 2.2408i γ2 = 16.565 deg. 
k2 = 8.4515 (in. −lb. )/rad  k3 = 7.5193 (in. −lb. )/rad 
 
Evaluating type 1 mechanical advantage of the mechanism shown in Figure 7.3. 
Step 1: Figure 7.3 shows the PRBM of the partially-compliant slider mechanism. 
Step 2: Neglecting the compliance in the PRBM, the rigid-body mechanism is 
considered.  Applying the notion of power conservation and angular velocity ratio using 






Figure 7.5 Rigid-Body Mechanism of the Partially-Compliant Mechanism Shown in 
Figure 7.3, with its Instant Centers Plotted on It 
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Pi = Po 
Tiωi = Fovo 













Step 3: Using equation (195), the expression for compliance torque is derived, 
shown in equation (200). 
 







Step 4: Using equations (199) and (200) the rigid-body mechanical advantage, and 
the compliance torque is calculated, respectively, for various work piece locations, shown 













Step 5: Using equation (192) in conjunction with the results obtained in Step 4 the 
type 1 mechanical advantage of the partially-compliant mechanism shown in Figure 7.3 
is evaluated, shown plotted in Figure 7.8, using Fi = 10 lb. and di = 4 in.  Using the 
procedure provided by Salamon and Midha [27, 28] the mechanical advantage is also 
evaluated using ANSYS
®
, shown plotted in Figure 7.8.  For the finite element analysis 
the modulus of elasticity of 450,000 psi is considered.  Salamon [28] derived the 
mechanical advantage expression for a fully-compliant slider mechanism, shown in 
equation (201).  The mechanical advantage evaluated using equation (201) is also shown 










diR2(sin(Θ2) − tan(Θ3) cos (Θ2))
 
where,  
T1 = k1(Θ20 − Θ2); 
T2 = k2[(Θ3 − Θ30) + (Θ20 − Θ2)]; 




Figure 7.9 shows the mechanical advantage of the rigid-body mechanism and the 
compliant mechanism.  Figure 7.8 shows that the mechanical advantage evaluated using 





Figure 7.8 Mechanical Advantage for the Compliant Mechanism Shown in Figure 7.3 vs. 





Figure 7.9 MA and MAR vs. Work Piece Location 
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Example 2: Evaluate the mechanical advantage of the fully-compliant mechanism 










Figure 7.11 Vector Schematic of the Compliant Mechanism Shown in Figure 7.10 in its 




The mechanism is designed for three-precision position path generation with input 
torque specified at the precision positions.  Input torque is applied on link 2.  The design 
specifications are: 
δ2 = −3 + 0.5i;  δ3 = −5 + 0.25i;  
T1 = 9 in. −lb. ;  T2 = 13.75 in. −lb. ; and T3 = 17.5 in. −lb. 
 
Using the design approach presented in section 6 with four small-length flexural 
pivots, and considering R2 = 5.5 in., Θ21 = 65 deg., R4 = 7 in. and Θ41 = 35 deg. as 
free-choices, we have: 
Z̅1 = 2.8759 + 3.0196i Z̅2 = 2.3244 + 4.9847i 
Z̅3 = 6.2946 + 2.0370i Z̅4 = 5.7432 + 4.0020i 
Z̅5 = 6.3122 + 4.6667i Z̅6 = 0.1169 + 2.63i 
γ2 = 18.02 deg. ;  γ3 = 27.31 deg. 
ψ2 = 30.12 deg. ψ3 = 52.19 deg. 
k1 = 1.1204 (in. −lb. )/rad k2 = 1.1204 (in. −lb. )/rad 
k3 = 9.7441 (in. −lb. )/rad k4 = 9.7441 (in. −lb. )/rad 
 
The problem definition suggests that the energy-free state of the mechanism is not 
at the first-precision-position.  Considering Θ20 = 55 deg., we have Θ30 = −2.16 deg.  
and Θ40 = 10.17 deg. 
 
Evaluating type 1 mechanical advantage of the mechanism shown in Figure 7.10. 
 
Step 1: Figure 7.10 shows the PRBM of the fully-compliant slider mechanism. 
 
Step 2: Neglecting the compliance in the PRBM, the rigid-body mechanism is 
considered.  Applying the notion of power conservation and angular velocity ratio using 
instant centers mechanical advantage of the rigid-body mechanism shown in Figure 7.12 




Pi = Po 
Tiωi = Toωo 


















Figure 7.12 Rigid-Body Mechanism of the Fully-Compliant Mechanism Shown in Figure 




Step 3: Using equation (8), the expression for compliance torque is given as: 
 
Tc = k1(Θ2j − Θ20) + k2[(Θ3j − Θ30) − (Θ2j − Θ20)](h3j − 1)
+ k3[(Θ4j − Θ40) − (Θ3j − Θ30)](h4j − h3j)











Step 4: Using equations (202) and (203) the rigid-body mechanical advantage, and 
the compliance torque is calculated, respectively, for various work piece locations, shown 














Step 5: Using equation (192) in conjunction with the results obtained in Step 4 the 
mechanical advantage of the fully-compliant mechanism shown in Figure 7.10 is 
evaluated, shown plotted in Figure 7.15, using Fi = 10 lb. , di = 5 in., and do = 1.5 in.  
Using the procedure provided by Salamon and Midha [27, 28] the mechanical advantage 
is also evaluated using ANSYS
®
, shown plotted in Figure 7.15.  For the finite element 
analysis the modulus of elasticity of 450,000 psi is considered.  Using the principle of 
virtual-work along with the PRBM concept, the expression of mechanical advantage of 
the mechanism shown in Figure 7.10 is derived, shown in equation (204).  The 






{Tih2 − T1h2 − T2(h3 − h2) − T3(1 − h3) − T4} 
where,  
T1 = k1(Θ2 − Θ20); 
T2 = k2[(Θ3 − Θ30) − (Θ2 − Θ20)]; 
T3 = k3[Θ4 − Θ40 − (Θ3 − Θ30)]; 










Figure 7.16 shows the mechanical advantage of the rigid-body mechanism and the 
compliant mechanism.  Figure 7.15 shows that the mechanical advantage evaluated using 
the PRBM approach is in excellent agreement with that of the one evaluated using 






Figure 7.15 Mechanical Advantage of a Compliant Mechanism Shown in Figure 7.10 vs. 









Considering the excellent agreement of the mechanical advantage evaluations 
between PRBM method and FBD/FEA methods, following examples investigate the 
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mechanical advantage characteristics using the PRBM method.  Three hand-tools are 
considered for the evaluation of the Type 1 and Type 2 mechanical advantage. 
 
Example 3:  Figure 7.17 shows a CAD rendering of a popular fish-hook remover, 
Compliers
®
.  Let us evaluate the mechanical advantage of this mechanical device.  
Considering the application of Compliers
®
, a fish-hook remover, only Type 2 mechanical 













 can be modeled as a pseudo-rigid-body four-bar mechanism with 
three small-length flexural pivots and one rigid-body pin joint at the rolling contact.  
Compliers
®
 exhibits a single-input port, and two-output ports, as shown in Figure 7.18.  
Let us fix link 1 that is the lower handle and evaluate the rigid-body mechanical 

























Measurements taken from Compliers
®
, constructed with polypropylene of 
modulus of elasticity 200,000 psi provide the following properties for the PRBM: 
 
Z̅1 = 0.7745 + 0.6004i Z̅2 = −0.9254 + 0.6004i 
Z̅3 = 0.9254 + 0.6004i Z̅4 = −0.7745 + 0.6004i 
k1 = 143.55 (in. −lb. )/rad k2 = 91.9385 (in. −lb. )/rad 
k3 = 143.55 (in. −lb. )/rad din = 3.25 in.;  dout2 = 1.9513 in.  
 
Using the stepwise process of evaluation, the Type 2 mechanical advantage of 
Compliers
®
















Example 4:  Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21 shows CAD renderings of two 
alternative versions of fully-compliant crimping mechanisms designed by AMP, Inc. 
during the early 1980’s.  A third version of the fully-compliant mechanism constructed 
by AMP, Inc. is also investigated, which is schematically similar to the model shown in 
Figure 7.23 with a reduced thickness for its compliant segments.  Let us investigate the 

















Observations made during the testing of the crimping mechanisms allow it to be 
modelled as slider mechanisms, shown in Figure 7.22 and Figure 7.23.  Because of the 
symmetry in its construction only one half of the model needs to be evaluated.  
Considering the notion of power conservation and angular velocity ratios using instant 
















Figure 7.22 Rigid-Body Mechanism for Evaluating the Mechanical Advantage of the 






Figure 7.23 Rigid-Body Mechanism for Evaluating the Mechanical Advantage of the 




Measurements obtained from the prototypes, constructed with Delrin
®
 of modulus 
of elasticity 450,000 psi provide the following properties for the PRBMs: 
Properties for the mechanism shown in Figure 7.22: 
Z̅11 = 2.0585 + 0i Z̅2 = 3.7043 + 0.8443i 
Z̅3 = −1.6457 − 0.9924i Z̅4 = 0 − 0.1481i 
din = 3.85 in. k1 = 75.0487 (in. −lb. )/rad 
k2 = 78.0735 (in. −lb. )/rad k3 = 78.0735 (in. −lb. )/rad 
 
Properties for the mechanism shown in Figure 7.23: 
Z̅11 = −0.1655 + 0i Z̅2 = 2.0742 + 0.6571i 
Z̅3 = −2.2397 − 1.0289i Z̅4 = 0 − 3718i 
din = 3 in. k1 = 31.6082 (in. −lb. )/rad 
k2 = 49.2582 (in. −lb. )/rad k3 = 49.2582 (in. −lb. )/rad 
A third fully-compliant crimping mechanism is also investigated.  This version of 
the crimping mechanism has the same schematic as shown in Figure 7.21, however is 
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constructed with reduced thickness of compliant segments.  The properties of this 
mechanism are determined to be: 
Z̅11 = −0.1655 + 0i Z̅2 = 2.0742 + 0.6571i 
Z̅3 = −2.2397 − 1.0289i Z̅4 = 0 − 3718i 




k2 = 26.2869 (in. −lb. )/rad k3 = 26.2869 (in. −lb. )/rad 
 
Using the stepwise process of evaluation, the mechanical advantage of the AMP 





Figure 7.24 Type 1 Mechanical Advantage and MAR of the Crimping Mechanism Shown 






Figure 7.25 Type 1 Mechanical Advantage and MAR of the Crimping Mechanism Shown 





Figure 7.26 Type 1 Mechanical Advantage and MAR of the Crimping Mechanism Shown 
in Figure 7.21, with a Reduced Thickness for Compliant Segments 
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7.6 DESIGNING COMPLIANT MECHANISMS WITH HIGHER 
MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE 
The presented process of evaluation of mechanical advantage readily allows in the 
synthesis and design of compliant mechanisms with higher mechanical advantage.  The 
PRBM method of analysis identifies two important areas for improving the mechanical 
advantage: i) the structural configuration and ii) energy storage characteristics in 
compliant members.  While, the material properties and manufacturing processes do 
constrain the optimization of the latter; an improved structural configuration may readily 
allow for the design of improved compliance properties, as well.  Though not very 
obvious, the effect of compliance may be detrimental, and should not be neglected.  As 
demonstrated in the examples, the structural configuration and compliance have a 
coupled effect on the mechanical advantage characteristics of a compliant mechanism.  
Utilizing these findings an iterative design procedure is presented below that can assist in 
the design of compliant mechanisms with higher mechanical advantage. 
 
Step 1: For a given compliant mechanism evaluate the mechanical advantage 
using the PRBM method. 
Step 2: Using the rigid-body mechanism mechanical advantage expression, 
improve the rigid-body mechanical advantage.  This may require redesign of the rigid-
body mechanism, resulting in an optimized structural configuration. 
Step 3: Using the torque/energy-deflection characteristics of compliant 
mechanism considered in Step 1, improve the compliance content. 
Step 4: Evaluate the mechanical advantage of the compliant mechanism designed 
in Step 4. 
Step 5: (optional) Redo steps 1 through 4 until the desired objectives are satisfied. 
 





Example 5: Improve the mechanical advantage properties of the compliant 
mechanism considered in Example 1, shown in Figure 7.3.  Let us assume that the torque-
deflection characteristics cannot be modified significantly, and design a partially-
compliant slider mechanism with higher mechanical advantage. 
 
Step 1: Figure 7.9 shows the mechanical advantage characteristics of the partially-
compliant mechanism shown in Figure 7.3. 
 
Step 2: Equation (199) suggests that the rigid-body mechanical advantage can be 
improved by: i) increasing di and ii) decreasing the distance between instant centers 
I12and I24.  Considering that  di can be increased only up to a certain extent, a new 
mechanism is synthesized, which has reduced distance between the instant centers.  The 
properties of the new rigid-body mechanism are mentioned below: 
Z̅11 = 7.97 + 0i Z̅2 = 2.2854 + 2.6508i 
Z̅3 = 5.6844 − 2.6507i ϕ2 = −30 deg. 
γ2 = 14.408 deg. offset = 0 in. 
∆x = 1.5 in. di = 4 in. 
 
Step 3: Let us maintain similar torque deflection characteristics Figure 7.27 shows 
the torque-deflection characteristics of the mechanism considered in Example 1 and the 
one designed in Step 2.  The spring constants of the torsional springs of the new 
mechanism are: 










Step 4: Figure 7.28 shows the mechanical advantage of the mechanism designed 









Example 6: Improve the mechanical advantage properties of the compliant 
mechanism considered in Example 2, shown in Figure 7.10.  Let us assume that the rigid-
body mechanism cannot be modified, and design a fully-compliant mechanism with 
higher mechanical advantage. 
 
Step 1: Figure 7.16 shows the mechanical advantage characteristics of the fully-
compliant mechanism shown in Figure 7.10. 
 
Step 2: Using the same rigid-body mechanism designed for Example 2. 
 
Step 3: The torque-deflection characteristics of the mechanism considered in 
Example 2 exhibits a soft-spring behavior.  Let us design a compliant mechanism that 
exhibits a hard-spring behavior, with the following specifications. 
T1 = 5.5 in. −lb. ;  T2 = 9.75 in. −lb. ; and T3 = 17.5 in. −lb. 
 
The spring constants of torsional springs obtained using the procedure presented 
in section 6 are shown below: 
 
k1 = 16.6431 (in. −lb. )/rad k2 = 16.6431 (in. −lb. )/rad 
k3 = 1.1481 (in. −lb. )/rad k4 = 1.1481 (in. −lb. )/rad 
 










Step 4: Figure 7.30 shows the mechanical advantage of the mechanism designed 









The suggested PRBM method simplifies the evaluation of the mechanical 
advantage of compliant mechanisms, and provides a physically intuitive method for 
performing controlled studies of the critical elements of a compliant mechanism.  All the 
types of mechanical advantage, Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 can be readily evaluated 
using the PRBM method.  Some important observations realized from the work presented 
in this section are listed below: 
 
1. The mechanical advantage characteristics of a compliant mechanism should be 
evaluated by considering both, the structural configuration and the energy storage 
characteristics. 
2. For a given torque-deflection characteristics, the mechanical advantage of the 
compliant mechanism can be improved by designing rigid-body mechanism with 
higher mechanical advantage. 
3. For a given rigid-body mechanical advantage, the mechanical advantage of a 
compliant mechanism can be improved by modifying the torque-deflection 
characteristics of the compliant mechanism. 
4. An optimized configuration can be obtained if both, the structural configuration and 
the torque-deflection characteristic can be optimized. 
 
The structural configuration and the compliance content of a complaint 
mechanism are strongly-coupled, and therefore, should be considered together during the 
evaluation of the mechanical advantage of the compliant mechanism.  Neglecting either 





This section investigated the mechanical advantage aspects of compliant 
mechanisms and provided a new approach for its evaluation using the PRBM method.  
The method considers a two-stage approach wherein, the compliance is ignored at first.  
Notions of power conservation and angular velocity ratios using instant centers are 
applied to obtain the rigid-body mechanical advantage.  Later, the energy-storage 
characteristic of the compliant mechanism is superimposed to obtain the mechanical 
advantage of the compliant mechanism.  Several examples are presented to demonstrate 
the approach.  An iterative process of designing compliant mechanisms with higher 
mechanical advantage is also proposed.  Summary observations presented should guide 
the designer towards better compliant mechanism designs.  The PRBM method can be 
used for evaluating all types of mechanical advantage.  The section lays out a formal 
methodology that can be used to investigate the effect of various factors on the 
mechanical advantage of compliant mechanisms.   
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8. A METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING STATIC MODE SHAPE(S) OF A 
COMPLIANT MECHANISM USING THE PSEUDO-RIGID-BODY MODEL 
CONCEPT AND THE DEGREES OF FREEDOM ANALYSIS 
Traditionally, the deflected configuration of a compliant segment is determined 
through rigorous mathematical analysis using Newtonian mechanics.  Application of the 
same principles towards evaluation of the deformed configuration of compliant 
mechanisms, containing a variety of segment types, becomes cumbersome.  This section 
provides a new methodology to determine the expected deflected configuration(s) of a 
compliant mechanism, for a given set of load and/or displacement boundary conditions.  
The method utilizes the principle of minimum total potential energy in conjunction with 
the degrees of freedom analysis and the pseudo-rigid-body model concept.  The static 
mode shape(s) of compliant segments are applied to identify the possible functional 
configuration(s) of a given compliant mechanism structural configuration.  The 
methodology also facilitates in determining the deformed configuration of the constituent 
compliant segments, and thus assists in the identification of an appropriate pseudo-rigid-
body model for design and analysis of compliant mechanisms. 
 
8.1 BACKGROUND 
The highly nonlinear geometrical nature of the deflections involved with 
compliant mechanisms complicates the design and analysis approaches.  In response to 
these challenges, many researchers have been continually involved in the development of 
effective and efficient methods for the design and analysis of compliant mechanisms.  All 
of the present day approaches utilize rigorous mathematical analysis with Newtonian 
mechanics to determine the expected deformed configuration for a given compliant 
segment subjected to load and/or displacement boundary conditions.  Application of the 
same theory becomes cumbersome, if not impossible, for compliant mechanisms 
containing a variety of segment types.  In the case of compliant mechanisms containing 
fixed-guided segments the structure may also become statically indeterminate, thus 
further increasing the complexity of determining the expected deformed shape.  This 
section provides a straight-forward approach to determine the deformed configuration of 
a compliant mechanism.  The proposed methodology provides this qualitative 
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information about a compliant mechanism subjected to a combination of load and/or 
displacement boundary conditions using the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) approach, 
in conjunction with the principle of minimum total potential energy and the degrees of 
freedom analysis. 
The continual development of the PRBMs over the years has rendered the 
methodology as a simple and accurate tool for design and analysis of compliant 
mechanisms.  The largest benefit of the PRBM approach comes from its ability to 
transform a compliant mechanism into a rigid-body mechanism, and vice versa, thus 
making available a wealth of existing rigid-body mechanism synthesis and analysis 
knowledge to the treatment of compliant mechanisms.  In order to extract the largest 
benefit of the PRBM concept, it is very important to transform a given compliant 
mechanism into an appropriate PRBM.  The methodology proposed in this section will 
assist a designer in this task, as well. 
 
8.2 STATIC MODE SHAPES OF COMPLIANT SEGMENTS AND THE 
CORRESPONDING PRBMS 
Prasanna et al. [94] introduced the concept of static mode shape for a compliant 
segment.  A static mode shape of a compliant segment is defined as 
 
The specific kinematic deflected configuration acquired by a compliant segment 
on the application of a set of beam end load and/or displacement boundary conditions 
 
Prasanna et al. [94] showed that a fixed-pinned segment and fixed-free segment 
with SLFP exhibits only one static mode shape, defined as their first static mode shape, 
shown in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2.  The corresponding PRBMs are shown in Figure 8.3 
and Figure 8.4.  For a fixed-guided compliant segment Prasanna et al. [94] showed that 
theoretically infinite static mode shapes are possible, each of them are defined by the 
number of inflection points in the deformed state, achieved by application of a set of 
loads and/or displacements.  The displaced configuration with a monotonically increasing 
curvature has zero inflection points, and is defined as the first static mode shape of a 
fixed-guided segment.  The displaced configuration with one inflection point is defined 
as the second static mode shape of the fixed-guided compliant segment, as so on.   
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Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6 shows the first two static mode shapes of a fixed-guided 
























Prasanna et al. [94] also showed that introduction of an inflection point increases 
the strain energy in the compliant members.  Thus, the first static mode shape of a fixed-
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guided segment is defined as the lowest potential energy configuration.  The second static 



























8.3 PRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM TOTAL POTENTIAL ENERGY 
The principle of minimum total potential energy states that [95] 
 
Amongst all possible sets of deformations, that which ensures that all the 
equilibrium conditions are fulfilled will lead to minimization of the total potential  
 
In other words, the principle of minimum total potential energy suggests that a 
structure under the influence of external disturbance will deform and result in a 
configuration that tends to minimize its total potential energy.  This section utilizes this 
concept to determine the static mode shape(s) of a compliant mechanism subjected to 
load and/or displacement boundary conditions. 
 
8.4 EVALUATION OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF A COMPLIANT 
MECHANISM 
A compliant mechanism by definition is a structure, wherein the mobility is 
achieved through the deflection of its flexible members [1].  With this understanding, it 
can be said that the direct application of the degrees of freedom analysis using the 
Grubler’s criteria [96], given by equation (207), will result in a value of freedom 
number F ≤ 0. 
 
F =  3(n − 1) − 2j − h (207)  
 
where, F is the minimum inputs required to obtain a deterministic motion, j the 
number of lower pairs, and h the number of higher pairs. 
 
Recently, Prasanna et al. [97, 98] presented a straight-forward approach to 
determine the degrees of freedom of active and passive compliant mechanisms (FC), 
using the PRBM concept.  In this approach, the authors generate a PRBM and apply 




 FC  =  fr  +  fe (208)  
 
where, fr represents the contribution of the closed-loop rigid-body mechanism and 
fe the contribution of the flexible members to the total degrees of freedom FC.  Both fr 
and fe are calculated by the application of Grubler’s criteria given by equation (207).  
Note that for active compliance systems fr = 0. 
 
8.5 A METHODOLOGY TO DETERMINE THE EXPECTED MODE SHAPE 
OF A COMPLIANT MECHNANISM AND ITS CORRESPONDING PRBM 
The methodology to determine the static mode shape(s) of a given compliant 
mechanism utilizes the PRBM of the static mode shape(s) of individual segments and the 
degrees of freedom analysis.  The methodology considers that the compliant mechanism 
will always tend to deform with a mode shape that has the lowest potential energy.  This 
principle is coupled with the degrees of freedom analysis to obtain the expected deformed 
configuration of a given compliant mechanism.  The methodology is explained in a 
stepwise manner below, and is represented in a flowchart in Figure 8.9. 
 
Step 1: Identify the various segment types in the mechanism. 
Step 2: Construct a PRBM of the mechanism by considering the lowest potential 
energy (first static mode shape) PRBM for the compliant segments identified in Step 1. 
Step 3: Determine the degrees of freedom (FC) for the PRBM constructed in Step 
2, using equation (208). 
Step 4: Review the results.  
(a) If FC ≤ 0 then this static mode shape is not possible, and therefore, this PRBM is not 
a correct representation.  If the constituent compliant segments can achieve higher 
order mode shape(s) then construct a new PRBM using the higher order mode shape 
of one of the constituent segments.  Repeat Step 2 to 4(a) until a configuration with 
 FC = 1 is determined. 
(b) If FC = 1 then this mode shape represents the first static mode shape of the compliant 
mechanism.  The corresponding PRBM should be utilized for the design and analysis 
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of the compliant mechanism subjected to one load or displacement boundary 
condition. 
Step 5: If the constituent compliant segments can achieve higher order modes, 
then construct a new PRBM using the PRBM of the next higher order mode for one of 
the segments. 
Step 6: Determine the degrees of freedom (FC) for the PRBM constructed in Step 
5, using the equation (208).  Here FC represents the number of load and/or displacement 
boundary conditions required to achieve this static mode shape. 
Step 7: Repeat Steps 5 and 6 by constructing PRBMs for all possible 
combinations of segmental mode shapes to identify all possible static mode shape(s) of 
the compliant mechanism. 
 












Example 1: Determine the static mode shape(s) of the compliant mechanism 










The stepwise procedure provided in Section 8.5 is utilized to determine the static 
mode shape(s) for the compliant mechanism shown in Figure 8.10. 
 
Step 1: The constituent segments include two SLFPs and one fixed-guided 
segment.   
Step 2: Figure 8.11 shows the PRBM that is constructed using the lowest potential 
energy PRBM of each segment type.  The corresponding mode shape is shown in Figure 
8.12. 
Step 3: Using equation (208) and the procedure provided by Prasanna et al. [97, 
98], we have: 
 
















Step 4: Equation (209) suggests that the PRBM constructed in Figure 8.11 is not 
feasible, and therefore, the corresponding static-mode shape is not possible.  Using the 
second static mode shape of the fixed-guided segment, Steps 2 and 3 are repeated.  The 
new PRBM is shown in Figure 8.13 and the corresponding static mode shape is shown in 
Figure 8.14.  Using equation (208), we have: 
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 FC  =  fr  +  fe = 1 (210)  
 
Step 5: The fixed-guided compliant segment cannot be subjected to any more 
loads, and therefore it is not expected to generate the higher order static mode shape. 
The above analysis suggests that the compliant mechanism shown in Figure 8.10 
will have only one static mode shape, shown in Figure 8.14.  Figure 8.15 shows the 
picture of the FEA verification performed using ANSYS
®
 with a force applied at the 
coupler point, as shown in Figure 8.10.  These results are in excellent agreement with the 














Figure 8.15 FEA Verification of the First Static Mode Shape of the Compliant 







Example 2: Figure 8.16 shows the CAD rendering of the crimping mechanism 
designed by AMP, Inc.  It is desired to determine the appropriate PRBM of this 
compliant mechanism to determine its mechanical advantage, when the tool is actuated 









The crimping tool shown in Figure 8.16 is symmetric, and each half contains two 
fixed-guided segments, a rigid coupler segment and a sliding pair. 
 
The stepwise procedure presented in above is utilized to determine the first static 
mode shape.  The resulting PRBM of the first static mode shape is shown in Figure 8.17.  
This PRBM is used to determine the mechanical advantage characteristics of the 
crimping mechanism, as shown in section 7.  A finite element analysis is performed using 
SolidWorks
®
.  The displacement plot of this analysis shows the first static mode shape, 
shown in Figure 8.18. 
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Example 3: Determine the functional configurations of the partially-compliant 
mechanism shown in Figure 8.19. 
 
The partially-compliant mechanism shown in Figure 8.19 contains two compound 
fixed-pinned compliant segments, each composed of a fixed-fixed segment and a rigid 
fixed-pinned segment.  Using the stepwise procedure provided above the static mode 
shapes are determined, shown in Figure 8.20 through Figure 8.22.  The PRBMs 




























The partially-compliant mechanism shown in Figure 8.19 will exhibit a 
monotonically increasing curvature for its fixed-guided segments in its first static mode 
shape.  Imparting additional displacement boundary condition(s) to the rigid-body 
revolute joints will transform the fixed-guided segment into its higher order mode, as 






















The proposed methodology provides an expedient approach to determine the 
expected deformed configuration of a compliant mechanism, subjected to a set of load 
and/or displacement boundary conditions.  The method applies the principle of minimum 
total potential energy in conjunction with the degrees of freedom analysis using the 
PRBM concept.  The approach eliminates the solution of static equilibrium equations, 
which become cumbersome for analysis of statically indeterminate beams. 
The analysis approach helps to understand the underlying reasons for the 
occurrence of an inflection point.  The results also show that the possibility of occurrence 
of two inflection points is abysmally small, unless the structural configuration of the 
compliant mechanism demands for it. 
 
8.8 SUMMARY 
This section provided a straight-forward and expedient approach for determining 
the mode shape(s) for a given compliant mechanism design.  The methodology applies 
the principle of minimum total potential energy in conjunction with the degrees of 
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freedom analysis using the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) concept to determine the 
expected mode shape(s) of a compliant mechanism, for a given set of load and/or 
displacement boundary conditions.  The approach allows anticipating the deformed 
configuration of the constituent compliant segments, and thus facilitates in the 
identification of an appropriate PRBM for the design and analysis of compliant 
mechanisms.  The methodology provides an expedient qualitative assessment of a 




9. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE PSEUDO-RIGID-BODY MODEL 
CONCEPT FOR COMPLIANT MECHANISM DESIGN 
The pseudo-rigid-body model concept has been proved to be very simple and 
efficient method for compliant mechanism design and analysis.  This section summarizes 
the experimental investigations performed to validate the effectiveness of this method for 
compliant mechanism design and analysis.  Investigations are performed on compliant 
segments, partially-compliant mechanisms, and fully-compliant mechanisms.  The tests 
verify the accuracy of the pseudo-rigid-body model approach in compliant mechanism 
synthesis and analysis.  The experimental investigations reveal that the pseudo-rigid-body 
model concept successfully captures the maximum possible actuable degrees of freedom 




The pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) concept has been proven to be a simple, 
efficient, and accurate method for compliant mechanism design and analysis.  The largest 
benefit of the PRBM concept comes from its ability to utilize a wealth of existing rigid-
body mechanism analysis and synthesis knowledge to the treatment of compliant 
mechanisms.  PRBM results have always demonstrated to be in excellent agreement with 
analytical methods like elliptic integral formulations and finite element analysis.  This 
section verifies the feasibility of the PRBM concept experimentally.  The experimental 
investigations allow verification of the degree of freedom evaluated using the PRBM 
concept.  Attempts to verify the concept of the maximum possible degree of freedom 
through analytical methods have been usually unsuccessful.  The results obtained in this 
section validate the heuristic notions of the application of segmental PRBMs to the 
synthesis and analysis of fully-compliant and partially-compliant mechanisms.  The tests 
capture the large-deflections possible in a compliant segment and demonstrate the 
accuracy, efficiency, and the ease of the application of the PRBM concept towards its 
synthesis and analysis.  A new test setup is designed to facilitate the wide-range of 
experimental investigations performed in this work.  Tests are performed to validate the 
PRBM analysis and synthesis techniques.  Test samples include: i) a fixed-pinned 
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compliant beam with a metallic insert, ii) a partially-compliant mechanism, and iii) a 
combination of fully-compliant and partially-compliant mechanisms.  The test results 
show excellent correlation with the PRBM estimations. 
 
9.2 DESIGN OF THE TEST SETUP 
A new test setup is designed to facilitate the wide-range of the experimental 
investigations.  Figure 9.1 shows the CAD rendering of the setup, and Figure 9.2 shows 
the manufactured setup.  The setup consists of two mounting regions; the top-half is 
utilized for testing beam deflection and the bottom-half for analyzing partially-compliant 
and fully-compliant mechanisms.  The test setup is designed to operate on a table top.  





Figure 9.1 CAD Rendering of the Test Setup Design 
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The top-half of the test setup is designed to test a compliant beam subjected to 
beam end forces.  It consists of a clamping region, measuring region and loading region.  
The clamps can accommodate beams of widths ranging from 0.5 inch to 6 inch.  A 
sliding pair provided at the clamping region allows for accommodating test specimens of 
thicknesses up to 1 inch.  The cantilevered boundary condition is obtained by the set of 
screws provided in the clamping region.  The clamps, screws, and the mounting structure 
is designed and analyzed for an applied load of 100 lb.  The compliant beam can be 
readily subjected to a variety of beam end loads, which include: i) purely vertical load, ii) 
a transverse load and an axial load that is tensile, and iii) a transverse load and an axial 
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load that is compressive.  The latter loading cases are obtained with a pair of sliders, 
loading rope and pulley arrangement.  The loads are applied with a weight hanger, 
installed on the top right corner of the setup.  The pulleys comprise of u-groove 
antifriction bearings.  The pulley surface is well-lubricated to prevent any friction 
between the loading rope and pulley.  The relative locations of the sliders determine the 
load applied on the beam end point.  Figure 9.3 shows the top-half of the test setup 
design; Figure 9.4 through Figure 9.6 shows the various regions of the top-half of the test 
setup. 
The beam end point coordinates are plotted on a graph paper, mounted on a 
bracket directly behind the compliant beam.  Vernier Calipers
®
 are used to measure the 
beam end point deflections. 
Some preliminary tests showed that irrespective of the amount of lubrication 
between the loading rope and pulley, some friction is always observed between them.  In 
order to account for this friction loss the Capstan friction equation is applied [99], shown 
in equation (211). 
 
T2 = T1e
μβ (211)  
 
where, T1 is the amount of tension required to balance the applied tension T2, β 
the total angle of contact between the rope and pulley, and μ the coefficient of friction 
between the loading rope and pulley, as shown in Figure 9.7.  Experiments are performed 
on one loading rope and pulley combination to obtain the coefficient of friction, 
evaluated to be 0.01.  Considering that the test setup may contain three such pulleys, the 
friction losses are incorporated in the PRBM calculations, as shown in Figure 9.8.  The 
































Figure 9.8 A CAD Image Showing the Procedure for Calculating Force Applied at the 
Beam End Point 
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The bottom-half of the test setup is used to analyze partially-compliant and fully-
compliant mechanisms.  The mechanisms may be actuated by either load or displacement 
boundary conditions.  This half of the test setup also constitutes of three regions; 
clamping/mounting region, loading region, and measuring region.  The loading and 
measuring regions are similar to the top-half of the test setup.  The clamping region for 
the bottom-half, however, has some unique features.  The clamps can be utilized to act as 
a fixture or to act as a rigid-body revolute joint.  The clamps contain two brackets that 
hold the compliant mechanism.  The brackets can accommodate compliant segments of 
widths ranging from 0.5 inch to 4 inch.  The slider pair provided at the brackets assists in 
mounting compliant segments of thicknesses up to 0.75 inch.  The brackets are mounted 
on a swivel plate that is held by a pair of antifriction bearings.  Such an arrangement 
allows for the testing of mechanisms with variable initial orientations.  The swivel plate 
contains an overhang that can be utilized to restrict the mobility, essentially providing a 
fixture, by a combination of a miniature vice and blocks with high coefficient of friction 
lining pads.  These unique features in the clamping region allow it to be utilized as a 
fixture or as a rigid-body revolute joint.  Two such clamps are utilized in the test setup 
with a slider pair between the clamp and the supporting structure.  The slider pair allows 
the setup to accommodate compliant mechanisms of variable overall length.  All 
components in the bottom-half of the test setup are designed and analyzed for an applied 
load of 100 lb.  Figure 9.9 shows the bottom-half of the test setup, and Figure 9.10 
through Figure 9.11 shows its various regions. 
Similar to the analysis of compliant beams, the friction between the loading rope 
and pulley is incorporated.  The corrections are made on the loading hanger, because of 

















Figure 9.11 A CAD Image Showing the Slider Pair at the Clamping Zone in the Bottom-
Half of the Test Setup 
 
9.3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS FOR THE VALIDATION OF THE 
PRBM CONCEPT 
The PRBM concept is validated for the design and analysis of compliant beams, 
and partially-compliant and fully-compliant mechanisms. 
 
9.3.1 Compliant Beam Deflections.  A composite-compliant beam, containing 
a metallic segment sandwiched between two plastic segments is considered to verify the 
PRBM concept for analysis and synthesis of compliant segments.  Figure 9.12 shows the 
test specimen designed by Kuber [54].  The specimen constitutes of three beam segments.  
The outer segments are made from Delrin
®
 of modulus of elasticity of 550,000 psi.  
These segments are 0.125 inch thick, 2.5 inch wide and 10 inch long.  The middle 
segment is made from spring steel of modulus of elasticity 𝟑𝟎 𝐱 𝟏𝟎𝟔 psi.  This segment is 













The outer segments are held together with plastic binding posts.  The test 
specimen is well lubricated, and slots are provides in the middle segment and the bottom 
segment, such that the experimental setup is in line with the assumptions made in PRBMs 
[54, 100], which include: i) no bonding between layers, and ii) negligible friction that 
allows sliding between layers. 
The PRBM for a fixed-pinned composite-compliant segment provided by Midha 
et al. [100] is utilized to determine the beam end point coordinates. 
 
9.3.2 Test 1(a): Fixed-pinned composite-compliant beam subjected to a 
purely vertical force.  Figure 9.13 shows the experimental setup for test 1(a), 
photographed at an intermediate loading step.  Table 9.1 shows the beam end coordinate 
values obtained using the PRBM method and the values recorded during the test.  These 











Table 9.1 Beam End Point Location Comparisons for Test 1(a) 
Applied 
Force (lb.) 
PRBM Results Test Results Relative 
Error (%) a (in.) b (in.) a (in.) b (in.) 
0 10 0 10 0 0.0 
4 9.549 2.732 9.56 2.735 0.2173 
5 9.355 3.25 9.341 3.243 0.2728 
6 9.146 3.717 9.148 3.677 0.6505 
7 8.929 4.134 8.962 4.088 0.8685 
8 8.711 4.505 8.731 4.467 0.6283 










9.3.3 Test 1(b): Fixed-pinned composite-compliant beam subjected to a 
transverse force and a compressive axial force; 𝐧 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟗𝟔.  Figure 9.15 shows the 
experimental setup for test 1(b), photographed at an intermediate loading step.  Table 9.2 
shows the beam end coordinate values obtained using the PRBM method and the values 




Figure 9.15 Experimental Setup for Test 1(b) 
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Table 9.2 Beam End Point Location Comparisons for Test 1(b) 
Applied 
Force (lb.) 
PRBM Results Test Results Relative 
Error (%) a (in.) b (in.) a (in.) b (in.) 
0 10 0 10 0 0.0 
4 9.621 2.489 9.629 2.481 0.2261 
5 9.408 3.089 9.422 3.09 0.2511 
6 9.162 3.644 9.182 3.592 0.9141 
7 8.882 4.168 8.911 4.127 0.7664 
8 8.562 4.675 8.588 4.614 0.9490 











9.3.4 Test 1(c): Fixed-pinned composite-compliant beam subjected to a 
transverse force and a tensile axial force; 𝐧 = −𝟎. 𝟔𝟕𝟑.  Figure 9.17 shows the 
experimental setup for test 1(c), photographed at an intermediate loading step.  Table 9.3 
shows the beam end coordinate values obtained using the PRBM method and the values 









Table 9.3 Beam End Point Location Comparisons for Test 1(c) 
Applied 
Force (lb.) 
PRBM Results Test Results Relative 
Error (%) a (in.) b (in.) a (in.) b (in.) 
0 10 0 10 0 0.0 
4 9.781 1.933 9.791 1.902 0.7399 
5 9.712 2.213 9.734 2.197 0.5772 
6 9.647 2.45 9.652 2.421 0.5930 
7 9.582 2.664 9.596 2.621 0.8733 
8 9.515 2.859 9.539 2.819 0.8688 
8.5 9.488 2.938 9.488 2.938 0.8214 
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9.3.5 Compliant Mechanism Synthesis and Analysis.  A partially-compliant 
mechanism that can be represented as a pseudo-rigid-body four-bar mechanism, shown in 
Figure 9.19, is considered for the verification of the PRBM concept for compliant 
mechanism synthesis and analysis.  The mechanism constitutes of one torsional spring.  
According to the design tables presented by Midha et al. [64], such a configuration 
should be solved as a strongly-coupled set of equations.  Instead of this consideration, the 
PRBM is designed using the weakly-coupled set of equations by following the design 
procedure presented in section 6.  A partially-compliant mechanism is designed for three 
precision-position path generation with torque specified at the precision positions, such 
that: 
δ̅2 = −0.646 + 1.58i; δ̅3 = −1.227 + 2.54i ; 
T1 = 9.75 in. −lb. ;  T2 = 17.20 in. −lb. ;  T3 = 22.875 in. −lb. 
 
The resulting compliant mechanism has the following properties [87]: 
Z̅1 = 3.902 − 0.8802i Z̅2 = 4.754 + 2.767i 
Z̅3 = 6.249 − 2.176i Z̅4 = 7.099 + 1.471i 
Z̅5 = 7.929 − 0.148i Z̅6 = 1.68 + 2.027i 
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ψ2 = 11.95 deg. ψ3 = 19.83 deg. ;  
Θ20 = 15.86 deg. ;  Θ30 = −28.36 deg. ;  Θ20 = −6 deg.  









Considering that the partially-compliant mechanism contains one fixed-pinned 
segment made of Delrin
®
 of modulus of elasticity 550,000 psi, the length of the 
compliant segment is calculated to be 6.4706 inch.  For a rectangular cross-section of 
width 1.5 inch, the thickness of the compliant segment is 0.121 inch.  The resulting 










9.3.6 Test 2: A partially-compliant mechanism subjected to a specified 
input torque.  Figure 9.21 shows the experimental setup for test 2, photographed at an 
intermediate loading step.  The coupler point locations obtained using the PRBM method 
and the values recorded during the test are shown in Table 9.4 and plotted in Figure 9.22.  
The data is obtained when the design torque is applied at the fixed-pinned compliant 




Table 9.4 Coupler Point Location Comparisons for Test 2 
Coupler 
Point 
PRBM Results Test Results Relative 
Error (%) X (in.) Y (in.) X (in.) Y (in.) 
𝐏𝟎 0 0 0 0 0 
𝐏𝟏 -0.412 2.523 -0.414 2.52 0.1315 
𝐏𝟐 -1.059 4.103 -1.1 4.07 1.2446 
















9.3.7 Degrees of Freedom of a Compliant Mechanism.  Three compliant 
mechanisms, including partially-compliant and fully-compliant mechanisms, are 
designed and analyzed for verifying the maximum possible degrees of freedom.  The test 
specimens constitute of fixed-pinned segments, fixed-guided segments, and compliant 
segments with small-length flexural pivots.  PRBM based design approaches presented 
by Howell and Midha [33], Howell et al. [37] Pauly and Midha [38], Midha et al. [80], 
and Howell [36] are used to design the test specimens.  All specimens are designed to 
allow for a pseudo-rigid-body angle of 30 deg., and are manufactured from Delrin
®
 of 
modulus of elasticity 500,000 psi.  Detailed descriptions of the test specimen designs can 
be found in Prasanna et al. [97, 98].  Figure 9.23 shows the schematics of the test 







Specimen 1 Specimen 2 Specimen 3 






The PRBM based approach provided by Prasanna et al. [97, 98] is used to 
analytically determine the maximum possible degrees of freedom.  The bottom-half of 
the test setup is utilized to experimentally verify the degrees of freedom calculated using 
the PRBM method.  Figure 9.24 shows the experimental setup for one of the test 
specimens and Table 9.5 shows the comparisons between the test results and the PRBM 
for the test 3.  The description of the test procedure and the PRBM method of evaluating 











Table 9.5 Comparison of the Experimental and Analytical Results for Evaluating Degrees 
of Freedom of a Compliant Mechanism 
Test Specimen Experimental results Maximum DOF by 
PRBM approach Minimum DOF Maximum DOF 
Specimen 1 1 1 1 
Specimen 2 1 3 3 




9.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The PRBM concept for modeling, design and analysis of compliant mechanisms 
was verified with the use of a test setup.  Test specimens included a compliant segment 
with metallic insert, partially-compliant mechanisms and fully-compliant mechanisms.  A 
wide range of tests were conducted to validate the PRBM concept for compliant 
mechanism design and analysis. 
The test results are in excellent agreement with the PRBM estimations.  The small 
errors in the PRBM results, compared to the measured values, may be due to the assumed 
material properties and human errors occurring during the marking of beam end point or 
coupler point locations.  The estimated coefficient of friction between the loading rope 
and the pulley, and the unaccounted friction between the metallic insert and plastic beams 
may have added to the observed errors between PRBM and test results.  Even with these 
errors, the comparison plots provided for tests 1 and 2 allows to infer that the PRBM 
concept is an efficient method for compliant mechanism design and analysis. 
Test 3 successfully demonstrated PRBM concept’s ability to capture the intrinsic 
behavior of a given compliant mechanism.  PRBM concept in conjunction with the rigid-
body analysis techniques provides a straight-forward approach to determine the 
maximum possible degrees of freedom.  A similar approach can be applied to determine 
the expected deformed configuration of a compliant mechanism.  Such a simple analysis 




This section summarized the experimental tests performed to validate the 
effectiveness of the pseudo-rigid-body model concept for compliant mechanism design 
and analysis.  Tests were conducted on a compliant segment and partially and fully-
compliant mechanisms.  The results suggested that PRBM method is simple and efficient 
in its application, while also provided accurate results.  The PRBM concept also 
successfully captures the number and type of deformation configurations possible for a 
given compliant mechanism. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 
The pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) concept proposed for the analysis and 
design of large-deflection flexible members in compliant mechanisms has proven to be a 
simple, efficient and accurate tool for the synthesis, analysis and design of compliant 
mechanisms.  This dissertation investigated a variety of analysis and design problems 
related to compliant mechanisms using the PRBM concept. 
Section 3 of this dissertation provided a PRBM and the associated governing 
equations for the analysis and synthesis of a fixed-guided compliant beam with one 
inflection point in its deformed state.  This section also investigated the conditions for a 
unique deformed configuration, summarized by statements presented as two theorems.  
The section utilized the concept of characteristic deflection domain to specify realistic 
beam end point displacements.  The results obtained from the PRBM method are in 
excellent agreement with the solution obtained from closed-form elliptic integral 
solutions and finite element analysis software ANSYS
®
.   However, because of the 
assumptions associated with each of the methods, experimental testing is recommended 
to validate the theoretical developments.  If appropriate, a robustness/sensitivity analysis 
could accompany this effort to account for errors in the measured beam end displacement 
boundary conditions.  Such information would be useful in the development of high-
precision sensors, or characterizing the existing ones.  Also, future work may encompass 
extending this methodology to study beams with more than one point of inflection, if 
needed. 
Section 4 provided characteristic deflection domains for a variety of compliant 
segment types.  The work also provides pseudo-rigid-body representations for the lower 
and upper boundary curves of the characteristic deflection domain.  The case studies 
presented therein demonstrate that the number, type and the properties of compliant 
segments comprising the compliant mechanism significantly affect its mobility 
characteristics.  A future effort may be to extend the study to determine the combination 
of segment types that would provide a robust compliant mechanism design.  Such a 
mechanism will have very small errors in the coupler point path when subjected to larger 
errors in the input force/displacement. 
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 Section 5 provided a new framework for the synthesis of fully-compliant 
mechanisms containing fixed-guided segments with an inflection point in their deformed 
state.  The approach builds on the vector-loop representation of the PRBM model of a 
fixed-guided compliant segment with an inflection point, as presented in Section 3.  The 
coupler point displacements for the mechanisms synthesized are compared with the 
closed-form elliptic integral solutions and ANSYS
®
.  As future work, the coupler point 
displacements may be compared experimentally as well. 
Section 6 of this dissertation revisited the ‘synthesis with compliance method’ for 
the synthesis of compliant mechanisms.  The work determines the conditions for treating 
the kinematic and compliance equations as weakly-coupled, and presents a generalized 
approach for the synthesis and design of compliant mechanisms using the PRBM 
concept.  The compliant mechanism designs obtained from this approach are compared 
for the coupler point displacements with results obtained from ANSYS
®
.  The rather 
favorable comparisons demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, and the wide range 
of examples reinforce its applicability. 
Section 7 provided a new approach for determining the mechanical advantage of a 
compliant mechanism using the PRBM concept.  The approach consists of a two-stage 
process wherein the compliance is ignored at first.  Notions of power conservation and 
angular velocity ratios using instant centers are applied to obtain the rigid-body 
mechanical advantage.  Later, the energy storage characteristics of the compliant 
mechanism is superimposed to obtain the mechanical advantage of the compliant 
mechanism.  The section further utilizes the generalized approach provided in Section 6 
to develop a methodology for the synthesis and design of compliant mechanisms with 
higher mechanical advantage.  As future work, this approach may be used to determine 
the effect of the characteristic deflection domain on the mechanical advantage of a given 
compliant mechanism.  Experimental validation may be undertaken to corroborate the 
predicted mechanical advantage values. 
Section 8 provided a new approach for determining the static mode shapes of a 
given compliant mechanism structural configuration.  The methodology applies the 
principle of minimum total potential energy in conjunction with the degrees of freedom 
analysis using the PRBM concept.  The approach allows anticipating the deformed 
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configuration of the constituent compliant segments, and thus facilitating the 
identification of an appropriate PRBM for the design and analysis of compliant 
mechanisms.  A future scope of this research would be to extend this methodology in the 
design of compliant mechanisms for a given set of load and/or displacement boundary 
conditions. 
Finally, the dissertation summarizes the experimental investigations performed to 
validate the effectiveness of the PRBM concept in the synthesis, design and analysis of 
compliant segments and compliant mechanisms.  To facilitate the tests, an experimental 
test setup is designed.  Experiments are performed on a compliant segment with a 
metallic insert, a partially compliant mechanism, and a combination of fully- and 
partially-compliant mechanisms.  The tests satisfactorily validate the PRBM in the 
analysis of compliant segments, and the synthesis and analysis of compliant mechanisms. 
The range of the problems investigated in this dissertation, coupled with favorable 
comparisons with results obtained from other methods, demonstrate and highlight the 
accuracy, simplicity, efficacy and applicability of the PRBM concept for synthesis, 
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